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PROPOSED ENERGY TAX LEGISLATION

MONDAY, JULY 2, 1979

U.S. SENATE,
SUBCOMJMITTEE ON ENERGY AND FOUNDATIONS,

COMMITTEE ON FINANCE,
Washington, D.A

The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 9 a.m. in the Crawford
Room of the Natrona County Library, Hon. Malcohn Wallop
presiding.

Present: Senators Wallop and Baucus.
[The press release announcing this hearing follows:]

PRESS RELEASE, JUNE 11, 1979

U.S. SENATE,
COMMITTEE ON FINANCE,

SUBCOMMITTEE ON ENERGY AND FOUNDATIONS,
Dirksen Senate Office Bldg., Wa8hington, D.C.

SUBCOMMITTEE ON ENERGY AND FOUNDATIONS ANNOUNCES HEARING ON PROPOSED
ENERGY TAX LEGISLATION

Subcommittee Chairman Mike Gravel (D-Alaska) and ranking minority mem-
ber Malcolm Wallop (R-Wyo.) announced today that a hearing on proposect
energy tax legislation will be held on Monday, July 2, 1979.

The hearing will begin at 9:30 A.M. in the Crawford Room, Natrona County
Library, 307 East 2d St., Casper, Wyoming.

Senator Gravel stated that, 'For more than six years the government has
been attempting to hammer out a comprehensive national energy policy, Over
the past six years this area has been the subject of a piecemeal approach. This
hearing is being convened, at the request of Senators Wallop and Baucus, who
serve on the Subcommittee, in an effort to secure testimony regarding our energy
situation from those people in an area of the country who are not customarily
able to come to Washington to present their views."

Senator Wallop added that, "It is essential that the Congress attempt to obtain
the views of as many diverse interests as possible. In the past insufficient atten-
tion has been given both to those engaged in the production of oil and gas and
consumers of energy in the Rocky Mountain region of the United States." Ile
noted that he and Senator Baucus have urged the scheduling of this hearing
so that people from Wyoming and Mfontana in particular will have an oppor-
tunity to contribute to the debate on national energy policy. "If we are to de-
velop a national energy program which provides sufficient incentive for greater
production of domestic energy and meets the needs of business and individual
energy users, we must attempt to take Into account the needs of individuals
and businesses located in every region of this Nation," Wallop stated.

Senator Baucus has stated. "Any. review of our national energy policy must
begin with a review of our tax system, for it Is with the use of tax incentives
and penalties that we structure our energy system.

"There Is no better place to conduct a review than In the West. The West
supplies a high percentage of the Nation's energy needs, but Incurs special prob-
lems in doing so.

(1)
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"I look forward to hearing suggestions on ways to improve both the energy
;and tax systems."

Witnesses who desire to testify at the hearing should submit a written request
to Michael Stern, Staff Director, Committee on Finance, Room 2227 Dirksen

senate Office Building, Washington, D.C. 20510, by no later than the close of
business on June 22, 1979.

Leglslative Reorganization Aot.-Senator Gravel stated that the Legislative
'Reorganization Act of 1946, as amended, requires all witnesses appearing before
the Committees of Congress "to file in advance written statements of their pro-

)posed testimony, and to limit their oral presentations to brief summaries of
their argument."

Witnesses scheduled to testify should comply with the following rules:
(1) A copy of the statement must be filed by noon Friday, June 29, 1979,

at the Office of Senator Wallop, 2201 Federal Bldg., Casper, Wyoming 82601.
(2) All witnesses must include with their written statement a summary of

the principal points included in the statement.
(3) The written statements must be typed on letter-size paper (not legal

,ize) and at least 100 copies must be submitted before the witness is scheduled
to testify.

(4) Witnesses are not to read their written statements to the Subcommittee,
but are to confine their oral presentations to a summary of the points included
idn the statement.

Written tcstintony.--Senator Gravel stated that the Subcommittee would be
,pleased to receive written testimony from those persons or organizations who
,wish to submit statements for the record. Statements submitted for inclusion
In the record should be typewritten, not more than 25 double-spaced pages in
length and mailed with five (5) copies by August 3, 1979. to Michael Stern,
Staff Director, Committee on Finance, Room 2227 Dirksen Senate Office Build

Aug, Washington, D.C. 20510.
Snator W ALOP. I want to begin this morning by welcoming you,

Senator Bancits. He has been gracious in agreeing to come here and
htelp in this hearing, while we try to discover some of the effects of
,windfall profit tax. W e are concerned with the production of energy
in the Rocky Mountain area as it is related to other impediments to
the easing o? the Nation's energy supply situation.

I have an opening statement. Senator Baucus, would you like to
make a statement?

[The opening statement of Senator Wallop follows:]

OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR MALCOLM WALLOP

T want to thank you all for coming here today. I see many old friends in the
anldence from across the state of Wyoming. It is good to be back In the State
anl here in Casper once again.

lBefore I go on I would like to introduce my good friend from Montana, Senator
flaueus, who has taken a detour on his trip home to be with us today. I
want to thank Senator Baucus for taking the time to come to Casper and join me
in this learine on the energy situation in the Rocky Mountain West. As a Senator,
I know .vou have too little time to be with family and friends at home, so I
greatly appreciate your joining us today, before you continue to Montana.

Senator Baucus and I are both members of the Senate Finance Committee, and
'together we requested a day of field hearings on the energy windfall profits tax.
'This iq a continuation of a series of hearings that have been held on the energy
prohlenis facing the nation, and the energy tax legislation that is now before
Congre.s-. I should add a word of thanks to Senator Mike Gravel of Alaska who
Is the chairman of this subcommittee, but could not be with us today.

We are holding this hearing today to get the views of energy producers and
-onumers from the Rocky Mountain West. Wyoming, Montana, and other west-
ern states have too large a role to play in our nation's energy future for our
,mique problems and Interests to go unheard in Congress.

There are a wide variety of energy issues that will be reviewed today. but the
Focus of thee hearings Is on issues of energy production. and the effects of the
windfall profits tax on our energy situation. This focus 1% appropriate because
of our role as an energy producing region, and because of the problems that
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may be created by the windfall profits tax. By focusing this hearing on the pro-
duction aspects of the energy problem, I do not mean to belittle the problems
facing all of us as consumers, whether we drive cars, trucks or farm vehicles.
But in this energy capitol of Wyoming, a city rivaled only by Denver as the
energy hub of the West, it Is important for this subc.)mmittee to look at the
problems faced by producers. Our nation's leaders have failed miserably in
understanding and dealing with the economic problems of energy exploration
and production. Price controls, taxes and government regulations have crippled
our production capacity. That my friends is why we are importing half of our
energy from overseas and we now face a disgraceful and potentially disastrous
energy supply situation in the United States today.

I wish that I could offer better news to you about developments in Congress,
but I must admit that after the recent House passage of a punitive, vengeful
energy tax bill in the House last Thursday, I am shocked and disheartened.

There are many aspects of the House tax that leave this country in an even
worse position to deal with the energy situation. I am especially concerned about
the reduced incentives provided for exploration and development in the early
19SO's under the House plan.

So that no one Is confused by the recent developments, let me compare the
House tax to the one introduced by the President * * * Just to give you an idea
of how badly the situation has deteriorated.

The President's proposed 50 percent excise tax was increased by the Chairman
of the Ways and Means Committee to 60 percent, when Congressman Ullman intro-
dueed a bill in the House.

Many people wonder what this means in terms of oil production. It means
that there will be less money available to reinvest in exploration and production
and ultimately, less domestically produced energy. Under the President's plan,
the loss of revenues to the oil industry provides less money for Investment in
exploration. Based on 1978 studies of oil industry reinvestment schedules for oil
exploration the windfall profits tax money would be expected to yield an addi-
tional 1.0 to 1.3 billion barrels of crude oil equivalents to proven U.S. reserves
over the next three years, If industry were permitted to keep these funds. If we
were to buy the same amount of oil from foreign suppliers, it would represent a
balance of payments outflow of some 16 to 20 billion.

Now, let me make it clear that the tax situation has not improved in the
House. By increasing the tax rate from 50 to 60 percent, the House plan would
take an additional $6 billion from oil producers over the original Carter plan.
The Department of Energy has estimated that the percent increase in the excise
tax will retard the growth in domestic output In the early 1980's by 100.000
barrels per day over the already dismal production effects of the Carter plan!

One of the most baffling aspects of windfall profits tax is that it will not be
phased out. This is a new, permanent tax on oil that has already been discovered,
and oil that may be discovered in the future. What I would like to know is how
the oil industry can possibly reap a windfall profit on oil that has not even been
discovered yet I

There are special problems created by the windfall profits tax that are unique
to the Independent segment of the industry. Let me give you one example. Upon
announcing the windfall profits tax, the Treasury released a table showing that
without the excise tax, oil producers would net 43 cents of each additional
dollar in gross revenues, and that with the windfall tax, the producer would
still net 29 cents out of each additional dollar.

What the Department of Treasury forgot, or chose not to indicate is that
many independent producers are not incorporated, and find themselves taxed at
the 70 percent personal tax rate rather than the corporate rate used by the
Treasury in its estimate. This lowers the income to producers so that even with-
out the windfall tax, independents would net only 19 cents of each additional
dollar in gross revenues. With the original windfall profits tax the independent
producer would net less than 15 cents.

Another direct attack on the Independents was made by denying percentage
depletion on the portion of the price increase subject to the excise tax. This adds
a significant negative impact on the independents' cash flow. This was not an
instance of swinging to hit the major companies and accidentally hitting the
independents. Percentage depletion is allowed only for the independent segment
of the industry. There has been little attention given to the fact that under
legislation enacted In 1976. the tax burden on independents will be increased by
as much as 32 percent between 1081 and 1084.
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I cannot believe that the Senate will act as irresponsibly and emotionally as
the House of Representatives on this tax bill. There is a great deal of work to
be done to change this proposal, For starters, I think that the Senate will have
to consider adopting some kind of small producers exemption. An exclusion from
the tax for the first 1,200 barrels of oil er day would shield many small Inde-
pendent operators from the windfall tax. I think there is more that can be done
to reduce the tax burden on marginal wells and wells that produce under ten
barrels per day. If we do nothing to reduce the tax burden on production from
these types of wells, I fear that we will speed up the abandonment rate on wells
that would otherwise produce more domestic oil.

I could contindie on this morning, explaining why I oppose this so-called wind-
fall profits tax. But I am here to get your opinions on this proposed tax, and
information on how it will affect your ability to finance increased exploration
and production for energy here in the Rocky Mountain West. I am interested in
hearing what changes have to be made in the House bill, changes that will allow
this country to get on with the Job of finding and producing energy.

Senator BAUCUS. I simply want to say that I am very pleased to be
here in Wyoming, because Wyoming arid Montana share many of the
same energy resource potentials and problems that are certainly keyed
in resolving our energy crisis. There are a lot of accusations flying
around the air today: Why in the world isn't the United States pro-
ducing more energy I There are long lines at gas pumps in Wasling-
ton, D.C. My wiire and I have to alternate mornings as to who gets
up at 5 o'clock in the morning to drive the cars to get gas, sir: in line
an hour and a half in Washington.

Here in Wyoming and also in Montana there are diesel shortages.
Farmers have been able to get some diesel because of special rule No.
9 that's been amended. However, truckers can't get diesel. And they
just are having terrific problems.

It's easy to blame somebody else. Government gets blamed. The De-
partment of Energy gets blamed. Congress gets blamed. The Presi-
dent gets blamed. The oil companies are blamed. Ayatollah Khomeini
is blamed. The Shah is blamed. Saudi Arabia is blamed. Everybody is
blamed.

I think there is probably some truth in all of it. The real question
is: How in the world are ve in America going to begin to reestablish
our position in energy self-sufficiency. I don't know that we are ever
going to be independent of OPEC, "whether we will ever completely
cut the umbilical cord.

Nevelheless, I think we should very quickly and with immediate
dispatch begin to progress as well as we can to make our country
much more self-sufficient in the development of production of energy.

Of course, the key still is petroleum. We are a petroleum-based
economy. We are an economy which has thrived in large part because
wo are a petroleum-based economy. However, that has brought us into
a difficult position, because we consume so much petroleum.

We in America constitute about 5 percent of the world's popu-
lation. Yet, we consume about 40 percent of the world's petroleum-a
very disproportionate rate of consumption.

Ve also know that'we can't forever and always be a petroleum-
based economy in America. We are going to have to diversify, par-
ticularly if we are going to rely less upon OPEC. We are going to
have to" develop other sources of energy, not all oil, but some might
be oil related. Some would be called synthetic fuels. Some would be
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the renewable sources of energy such as solar, biomass, but the point
is we have to begin to develop.

And also, I t link it's safe to say that as much as we want to in-
crease petroleum production and as much as we want free enterprise
and tproft motive to be the base, the foundation, still there is a limit.
We can't put all our eggs in a petroleum basket, because the more we
do, the more we are going to postpone the day when we have to begin
to diversify'.

I am not saying that we should immediately close the valve, begin
to put ourselves in a position where we are forced to diversify, but
I'm saying we have to develop, in my judgment, policies which are
aware of the need to begin diversifying in other forms of energy.

So, it's a combination. I'm hopeful this morning, this afternoon-
it's may understanding we will continue straight on and not break
through lunch until about 2, 2:15 or so. And then I have a plane to
catch. I don't know what other plans will be after that for the rest
of the participants.

It's my hope during these next few hours we can begin to get some
hard solid facts, particularly to the petroleum industry, so we can
determine whether or not and to what degree a severance tax, wind-
fall profit tax, whatever you want to call it, makes any sense.

It's not a time for rhetoric. It's not a time, in my judgment, for lots
of blame. It's easy to blame anybody. I think rather it's a time, as I
said, get solid information so we have a very productive several hours.

In conclusion, let me say I am very honored t6 be here, particularly
with Malcolm, a tremendous Senator. We have served together on
the Finance Committee. And together we will be working, I know,
toward trying to develop some kind of sanity to all this energy chaos
and with your help-and it's going to take your help-to begin to put
America back on the road toward self-sufficiency.

Senator WALLOP. Thank you, Senator Baucus.
I'd like to introduce to a11 of you and thank personally Jim Hein-

hold and Jack Nutter and also'Bob Reynolds of my staff. Jim and
Jack are on the Finance Committee staff. And they are a capable,
well-informed pair of young men. They are of great assistance to me
in the work that we are doing.

While I was on my way out here in the airplane, having read most
of the material I brought along, I searched around and found the
United Airlines magazine. In that was a piece of research summary by
the Morgan Stanley Research Investment Corp., dated May 7, 1919.

It's probably a long time since anybody has read the United Air-
lines magazine, but they should read it. I would like to read a couple
paragraphs from it.

It says:
In point of fact, the Independent seems to be the forgotten man In the debate

as to what constitutes adequate cash flow and incentive. The large multinational
companies with diverse business interests and 'multiplicity of earning sources
do indeed enjoy considerable financial flexibility and for the moment strong
comparative earnings aided partially by a dramatic improvement in foreign
downstream margins. The independent, whose sole source of income Is domestic
production, is clearly In a very different position. Yet, It is the Independent who
Is still responsible for around three-quarters of the wells drilled in the United
States and who is most affected by continued regulation. The Nation will not
be well served if he choses to quit the business.
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It goes on then to talk about the purpose of the phased decontrol.
But it says:

Somewhat overlooked in the debate is the fact that the Department of Energy
for nearly the past 2 years has been administering crude prices at levels con-
siderably under the maximum provided under the Energy Policy and Conserva-
tion Act, For example, the composite price of crude was recently around $1 per
barrel under the permitted ceiling, As a result, producer "deficit revenues"-
revenues that could have been collected had DOE allowed maximum incentives
provided under the law-are now in excess of $4 billion and accumulating at
over $400 million per month. The ironic thing about this situation is that the oil
producers would not be materially worse off between now and October 1981
if DOE were to restore the accumulated windfall loss, allow maximum permitted
prices over the following 28 months, and then let controls expire as scheduled.
This is a point liberal politicians chose to ignore in their zeal to festoon the
landscape with baloney.

Then it makes a recommendation, which I think would be
interesting:

We believe, therefore, that investors should concentrate on companies whose
earnings gain in the immediate future are not heavily predicted on higher
domestic crude prices. These would include Atlantic Richfield and Sobto, in-
creased North Slope production, Marathon, major 1980 impact from refinery
upgrading programs, all of which are in the Morgan Stanley model portfolio
and Phillips, rising North Sea output.

Primarily, you should look to companies who have a source of foreign oil supply.
I thought this was rather interesting. I want to express an opinion

of my own before we start. I think it's fair to point out that you can
tax as much as you would like on the cost of production so'long as
you subscribe to'the theory that we have found the last barrel of oil
and the last cubic foot of gas, and are only waiting to pump it orpro-
duce it. If the country has given up, so be it; but if you think, as Ido,
there may yet be a future for us, then we have no .choice but to take
into consideration the cost of replacing those barrels and those cubic
feet of gas and tax accordingly.

[The summary referred to follows:]

MOROAN STANLEY RESEARCH SUMMARY EXCERPT

OIL INDUSTRY: THE BATTLE FOR DECONTROL

Several years ago, Atlantic Richfield (62) said it could support the elimination
of percentage depletion on oil and gas If market prices were allowed to prevail.
Instead, of course, Congress chose both to do away with the bulk of depletion,
to broaden regulations, and even to roll back the price of what was then new
(now "upper tier") oil. There are many today who recall only that Arco advo-
cated the loss of depletion. This is likely to be Mobil's legacy if the Administra-
tion or Congress should decide that phased decontrol of upper- and lower-tier oil
is indeed not necessary. Last week. Mobil advocated prices on these segments of
the barrel-representing around 70% of domestic production-should continue
to rise only with inflation, provided that newly discovered and stripper crude
receive the world price instead of the Administration's proposed $16 per barrel
price in eal terms. 'Mobil's position can hardly be expected to endear It to a large
part of the oil industry, particularly the independents.

In point of fact, the independent seems to be the forgotten man in the debate
as to what constitutes adequate cash flow and incentive. The large multinational
companies with diverse business Interests and a multiplicity of earnings sources
do indeed enjoy considerable financial flexibility and for the moment strong com-
parative earnings aided principally by a dramatic improvement in foreign down-
stream margins. The independent, whoze sole source of income Is domestic pro-
duction, is clearly in a very different position. Yet. it is the Independent who is
still responsible for around three-quarters of the wells drilled in the United States
and iiho Is most affected by continued regulation. The nation will not be well
served if he chooses to quit the business.
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The purpose of phased decontrol is obviously not simply to enrich the coffers
of the oil producers but to elicit a supply response and to reduce the regulatory
burden of the entitlements program. There are essentially two methods by whieh
potential domestic supply may be increased. The first involves exploration in new
areas, and it Is to this that Mobil's position is aimed. Unfortunately, there is
no way of measuring how much incremental production may be achieved from
such efforts. Extrapolations based on historical finding rates per foot of hole
drilled are highly speculative. (One might ask, for example, what price would
have been required for the Baltimore Canyon to be a major oil province.) The
second method involves extracting a greater amount of oil front reservoirs that
have already been discovered. Enhanced recovery from existing oil in piace cars
be accomplished by infill drilling or secondary and tertiary recovery techniques.
This method is both more measurable and more promising in the short run than
total reliance on exploration success. Unfortunately, most of the areas where
enhanced recovery is applicable currently qualify only for lower-tier prices, and
neither existing cash flow nor incentives are adequate to proceed with the neces-
sqry programs. It is to this problem that phased decontrol is directed.

Somewhat overlooked in the debate is the fact that the Department of Energy
(DOE) for nearly the past two years has been administering crude prices at levels
considerably under the maximum provided under the Energy Policy and Con-
servation Act. For example, the composite price of crude "as recently around
$1 per barrel under the permitted ceiling. As a result, producers' "deficit reve-
nues"-revennes that could have been collected had DOE allowed maximum
incentives provided under the law-are now in excess of $4-billion and accumu-
lating at over $400-million per month. The ironic thing about this situation is
that oil producers would not be materially worse off between now and October
1981 if DOE were to restore the accumulated "windfall loss," allow maximum
permitted prices over the following 28 months, and then let controls expire as
scheduled. This is a point liberal politicians choose to ignore in their zeal to
festoon the landscape with baloney.

In calculating the effect of the proposed "windfall" tax on producer income,
Marathon Oil arrives at the possibility that 26%-34% of increased revenues could
reach the bottom line. (This is, of course, before increased exploration expense.)
The base calculation is shown below.

Estimated effect of rwindfall tax on prodtut'crs' income (DllarsP- per
barrel)

Revenue increase ---------------------------------------------------- $1. 00
Royalty ------------------------------------------------------------. 14

Total ----------------------------------------------------- .
50% windfall tax --------------------------------------------------. -43

Total ------------------------------------------------------- .43
Service tax ---------------------------------------------------------. 05

Total ------------------------------------------------------- .21
4% State income tax ----------------------------------------- .02

Total ------------------------------------------------------- 13
45% Federal income tax .------------------------------------------. 1

Total ------------------------------------------------------- .20
Adjustment to reflect nontaxed release of lower-tier oil --------------- +. 0y

Total ------------------------------------------------------- .20
Marathon's figures show the industry will receive a cumulative total of $6.0-

billion nq the net increase in oil receipts between now and 1992 (.4s2--million In
1979, $2.1-billion in 1980, and $3.4-billion in 1081), while taxes and royalties will
rise by $9.4-billion. However, the President will enjoy wide discretionary poier
over domestic crude oil prices from June 1. 1979. until September 30. 1981. and
he (or his successor) could alter the currently outlined decontrol schedule at any
moment. While this might be regarded as an act of political spinelessness (as
Senator Kennedy now views price decontrol). it is a pos4hility ihos', reality
might become more apparent should OPEC again move aggressively at its June
meeting.
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As we have outlined recently, domestic oil stocks have been trading at around
a 5% premium to their historical normal relative price/earnings ratios. This
slight premiu-m may indicate the degree to which investors have been willing to
discount decontrol and would represent a risk element should it become apparent
the Administration was backing away from its current stance. One of the better
analytical features of the phase-in program is that it provides a visible incre-

mreent to oil companies' incomes in 1980 and 1081, years in which other basic
,1nduqtries might find it difficult to achieve higher profits if the long-awaited

recession materializes. This would not necessarily be the case if decontrol is
scuttled. We believe, therefore, that investors should concentrate on companies
hosee earnings gains in the immediate future are not heavily predicated on higher

-domestic crude prices. These would include Atlantic Richfield (62) and Sohio
- (48)-increased North Slope production-Marathon (68)-major 1980 impact
from refinery upgrading program-all of which are in the Morgan Stanley Model
]Portfolio, and Phillips (85) -rising North Sea output.

Senator Baucus, as he stated, and I are both members of the Finance
Committee. And together we requested a day of field hearings on
fthe energy windfall profits tax. This is a continuation of a series of
"hearings that have been held on the energy problems facing the Na-
tion and the energy tax legislation that is now before Congress.

I would like to address a word of thanks to Senator Mike Gravel
qof Alaska, who is the chairman of this subcommittee but could not
Ibe with us today.

We are holding this hearing to get the views of energy producers
gind consumers from the Rocky Mountain West. Wyoming, Montana,
4ind other Vestern States have too large a role to play in our Nation's
energy future for our unique problems and interests to go unheard
in Congress.

There are a wide variety of energy issues that will be reviewed to-
ava, hut the focus of these hearings is on issues of energy production

-ind the effects of the windfall profits tax on our energy situation.
This focus is appropriate because of our role as an energy produc-

ing region and because of the problems that may be created by the
vindfall profits tax. By focusing this hearing on the production
aspects of the energy problem, I do not mean to belittle the problems
•acina all of us as consumers, whether we drive cars, trucks, or farm
vehicles or try to gain interstate transport with major trucking rigs.

But in this energy capital of Wyoing, a city rivaled only by
Tenver as the energy hub of the West, it is important for this sub-
,cominittee to look at the problems faced by our producers.

Our Nation's leaders have failed miserably in understanding and
dealing with the economic problems of energy exploration and' pro-
duction. Price controls, taxes and Government regulations have
crippled our production capacity. That is why we are importing half
of our energy from overseas and we now face a disgraceful and po-
tentially disastrous energy supply situation in the United States to-
vday, which, as you well know, is also beginning to drive not only our
economic decision but our foreign policy decision, defense decision,
And many other decisions which we ought to, as leaders of the free
"vorld, be able to make without such a heavy burden of backdoor
-consideration.

I wish I could offer better news to you about development in Con-
gress, but I must admit that after the recent House passage of a
punitive, vengeful energy tax bill in the Hrouse last Thursday, I have
do say I am shocked and disheartened.
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There are many aspects of the House tax that leave this country
in an even worse position to deal with the energy situation. I auri
especially concerned about the reduced incentives provided for ex-
ploration and development in the early 1980's under the House plar
and the signal which that action projects to those who are in or might
consider investing in energy-related capital projects.

I think it is worth speculating that given the antiprofit, anti-
industry sentiment in the House, will anyone take Congress up on itsr
offer to'subsidize synthetic fuel products: The risk that they face may
well not be worth" the problems that are attended to it.

So that, no one is confused by the recent developments, let me com-
pare the House tax to the one introduced by the President, just to
give you an idea of how the situation has deteriorated.

The President's proposed 50 percent excise tax was increased by the
chairman of the Ways and Means Committee to 60 percent. vhen
Congressman Ullman introduced a bill in the House. Then the Homii
tried seriously to pass a 70-percent windfall profits tax. It finally
ended with 60 percent. In the headlines of the Washinaton Post, it;
says: "The House drastically weakens the windfall profits tax."

"And let's be honest. The iax has nothing to do with profits. It oc-
curs whether or not profit exists.

Many people will wonder what this means in terms of oil produc-
tion. It means there will be less money available to reinvest in ex-
ploration and production and ultimately less domestically produceE
energy, and greater reliance, not less, onl overseas sources of energy.

Unler the President's plan. the loss of revenues to the oil industry
provides less money for the investment in exploration.

Based on 1978 studies of oil industry reinvestment schedules for oil
exploration, the windfall profits tax money would be expected to yiekl
an additional I to 1.3 billion barrels of cride oil equivalents to proven
U.S. reserves over the next 3 years, if industrvwere permitted to keel,
these funds. If we were to buy the same amount of oil from fore;ml
suppliers, it would represent a balance of payments outflow of some
$20 to $25 billion annually.

Now, let me make it clear that the tax situation has not improve(l
in the House. By increasing the tax rate from .50 to 60 percent, tle-
House plan would take an additional $6 billion from oil producei'.3
over the President's original plan.

The DOE has estimated that the 10-percent increase in the excise-
tax will retard the growth in domestic output in the early 1980's by
100,000 barrels per day over the already dismal production effects of£
the President's plan.

One of the most baffling aspects of the windfall profits tax is that
it will not be phased out. This is a new. l)ermanent tax on oil that has
already been discovered and oil that may be discovered in the future.
What I would like to know is how the oil industry can possibly real
a windfall profit on oil that has not even been discovered.

There are special problems created by the windfall profits tax that:
are unique to the independent segment of the industry. It me give
you one example. Upon announcing the windfall profits tax, the Treas-.
ury released a table showing that without the excise tax, oil pm'oducers;
would net 43 cents of each additional dollar in gross revenues, and;
that with the windfall tax, the producer would still net 29 cents out
of each additional dollar.
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What the Department of Treasury forgot, or chqse not to indicate,
is that many independent producers are not incorporated, and.find
themselves taxed at the 70 percent personal tax rather than the corpo-
rate rate used by the Treasury in its estimate. This lowers the income
to producers so that even without the windfall tax, independents
wbuld net only 19 cents of each additional dollar in gross revenues.
With the original windfall profits tax, the independent producer
would net less than 15 cents.

Another direct attack on the independents was made by denying
percentage depletion on the portion of the price increase subject to
the excise tax. This adds a significant negative impact on the inde-
pendents' cash flow. This was not an instance of swinging to hit the
inajor companies and accidentally hitting the independents. Percent-
age depletion is allowed only for the independent segment of the
industry. There has been little attention given to the fact that under
legislation enacted in 1976, the tax burden on independents will be
increased by as much as 32 percent between 1981 and 1984.

I have already introduced legislation along with Senator Tower
-of Texas that would arrest the scheduled decline in the percentage
depletion rate that is to go into effect in 1980. The direction of that
depends in large measure on where these windfall profits taxes go.

I cannot believe that the Senate will act as irresponsibly and emo-
tionally as the House of Representatives on this tax bill. Interestingly
enough, they voted on that without a rollcall vote. They made all their
amendments. Then it was just accepted.

There is a great deal of work to be done for us to change this
proposal. Senator Baucus and I along with other members of the
committee will have a hard job in what is a responsible area to accom-
plish what is needed.

For starters, I think that the Senate will have to consider adopting
some kind of small producers exemption, if we go the way of the
windfall profits tax as it came from the House.

An exclusion of tax, say, for the first 1.200 barrels of oil per day
would shield many small independent operators from the windfall
tax. I think there is more that can be done to reduce the tax burden
on marginal wells and wells that produce under 10 barrels per day.
If we do nothing to reduce the tax burden on production from these
types of wells, I fear that we will accelerate the abandonment rate on
wells that would otherwise produce more domestic oil.

Again. make no mistake, the tax is not on the companies but on the
consumers. And America shoud know it is about to start paying a
$29-billion tax.

Bat, like Senator Baucus, I am here to get your opinions on the
proposed tax snd to gain more information on how it will affect your
ability to finance increased exploration and production for energy
here in the Rocky Mountain West and as well, the other impediments
I mentioned earlier.

I am interested in hearing, what changes have to be made in the
House bill. changes that will allow this country to get on with the
job of finding and producing energy that will fie our country from
the incredible burden that it suffers under right now, the world's
stage, by our total dependence on the whim of people who have no
interest in democracy.

I
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With that, I have other papers that we will put into the hearing
record later, but we are interested in beginning with the first panel,
which is Mr. Terry Martin, executive director ol the Petroleum Asso-
ciation of Wyoming; Thomas F. Kiating from the Montana Petro-
leum Association; and Mr. Stan Sprinkle, Independent Petroleum
Association of the Mountain States.

Gentlemen, you may proceed in any manner you would like.

STATEMENT OF TERRY MARTIN, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR,
PETROLEUM ASSOCIATION OF WYOMING

Mr. M[ARTIN. Mr. Chairman, members of the subcommittee my
name is Robert IH. Martin. I am executive director of the Petroleum
Association of Wyoming, a division of the Rocky Mountain Oil &
Gas Association. My office and my home are here in Casper. I appear
here today in behalf of the nearly 800 members of the region's oldest
and most respected oil industry trade association, members who pro-
duce 95 percent of the crude oil in Wyoming.

I have been employed by RMOGA for nearly 25 years and have
been an interested observer and active participate in industry affairs
since the end of the Korean conflict, through the Vietnam war, and
21/ years of President Carter's moral e uivalent war.

I have frequently seen the industry's Lortunes rise and fall as the
supply-and-demani equation changed to reflect the needs of the coun-
try for plentiful supplies of petroleum-based fuel supplies. But never
in those 25 years have I seen the industry so confused, so frustrated,
and as a consequence so unable to perform as it is at the present time.

It is abundantly obvious that the United States is desperately in
need of additional supplies of domestic crude oil and that those sup-
plies can only be found and produced by an active and healthy indus-
try already in place.

More than 15 years ago. ROMGA an its sister industry trade asso-
ciations spent a great deal of time and effort attempting to convince
the Congress of the United States, its people, and its regulatory bodies,
that as the demand for crude oil in the country grew, domestic'supplies
would be unable to keep pace unless and until the Government recog-
nize that identical fact, that only with a healthy, active domestic in-
dustry could we prevent the very catastrophe that we now face. To
point' out that our efforts fell on deaf ears would be redundant.

Even the shock of the 1973 embargo by the OPEC nations failed to
alert the country to the facts of life, but in retrospect, seemed to stam-
pede our lawmakers and administi ators into a frenzy of statutory and
regulatory mistakes that have subsequently robbed the oil and gas in-
dustry of'the momentum and vitality need to keep up with the demands
on crue oil supplies.

While we applaud the fact that President Carter finally announced
his intention to begin removing controls from domestic oil prices, his
insistence that Congress also impose a crushing tax on oil industry
revenues creates a clearly counterproductive atmosphere that can only
lead to a worsening of the current crisis.

Decontrol, as we see it, was not proposed to benefit the oil industry,
but to increase the Nation's domestic energy resources and reduce de-
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pendence on imported crude oil supplies. Unfortunately, the Congress
seems to have lost sight of that purpose and has instead become pre-
occupied with the matter of so-called excess or windfall profits, for.
getting that the domestic producing industry has been operating under
regulatory, constraints which have seriously reduced profits.

Indeed, if the question is who will benefit from decontrol and tax
legislation now under consideration by Congress, the answer must
be that it will be the State and Federal Governments. If a crude oil
tax proposal such as the one passed last week by the House of Repre-
sentatives were enacted, Government's share of revenues would prob-
ably be more than 75 percent of the additional revenues in taxes and
roalties.

It seems to us that siphoning off these funds flies in the face of what
decontrol is supposed to accomplish. Profits do not cause inflation but
they can be a major force in reducing inflation and are an absolute
essential to the business of searching for and producing additional sup-
plies of domestic crude.

The domestic oil producers industry has been laboring under arti-ficial price restrictions far too long. During all that time, everything
we had to sell, sold at a regulated price while everything we had to buywas purchased at an ever increasing inflated price. No wonder the
effort to try to fMhd new supplies has failed to keep pace with increased
demand.

Mr. Chairman, the industry in Wyoming is doing all it possibly can
to find new oil, but our efforts are severely hampered. We only have150 drilling rigs available and they are constantly in use. Wells thatused to cost $200,000, now cost $300,000. Costs of services necessary tothe drilling programs have risen steadily; supplies and equipment
costs are literally out of sight. Labor costs are becoming onerous and itis more and more difficult to acquire and keep good crews.

There are those who constantly demand that more and more of thepublic lands in Wyoming and other Western States be withdrawn from
exploration. There are those who would make it nearly impossible for
us to move crude oil and natural gas from producing wells to market.

And the slowdown in wildcat drilling is becoming more and moreevident. By the end of March this year, we had logged 17 more wildcat
wells than for the same period in 1978, 103 to 86. The last figures avail-
able for the second quarter of 1979, the week ending June 22, show themargin was down to four wildcats, 181 in 1978 to 177 this year.

If that progression holds true for the last week of June 1979, it willmean that wildcat drilling is on the downgrade and therefore the possi-bility of finding new reserves has been seriously depressed.
In closing, let me say that we have watched with trepidation the

past 2 years the actions of the Congress and those administrative agen-
cies having regulatory control over our industry. The scene seems to usto change almost ddily as regulatory agencies overreact to current
events and consequently overcontrol.

But, Mr. Chairman, nothing we have seen during the past 2 years,
nothing done either by Congress or the regulatory agencies, has helpedproduce one more barrel of crude oil. And now we find the Congress sopreoccupied with imposing new taxes that we are afraid it will miss its
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last opportunity to provide the industry with the push it really needs
to move the country closer to plentiful supplies of crude oil and the
products produced therefrom.

Mr. Chairman, we plead for your understanding and express our
hope that these conversations will help you understand our problem.
We thank you for your courtesy today and for the opportunity to
comment.

Senator WALLOP. Thank you.

STATEMENT OF STAN SPRINKLE, CHAIRMAN, INDEPENDENT
PETROLEUM ASSOCIATION OF THE MOUNTAIN STATES TAX
COMMITTEE
Mr. SPRN KLE. Mr. Chairman, members of the subcommittee, I am

Stan Sprinkle, chairman of the Independent Petroleum Association
of the Mountain States Tax Committee. I have been asked to be here
today to make this presentation on behalf of IPAMS. By occupation,
I a m a CPA and tax partner with Peat, Marwick, Mitchell & Co.

IPAMS represents 11 States in the Rocky Mountain region with
over 1,000 members. Therefore, we appivciate this opportunity to make
these remarks today.

On April 26, 199, President Carter released his detailed specifica-
tions-

[Discussion off the record.]
Mr. SPRiNKL. As I indicated, on April 26, 1979, President Carter

released his detailed specifications of the windfall profits tax which is
intended to accompany his plan for phased decontrol of domestic
crude oil prices. Since that date, members of IPAMS have been very
active trying to inform the public and their Congressmen and Senators
as to wlhy the tax would be a significant burden on the domestic oil and
gas industry.On ~M~ay1, 1979, IPAMS adopted a resolution opposing the pro-

posed w idfall profits tax on the grounds that such a tax would, one,
reduce or eliminate the incentives brought about by decontrol to in-
crease domestic crude oil production; two, provide no price relief to
the average consumer who is dependent upon crude oil products; three,
diminish the ability of domestic producers to explore for and develop
the vast undiscovered oil and gas resources of the United States; and
four, extend a philosophy of Government involvement in private in-
dustry that is adverse to the basic tenets of a free and open society.

The proposed windfall profits tax will be a permanent 50 percent
excise tax, becoming effective on January 1, 1980, imposed at the well-
head on the owners of domestic crude oil, that is, producers and royalty
owners. Oil selling at, uncontrolled prices including stripper well oil,
newly discovered oil and incremental new production from tertiary re-
cover y projects would he taxed.

It is clear to the oil industry that characterization of the President's
proposal as a windfall profits'tax is totally inaccurate and grossly mis-
leading. First, it is not a windfall profits tax bi. rather an excise tax
payable regardless of whether there are profits. Second, under existing
tax laws, more than half of each additional $1 earned from phased de-
control would already go to the county, State and Federal Govern-

50-872- 9--2
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ment. Thus, the chief recipient of any windfall from increased prices
already will be Government; not the oil producers.

The White House has said that under the proposed tax structure,
producers would be able to keep 29 cents out of each extra $1 generated
by the decontrol prograin. This compares with 43 cents without the ex-
cise tax. However, the retention by the independent lroducers will
probably be less that 20 cents out of each extra $1 generated.

Since'a windfall profits tax would divert badly needed funds from
the industry at a time when substantial amnount.s of capital is needed
for exploration, many congressional leaders and industry people have
advocated a windfall profits tax coupled with a plowback. The theory
of plowback has considerable merit, but from a practical standpoint, is

-- next to impossible to design without flaws affecting large segments of
the oil industry.

One of the mnain problems with a plowback is that the President's
proposal requires the tax to be collected before a producer could earn
.the plowback credit, Since the Treasury Department would have col-
lected the tax in advance, the funds to make a j)lowback would not be
available. Therefore, the producer, in most cases, would have to bor-
row funds in order to earn the credit. However, borrowing funds for
wildcat drilling and other high-risk expenditures may note possible.
And most producers would he cautious in borrowing such funds.

Another problem with a plowback is that in prior versions of a plow-
back, and most likely vith this one, a producer would have to exceed
a blowback threshold. 'his creates many problems due to the different
levels of operation of different producers and even of a particular pro-
ducer from one year to another.

For example, a producer who, during the base period, had a very
--artive drilling program would have a very high threshold which could

easily result in expenditures being well in excess of cash flow. To the
contrary, a producer who, during the base period, had a low ratio of
expenditures to income, would have a much lower threshold of required
expenditures.

Application of plowback proposals to actual operating case histories
indicates that, in many instances, the active producer that has been
active in the exploration area will exhaust his cash flow before reaching
his threshold investment level and therefore will be unable to qualify
for credit. Many producers must have the cash from the plowback
credits in hand to be able to earn the credits in the first place.

If a windfall profits tax must be enacted in order to assure the con-
tinuation of a phased dqcontrol, then a plowback provision must have
a reasonable threshold level and the tax must not be levied until after
the producer does not make the required qualified expenditures. Than
and only then will the industry have the funds, risk capital, which arm
required to meet the challenges of the future.

In summary: decontrol without a windfall tax, with or without a
plowback provision, is the best way to provide an economic atmosphere
which is critical if the oil produce is to continue to expend substantial
amounts of risk capital in looking for new crude oil reserves. There
can be little question that decontrol is essential for the future economic
health of the United States.

I wish to thank you for this opportunity.
[The attachment to Mr. Sprinkle's statement follows :]
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SUMMARY OF CRUDE OIL PRICE DECONTROL AND PROPOSED WINDFALL PROFITS TAX

Amount subject to wlndfall Volume subject to windfall
Oil categiodes Price decontrol mechanism tax' Tax a

Decontrolled crude oil, Uncontrolled ................ Difference between world All oil not otherwise subject
strIpper well crude price and market Incentive to tax as lower tier or upper
oil, sacremental terti- ier base price.8 tier taxable volume, exclud.
ary naval petroleum ing ANS oil and Federal
reserve, nwly dis- royalties,ovred oi!effective
June 1, 1979).Upor tier Oil ........... Commencing Jan 1 1980 Difference between .e sale All upper tier oil except oil.upper tier ceiling prlce will price as the upper tier price otherwise subject to tax at

Inclesase In equal monthly Is decontrolled and the lower tier lavel,
Increments to world price costructieuppertircon-
by Oct. 1, 1981. rolled base price.

.Lower tier oil ........... Lower tier oil to be phased out .. do..................... Volume of lower tiOr oil freed
through reduction In base to the upper tier price not
production control level In excess of the amount
(BPCL); BPCL reduced 1 released if the BPCL was
Percent per month from reduced by 2 percent per
Jan 1 1979 through Dec. mnth commencing Jan. 1,
31 g919 (effective June 1 1980.
19'9 with a one-tire 1 Difference between the sales Volume of lower tier oil freed

p nt reduction in the Frie as the upper tier price to the uppr tier Pike In
PCrL)c 3 percent cr s decontolled' and the excess the amount
month from Jan. 1, I980 lower tier prioe (or con- released if the BPCL was
through Sept. 30, 1981; structive lower tier con- reduced by 2 percent per
decontrolled effective Oct. trolled base prices after month commencing Jan. 1,
1, 1981. Sept. 30, 1981). 1980.

'Marlinal production .....

Financed recovery,
lower tier oil released
to upper tier.

(Alaskan North Slope oil
ANS),

Ro aties-Federal
Government.

1one..................... volume
belowsubie

Upper tier price for sales in Difference between the sles Allmarl
excess of zO percent of base price as the upper tier price quent
level determined using Is decontrolled' and the Includ
1978 lower tier oil effective constructive upper tercon- volum
June 1, 1979 through Dec. trolled base price.
31, 1979- upper tier price
for all sales beginning J3n.
1,1980.

Specified volumes of lower ..... do ..................... Sares a
tier oil released to the includ
upper tier price to finance vlum
investment in enhanced
recovery projects com-
mencing Jan. 1,1980. (Final
rule has not been issued
by DOE).

Uncontrolled ................ None ...................... None.
Various-depends on cate- . .... do ..................... Do.

gory of crude oil produced.

or lower tier oil at or
dechlnin BPCL is notIt to win fall tax.
final production subse-
to Jan. 1, 1980 is

ad In the upper tier6.

tdupper tier prices
ad in upper tier
a.

' Technically after Sept. 30, 1981, reference to the upper tier price will no longer apply; at that time it will be the
uncontrolled, receiving market sharing or world price.

1 The rate of 50 percent Is applied to product of (taxable amount subject to windfall profits tax) X (volume subject to
windfall profits tax), effective Jan. 1. IM. Any amount subject to the windfall profits tax is to be excluded from the
definition of gross I come for purposes of computing percentage depletion.

5 Market Incentive Tier 8ase Price is designated at $16 per barrel for the quarter ending December 1979; adjusted
quarterly for inflation.

4 Constructive upper tier controlled base price Is the price at which upper tier would have been controlled If the DOE
decontrol mechanism had not been Implemented. The constructive upper lter controlled base price will be Increased
over a 50-month period to the market Incentive tier base price by January 1980.

a Constructive lower tier controlled base price is price at which lower tier would have been controlled if DOE control
had not been Implemented. The lower tier controlled base price will become meaningless in May 1983 when the lower
tier taxable volume becomes zero.

Senator WALLOP. Thank you.
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STATEMENT OF THOMAS F. KEATING, MONTANA PETROLEUM
ASSOCIATION

Mr. KEATINO. My name is Thomas F. Keating. I am from Billings,
Mont. I am representing the Montana Petroleum Association, the
Montana Association of Petroleum Land. I am also a member of the
Independent Petroleum Association of America and the American
Association of Petroleum Landmen. I operate a leasing land service
in Montana. I am president of Cherry Creek Oil Co. as an independent
operator.

The topic for the hearing this morning is windfall profits tax as
proposed by our President. To begin with, I object to the title of the
proposal. As you have heard, this tax has absolutely nothing to do,
with profits. Most of all, the reason I object to the title is that it is
misleading to the American public. It has created great misunder-
standing and tremendous anamosity at a time when this country should
be pulling together as a people with a single objective of improving
our economy.

There is misunderstanding and panic among the various factions
and groups, all of which is caused by the misleading information from
Washington, D.C., through the media of this country. This misinfor-
mation creates unnecessary suspicion which interferes with the nor-
mal operations.

In my business as a landman, I am in contact with people in the
general public from all walks of life, from farmers and r'anchers to
doctors and lawyers and business people on the street. The confusion
over the energy crisis is unbelievable. And there is really no reason
for it.

This industry needs capital to operate and capital is generated by
profit. To label profit as a "sin" is to deny this industry of the means
for operation. Actual decontrol of the price of oil as proposed would
be beneficial to this industry and to the people of this country.

It. has been demonstrated historically that the profits from the oil
industry are constantly plowed back Into more exploration for the
purpose of finding more oil. It is also clearly demonstrated that the
more exploration, the more production is found. If we are truly to in-
crease, we must have an incentive. And that incentive must be total
decontrol of our industry.

The increased price in oil without the tax will eventually go back
to the American people through all of the expenditures in tle" industry.
Profits produce capital for exploration. Profits also produce inconn
for stockholders. Profits also create jobs for workers. Profits pay for
supplies, which in turn create jobs.

In a word, a profitable economy is a healthy economy. An economy
that is overtaxed is unhealthy.

The current U.S. reserves are estimated at 23 billion barrels of oil
or gas equivalent. In the last 5 years, Mexico has been exploring in its
own country and has developed 700 billion barrels of new oil in re-
serves. That's about 35 times more than the United States has in re-
serves now.

ro say that there is no new oil or that oil can't be found is erroneou.
There arie large areas of the Western United States that are virtually
unexplored and have the potential of great reserves which will make
us less dependent on foreign sources of oil.
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This exploration is extremely expensive. It can only be discovered
if there are profits from pwrdution to be reinvested in exploration.

We need, first of all, an increase in price without taxation. And we
iieed a reduction of Federal interference, such as moratoriums on leas-
ing, expansion of wilderness areas, archeological siting requirements
and environmental impact studies, all of which interfere with develop-
ment and exploration.

Our industry is doing the best it can in finding new oil And develop-
ing secondary tertiary oil reserves, all of which cost money. Our profits
are up an averacre of 57 percent. And by comparison with other in-
dustries, we are laggards.

The average increase in profits in the paper company, for paper in-
dustry in the last 6 months, is 100 percent increase. The railroads
have increased their profits by 190 percent. Nonferrous metal industry
has increased its profits by 350 percent. The steel industry has in-
creased their profits by 4,282 percent.

Our rate of return on investment in the oil industry in the past 20
years has been at the rate of 10.8 percent. All other industries have a
return on investment of 11.4 percent.

Senator BAUCUS. What did you say the return is for oil and gas
industry?

M r. CEATINO. For the last 20 years in the oil and gas industry, the
rate of return has been 10.8 percent.

Senator BAucus. What has it been in the last 10, if you know?
Mr. KEATIxO. The return on investment in 1977 was 14.6 percent

for the oil industry and 15.2 percent for all other manufacturing com-
panies. Off the tol; of my head, in the last 5 years, the oil industry has
been slightly lower than all manufacturing combined. That's the rate
of return on investment.

The percentage of profits has also been less. And again, I'm speak-
ing from memory. The rate of profit for the 30 major companies in
1978 was roughly 4.2 percent. And for all other industries, it was
5.8 percent. That was for 1978.

These are documents by the Chase-' Manhattan Bank study.
As an example of profits being beneficial to the consumer, I would

like to point out to the computer calculator industry, 5 years ago, most
small firms could not afford a computer and mos' inc'ividua Is could
not afford a calculator. The profits of that industry through their in-
creased technology were phenomenal. And in fact, the stock of various
corporations in this industry were meteoric in their rise. And now after
5 or 6 years of keen competition in unrestricted regulations most small
firms can afford a computer if they need one and almost everybody,
including many housewives are carrying calculators with them to the
grocery stores, all because the supply has increased to meet the demand
and the competitive nature of the business has driven the price down
so anyone can afford it.

I cite this example to say that I am sure that the oil industry will
do the same thing, since within itself it is highly competitive. And if
we are allowed to explore for oil and gas with the profits we right-
fully earned and deserve we will increase the supply to meet the de-
inund in this country and thereby reduce the price to the consumer so
that he will be getting a fair product for a fair price.

Our Republic was founded on the capitalist system. This industry
epitomizes the capitalist free enterprise system. The products from
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this industry touch every citizen of the United States. The products
from this industry make up a large portion of the commodities con- -

sumed by the citizens of the United States.
If the' Congress of the United States is to promote the general wel-

fare of the citizens, I would say that if you would promote the gen-
eral welfare of the oil industry, you would be doing a service to the
citizens of the United States.

Thank you very much for lettin, me be here.
Senator WALLOP. Thank you. Thank you all for your testimony.
Let me begin with Mr. Sprinkle. As an accountant, is there a roll-

back on tertiary recovery process contemplated tinder the windfall
profits tax as it's drafted ? Does it in effect amount to a rollback? Any-
one at the table can answer the question.

I'm not talking abont plowback. I'm talking about the price you
could get under the existing law, the return you could get under the
existing proposed versus what would happen with the tax proposals
that go to tertiary recovery.

Mr. SPRTNRTE. I am not real sure, hut as I recall. in a way the
tertiary process is subjected to the windfall profits tax. And therefore,
in effect. there really is n rollback on price, iust as the stripper wells
presentIy-they have been decontrolled right along. And now it's suh-
ected to the 'windfall tax. In effect, there is a rollback. I believe

tertiarv is tho same way. incremental tertiary.
Senator WALrOP. Let me ask you three .gentlemen, we hear plow-

back discussions in Washington.'but I contemplated and I wonder if
with plowback provision you don't discourage outside risk capital
t6t would otherwise be coming in.

Someone with an interest or someone who made it biq with Pizza it
for instance, had some money he wanted to invest. Is there an incentive
to putting it into something that he can't get it back out of, where it
has to continually stay there or risk totally punitive taxes at the end
of time when he wnnts to g t out of the investment?

Mr. Simmirmp.. I don't think there is any question that the risk capi-
tal is very hard to raise by the independent. And a lot of the capital
that is raised is not from within the industry itself. It is, as you trdi-
catred. from other outside sources.

Without a plowback, I would suppose, yes, there will be a problem
of raising that risk capital. However, I'think with pure decontrol
without any plowback or taxes in effect-1I mean. without any tax is
tie best wary to ao. I would be glad to leave you come charts, here, but
one of the chArts has been asembled bv the Inderendent Petrolemn
Ast-ociation of America. And this ic: based unon information from the
UT.S. Bureau of the Census for the years 1973 through 1977. The value
of production at the wellhead during that time period was $33.3
billion.Also. during that 5-yeni time period, expenditures for drilling and
development costs and production costs totalled P.34.9, which is a big
1.6 more in expenditures than the value of til product at the wellhead.
So. already the independent segment is plowing back the revenue.

Now, T failed to mention that this excludes the top 24 largest com-
panies, producers. And this is based on information from the U.S.
Census Buremu.

So, you take that 5-year period from 1973 through 1977, they are
already plowing back or spending more money than the gross value of
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production at the wellhead. So, I think if you have decontrol without
tax, you are going to find that you have alot more money going back
into the ground than with any type of tax.

Senator WALLOP. I guess my question is directed more toward know-
ing the kinds of effects plowback has on the people who are in the
business.

Mr. MAMN. I think one of your subsequent panels-some of the
witnesses may express themselves on this very thing.

Senator BAUCUS. Who would they be I
Mr. MArTn. Mr. Morton and some of the others.
Mr. KEATINO. I would like to comment that I think a plowback pro-

vision from Congress would be redundant. We are already plowing
back our profits and borrowing more money, outside money, all the
time. The disincentive to outside money is the threat against the elim-
ination of the depression allowance, the attack on the taxation advan-
tages, the attacks on intangible drilling costs, and the other various
tax proposals that are really anti-investment and anti-industry.

Senator WALLOP. I will pursue that with the others, because I think
it has to do with the investment structure that takes place, anyway.

Mr. William Smith, who is the president of Champlin Petroleum,
testified on behalf of the API, stated before the Wrays and Means
Committee recently that a substantial amount of oil and natural gas
can still be found in this country, perhaps 40 times the current annual
production. Would you gentlemen agree with that assessment?

Mr. MARTIN. Certainly.
Mr. KEATINO. If we are given the room to explore, I am sure it will

be found.
Senator BAUCUS. What additional domestic production-
Mr. K EATINO. The cost of finding oil now is roughly $9 to $10 a

barrel on a known reserve factor, but the risk is higher now because
the known areas-the easy areas have been exploited.

What we are looking at are really wildcats that need more study.
And so we are going to be expending a greater percentage of the price
of the oil.

Senator BAUOUS. I am wondering what associations or organiza-
tions from the industry have worked up figures that show additional
barrels of oil that will be discovered and produced in America as
domestic production, at what levels of price. Say $9 or $10 roughly.
Would it be $12 ? Would it be $15, $20, $25 I assume that the figure 40
times the present, that we can find a lot more oil, assumes probably
a pretty hiuh price to go down and to drill-T don't know-20,000 feet
or something.

Mr. MARTIN,. I don't think there can be a common denominator in
the sense of price. We do have some figures we developed recently for
the overthrust area, for the potential for new reserves. I think wvhen
you try to equate that into a standard or common denominator, the
price per barrel, how much each price would encourare for develop-
ment, T don't think you can arrive there. Each well drilled is a separate
entity itself.

I think you just run out at the end of the string very quickly if you
try to do that.

Senator B.%rcrs. What do you mean ?
Mr. MARTIN. Each operation, each drillincv nroyram. is quite dif-

ferent as to depth, as to the area they are drilling, the area, the kind
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of well it is, the kind of acquisition costs, and the lands and one thing
and another. So, to try to develop a common denominator as to price-
would $10 oil have created five wells or did it create one well, would
$20 crude oil-I don't think you could speculate.

Senator WALOP. You can speculate on what it would do to already
discovered oiltI

Mr. MARTIN. Yes.
Senator WALLOP. As the price goes up on that, the more attractive it

becomes to try to draw the last drop out.
Senator Aucus. Some wells are more expensive to drill than some

others?
Mr. MARTIN. Naturally.
Senator WALLOP. I might point out that as the price goes up, themore tertiary projects would be done because it would be economic totry to get some of that oil. That's discovered crude. And it's somewhat

different.
Senator BAucus. Thank you.
Mr. SpRI NILr. I think if .ou go back and look at the last 5, 10 years,you will find a correlation with price, drilling activity, new reserves,that price has been going up. There has been more dri ling, more newwildcat drilling done, more new wells discovered, but as far as tryingto correlate, you know, that you need $10 or $20 oil-
Senator BAcUs. I agree it's very speculative. I was trying to get

some handles here.
Mr. KMATINO. The Chase-Manhattan Bank did a study. And theyestimated that in the next 5 years, it would take $350 billion for thenecessary exploration to increase our reserves, to reduce our imports

by about 10 or 15 percent.
Senator WALLOP. That's $350 billion?
Mr. KEAM-o. $350 billion. And the industry is generating about$100 million. So, we need outside money or we need to generate a lotmore money from the industry. And that would be naturally through

a price increase without taxes.
Senator WALLOP. Terry, could you comment on the availability ofdrilling rigs in the area ? And do ou anticipate shortages?
Mr. MARTIN. Senator Wallop,'my only comment was, it seems to melooking at the number of rigs active in Wyoming at any given time,the maximum for the last couple years has been 150. They are being

built ns fast as they can be built.
In tlne yards right here in Casper, I bave noticed in the last 2 monthstwo or three new drilling rigs. They ate machines. They need rest oncein awhile. They have to be moved once in awhile. It's a pretty expen-

sive business to get into. We need all we can get.
Senator WALLOP. Is there a shortage now fMr. MARTIN. A shortage to the extent there are more applicationsto drill wells than there are rigs to drill them.
Senator WALLOP. How long a tinie"-I suppose that depends on

where it is. How long do you have to wait?
Mr. MARTIN. Years. the wells are much deeper now and the rigis on the location longer for each well. They are not quite as mobile as

they used to be.
Senator WALLOP. In the House-passed version of the oil tax as ageneral tax rate, as I mentioned, of 60 percent, there is a so-called
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special tax rate of 50 percent on newly discovered oil when the price of
it is between $17 and $26. The Housel Ways and Means Committee de-
scribed that, 50 percent as an incentive for ne rly discovered oil. I
wonder if you gentlemen would characterize 50 percent tax as an
incentive?

Mr. MARTi.N,. It's a little difficult for me to swallow.
Mr, KEATINO. One thing we should comment on is the fact that the

U.S. Government is the largest single royalty owner at the present
time. And if the price of oil goes up, the royalty is going to go up cor-
respondingly. And the same thing with the State. The State of Wyo-
ming and the State of Montana have ad valorem taxes based on a per-
centage of the value of the oil.

So, if the price of a barrel of oil goes up in Montana, then the value
to the State increases correspondingly.

Senator BAucus. What is that rate for Montana and Wyoming
Mr. KATino. It varies from county to county. It varies from 10

percent to 18 percent, depending on the county.
Mr. MART7N. Our property taxes in Wyoming are in excess of 61/

percent. And our severance tax is 4 percent at the current time. Our
crude oil is valued at 100 percent, not at any fraction thereof. As a
consequence, Wyoming producers probably pay more per barrel in
taxes than some'of the surrounding States becaiise of the difference in
the formula.

Property taxes may reach as high as 7 percent this year. The initial
figures are about ready. So, that would rush in 111-it amounts to 11
percent which is not deductible under the windfall profits tax bill.

Senator BATCUS. I thought it was.
Mr. MARTIN. Again, we have not seen the bill that was passed, but

in all the reports I read-and I just read a report on the President's
bill, in which it says it is not deductible.

We have some confusion in Wyoming, wondering what the value of
crude oil will be for State tax purposes right now under the sort of
tax that legislation is considering. Whether 50 percent tax would be
deducted from the value for tax purposes in Wyoming or not, we still
don't know and probably won't for a while.

Senator WALLOP. Oe of the things that troubles me about the
House-passed bill is that on a given barrel of oil-at least some of the
older barrels of oil, there are separate taxes that have to be computed
for each portion of it. And then they have to he paid twice a month.

What would happen, if some kind of windfall profits tax is neces-
sary, if we made that collectible annually rather than bimonthly?
Would that help the cash flow situation?

Mr. MARTIN. Certainly.
Mr. SPRiNKLE. I think without question that would help the cash

flow situation when you start looking at plowback provisions. How-
ever, what you are taking about is your taxes on domestic production.
And that becomes a very small percentage of the total crude used in
this country iWhen you look at the imports.

Senator WALLOP. That's one of the interesting effects of this. I don't
think the public has realized that the majors with the large overseas
reserves or access and all of that is not subject to windfall profits taxes.
'The tax simply makes it more attractive to broker that oil between
producers and consumers.
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They really act as bankers, do they not, in the major oil companies'
activities overseas? And that makes that oil industry more attractive
to the extent you can find it, but find it on the world market?

Mr. SPINKLE. With the uncertainty today as to where a windfall
profits tax may be or where it's going to end up on, I can tell you from
a personal situation-a client, situation, actually, in Denver had devel-
oped acreage in Wyoming. He has been in the business for 30 years.
He cited that he did not know where their risk capital was going to
come from in order to explore that acreage. They decided as group
shareholders that they would see about selling their reserves versus
staying in business.

they have just contemplated-I mean, just approved a plan to be
acquired by a major oil company at this point.

But with the severity of raising capital right now, the risk capital
for drilling, I think we are going to see more and more of this. So, we
are going to be seeing more constraints involved in the future in the
way of production and fewer companies, because it has become so ex-
pensive to drill, particularly in the western part of the States where
a lot of areas haven't been explored at this point. It's very expensive
to drill in this area.

And as to where that capital is going to come from, it's hard to find
it. So, we are going to see, I think, more and more companies being
acquired by the majors all the time.

Senator'BAtC-s. I understand your point and I agree with you, but
in some sense, aren't we a little bit in a vicious circle here, because the
more the price of energy rises, the greater the rising capital costs are.
And it's kind of a neverending circle to a degree. Part of the reason
drilling costs have increased is because of energy costs. And steel is
more expensive.

As one example, I read an article in the Wall Street Journal. The
effect of the article was the majors aren't at all upset about this wind-
fall profits tax, because it falls very heavily on the independents.

Would any of you like to comment on this? Is there a disparity in
the President's proposal, 50 percent, between how it falls upon'the
majors and independents ? Any of you?

Mr. KEATINO. The most obvious point is that the major oil companies
are international in scope. And a portion of their profits is derived
from their overseas business, where as the independent derives 100
percent of his income domestically.

So that the domestic tax effects 100 percent of the independent and
maybe not 100 percent of the major oil companies.

But I would be opposed to this type of comparison. I would hope to
see, divisiveness in our industry.

The majors have a place in" this industry and so does the independ-
ent. And I don't want to get into an argument between the independ-
ents and the majors. I do not want to see our industry divided in our
objective of finding oil.

There are areas where largeness is a necessity for exploration. And
there are other areas where the independent can do his job.

We talk about the rising price of good- and services. The oil indus-
try or the independent has been restricted in his income by the ceiling
on oil, whereas other prices are not restricted. Now, the value of the
dollar is decreased. The price of oil has not gone up necessarily. We
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lire paying more dollars for services and supplies, and receiving the
same number of dollars for our oil that we are producing now. And
the value of that dollar is decreasing.

So, as we are regulated, our oil becomes worth less.
Senator BAUs. Aren't most independents in different tax brackets?

Aren't they taxed much more heavily than the corporate, because the
corporate, maximum corporate, rate is lower than the maximum inde-
pendent rate?

Mr. KEATINO. Depends on whether the independent is incorporated
or operating as an individual.

Senator BUCUS. Isn't it true that the corporate tends to be taxed
less than the independent ?

Mr. KEATINO. I don't think so. I think as of lately, everybody is
incorporated. In fact, it's wise for an independent to incorporate at
the present time.

Senator WALLOP. I don't think the object is to try to drive a wedge
between the industry. I think the effect of it is different, depending
on how your corporate industry is. If you are operating with a high
percentage of overseas petroleum products that are not subject to
tax and you have a fairly substantial internal capitalization, you are
not going to have the same cash flow problems that an independent
producer is going to have who has to pay a tax twice a month.

Mr. KRATIXO. I still see those proposals and regulations as a regu-
lation on business or regulation on profits.

I will ask why in our free enterprise system does there have to be
a regulation on price of a single industry or on our profits. for that
matter? It is advantageous to the consumer if we are allowed to make
a profit because of the number of consumers that are in our industry,
the number of consumers that have invested in our industry, the
number of consumers that benefit by the products that we can supply
them at a fair price.

What is a hindrance in this is the amount of money that the Fed-
eral Government is taking off the top from both the citizens and the
operators to use in other ways.

Senator BAUCus. It would be helpful for me if you could break
down where-let's assume complete decontrol in the next couple years.
Let's assume the President's approach to windfall profits-if you could
break down where. every penny goes to the degree that you can: that
is, how much is going to be Uncle Sam's? How much is going to go to

vtoing or counties? How much is going to go to the independent?
now much is going to go where? k

Is it possible at all to- work that up for the record?
Mr. KEATINO. It could be worked up, but why?
Senator BAtTC-s. The reason why is because the information I have

that is worked up by the Joint Committee on Taxation-the joint
Htouse-Senate committee staff-is that the President's bill amounts to
on the average between now and 1984 approximately 30 percent, lower
than .30 percent effective tax rate on the gain.

You said that independents get about 19 cents or less than 20 cents
on the dollar. And that doesn't square with what T get, at least, on
the surface, That's why I have asked the question. Because I am try-
iig to get to the bottom of this and find out what is the actual effect
to the independent and to other parties that are involved in all this.
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Mr. SPRINKtE. There may be some of the others that may have some
sort of brekdown. With the President's proposal where they have
worked up the net retention for each dollar increase, where they came
down to 29 cents with the windfall tax versus 43 percent retention
without a tax-that sort of gives you-there is a chart that breaks
that down, but it's in broad categories, like royalty, severance tax,
State taxes, and Federal income taxes.

So, you have four classifications in effect.
There is no question that the Federal tax will go down, because

your royalty is going to go up, your severance tax is going to go up,
your State Income tax is going to go up. Therefore, what is left then
after you tat the excise tax or windfall profits tax off and it is cur-
rently deducted the way it's proposed. You reduce that. There is a
smaller dollar left to be taxed for income tax purposes.

The royalty will run about the same, but, with severance tax going
up somewhat and State taxes in there, the biggest slice is going to be
the windfall profits tax. And when you deduct that, you, are going to
have a smaller portion of income left to be subject to Federalincome
tax.

Senator BAUCUS. That's right. That might explain why the effective
rate is actually lower.

Mr. SPRINKLE. That's right.
Senator BAUCUS. Well, you know, in all candor, I think part of the

problem here is that-I am sure that Senator Wallop will agree-
that the problem is going to be some kind of windfall profits tax
enacted by the Congress.

That being the case--we can argue the premises-but my point is
there probably will be some kind of wind fall profits tax enacted by
the Congress. If that's so, my question is: How in your view should
it be structured I What seems to make sense?

I'm sure you can say, "Well, let's lower it to 2 percent instead of
50 to 60 or something like that." I'm curious if you've got some con-
structive suggestions.

I do think there is going to be some kind of a windfall profits tax.
T doubt if it's going to be the same form as passed by the House. It
will probably be. less. If your subsequent witnesses this afternoon or
later on in the day could'come up with some way io fashion the tax,
it sure would be helpful, any idea.

Mr. MArTrrI. I'm sure there will be some recommendations from
subsequent witnesses.

Mr. SPRiNKLE. However, as I indicated, you start talking about
plowback and it becomes extremely hard to try to draft something
that is equitable to the producer. And I think yoi can go back and you
can look at prior years, even with the tax bill proposal there-the l)rob-
1em of trying to draft something there. It's not workable.

You go back to 1974 legislation attempted at that point, it beeomes
very, hard to try to come up with something that is workable. Right
now, I have a study that shows that in 1972 dollars, net income after
tax per barrel, going back to 1974. net income after tax per barrel
in 1974 using 1972 dollars was $3.33. In 1978. it's down to $1.70.

You wonder why drilling is falling off or why people are investing
their dollars elsewhere. It gets back to the return on the dollar.
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Senator BAUCUS. What is the profit return on the dollar? I mean,
31r. Keating pointed out the oil and gas industry has been lower than
the manufacturing industry. What is the rock bottom ? To get a high$
low and medium rate of return would seem to make sense.

For the industry, what would it be?
Mr. MAwRTIN. I wouldn't attempt to do that.
Senator WALLOP. Just as a comment, let me tell you what I think

about that, because there are some years when the ranch operates at
a pretty attractive profit. If somebody finds out, they would be horri-
fied. There might b 10 years that it doesn't operate at any kind of a
profit at all.

Senator BAUMCs. The figures Mr. Keating raised is that in 20 years,
it has been several percent low. That's a 20-year period. You pointed
out what is the low.

Mr. KEATINO. Eighteen to twenty percent return on investment
would not be unfair, would not be unheard of. The interest rate for
investment money now is anywhere from 12 to 15 percent, depending
oii how desperate somebody is. You should have a rate of return
that exceeds the rate of borrowing in order to make a profit and stay
in business. If you don't make a profit, you don't stay in business.

Senator WALLOP. I have seen those figures that you read off,
Mr. Keating, of the profit increases in various industries. I notice with
some interest that I think the television industry is about 600 percent.
I'm wondering how they would react if they had a windfall profits
tax.

Mr. KAvi.TI-o. The amount of houses and buildings have gone up
tremendously. However, there is no windfall profits tax when some-
body is selling a piece of real estate.

Seriously, one thing I would ask you Senators to consider when you
go back to discuss this bill, if someone could introduce an amendment
to chane the name of the bill to an oil prduction tax rather than a
windfall profits tax. I think that would b more honest and fair than
an thing that you could do, is to give it a proper label.

Senator BAtcus. I have no further questions.
Senator WALLOP. May I suggest a possibility, after the rest of the

testimony, if we have questions that we want to submit to you by
mail. And if you agree to answer those-

Mr. KFATIN O. Certainly.
Senator BAUCrUs. Before you leave, I think some of the talk about

the plowback provision didn't really apply to the independent, but to
the majors--tiat majors may not use the additional revenue gained
through decontrol to produce additional energy. They have to go out
and buy something else that is rich enough to do with energy.

Therefore, the thought is: Maybe there is some kind of plowback
provision with the additional revenue-additional revenue would be
plowed back into additional production. I am glad you raised some
problems with plowback. I have been somewhat of a believer to en-
courage more production. Nevertheless, I think that is one of the rea-
sons why people tend to talk about it, because of the concern.

Senator WArL.oP. To the extent it is attractive to make the invest-
ment worthwhile I don't think you have to worry about it.

Mr. KFATING. There is a misconception about the majors spending
a lot of money, buying up other things.
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A very, very minor percentage, less than 1 percent of their value,
has gone to buying diversified industry. But as a point of interest,
in 1977, the only portion of Mobil Oil Corp. that made a profit was
their paper box company. That's what derived the profit for Mobil
in 1977.

I hear this business that companies are out buying other industries.
And that is a misconception. If It were looked at very carefully, I think
you'd find a very, very small portion of the industry is used for diver-
siflication.

Senator BAUcus. I'm sure it's not all related, but as you possibly
know, the people of the box company were price fixed.

Mr. KEATING. Another thing I would like to add-it's a personal
thing. Senator Jackson went on TV and said the oil lobby was the
toulighest lobby that he encountered and its incentive was greed. He
said that nationally on television. And I would like to correct that
statement.

I don't know that we are greedy. I think that we are honest busi-
nessmen. And all we want is a fair shake.

Senator WALLOP. Thank you. The next panel is Mr. Dave True. Mr.
Warren Morton, Speaker of the Wyoming House of lRepresentatives
and Mr. Webb Allen of Palmer Oif and Gas.

STATEMENT OF H. A. TRUE, JR., TRUE OIL CO.
Mr. Tnri,. I am H. A. True, Jr.. commonly known as Dave. I appear

as a partner of True Oil Co. I deeply appreciate you Senators and
your staff coming to Casper for this Senate Finance Committee hear-
ing. I am confident that you got some viewpoints, and some concerns.
and some situations explained that might not readily be available in
Washington.

I have prepared and submitted a written statement. With your
permission, T will not read it.

Senator WALILOP. The statement will be entered in the record as
if you delivered it.

S.r. TRuE. From what has already been said, it would be somewhat
redundant. As a matter of fact, the Senator made my speech for me
in his opening statement. And so, I will not repeat it. I will make a
few brief statements. And then if you are agreeable. I will try to
answer any questions that you and the staff might ha-e.

I have been in this business as an independent oil man for 31 years.
first as a drilling contractor, then as wanting to be an oil producer.
finally as an oil producer. And from time to time since, I have wished
I was in some other business.

During this time, of course, we have seen depletion attacked and
seriously restricted, in some cases, eliminated. We have seen serio s
attacks on intangible drilling cost, in elimination and change of their
treatment. We have seen a so-called minimum tax on successful in-
tangible drilling costs.

We have been through a whole series of price controls and have
watched the Federal agency regulate the price of crude petroleum in
his country to where it resulted in a ful $5 billion less to the oil

industry than called for in the pricing mechanism that was passed
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in 1975 by the Congress. We have seen interstate gas regulated for
the first time. We have seen tremendous land withdrawals and bar
metal restrictions.

Some are certainly helpful and some punitive. I think my statement
outlines more specific cases, where I think three of them I list the

cost as varying from about $13,000 up to $200,000 that were com-
pletely unnecessary and nothing was changed other than the delay.

The four cases that my testimony mentions is still in doubt. We
don't really know whether we are going to be able to proceed with
that project or not.

We have seen the positive effect of the fact that intrastate natural
gas was not controlled pricewise, to where the industry actually built
a considerable surplus before the 1978 gas "decontrol bill" was passed.

We saw in the case of intrastate gas a market price mechanism
working and the price .went up. They developed a surplus for this
State's usage. And the price started back down. And we even saw
the Department of Energy changing its position completely and urg-
ing industrial use of natural gas after the intrastate gas was included
in interstate network.

To put some numbers to the windfall profits tax, the price of stripper
or decontrolled oil in the State of y coming is now such that the

President's proposal would result in a $3.25 pcr barrel tax on that oil.
The House Ways and Means Committee bill as passed would tax

each barrel $3.90.
Last year, referring now to the Morgan Stanley forecast that you

read, oir little company spent 160 percent of its total net income for
oil production and exploration. That is in geological, geophysical, and

intangible building costs-
Senator WALLOP. 160 percent?
Mr. TRUE. 160 percent. We did that only by borrowing, increasing

our borrowing dramatically. And naturally, .we can't continue to do

that. We won't frankly be able to do that this year.
I would repeat again that the crude oil price decontrol is not really

decontrol when it's coupled with the tax that is proposed both by the

administration and the House.
The windfall profits tax again has nothing to do with even windfall

or profits. I have read the administration's bottom line on what hap-
--- -pens within and without windfall profits tax. And I notice that they

come up that an unincorporated independent has 29 cents left of each
dollar after a 50-percent windfall profits tax. I figured and figured
what we would have left here in the State of Wyoming. And at 50-
percent tax, we would have 9.8 cents. At the 60-percent figure pro-
posed by the House of Representatives, we would have 6.3 cents.

Senator WALLOP. Could you make those available to us sometime
so we can use them?

Mr. TRUE. I certainly will. I will give you a breakdown.
Let me again repeat that there is no way that this country can

control the delay, harass or conserve our way to energy self-sufficiency
or energy independence. The only way to do it is to produce. And
that's wlat we are basically asking for a chance to do.

Thank you very much.
[The prepared statement of Mr. True follows:]
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF H. A. TRuE, J.

I am H. A. True, Jr., Partner in True Oil Company and I reside in Casper,
Wyoming.

It should be made crystal clear that the title of the two proposals to be dis-
cussed today are entirely specious and have been so labeled to fool the public:

Crude Oil Decontrol.-The price of crude oil is not being decontrolled by the
actions seen to date by the President and the House Ways and Means Committee.
Factually, under these two proposals price controls will continue on crude oil
forever.

lVindfall Poflis Tax.-The proposed tax by President Carter and also by H.R.
3919 is not a tax on profits at all-it is a pure and simple excise or sales tax on
the wellhead price of crude oil.

A basic economic fact of the law of supply and demand has been demonstrated
effectively in the last eight years by government price controls on crude oil.
Anytime the government puts price controls (maximum prices) on a domestically
produced product, then it naturally follows that there will be a shortage of this
domestically produced product. This has certainly been the case of crude oil in
the past eight years. In just the past five years our imports of crude oil have
gone from 30% to 50%. The majority of these imports are coming from extremely
politically unstable countries.

It seems to me that the best way to get our country back on track towards
achieving self sufficiency in the energy field is to decontrol crude oil and not to
impose any sort of sales or excise tax on the production of-crude oil. During the
past eight years the oil and gas industry has invested in their next year's explora.
tion and drilling budgets more than was made in profit during the prior year.
It seems to me that instead of the government wanting to tax the oil industry
they should Instead be trying to pass laws that would give even greater incentives
to explore, drill for and discover new crude oil reserves to reduce our growing
dependence on such unstable political states.

In 1973 when the price of crude oil was approximately $2.85 per barrel indus.
try expenditures were only $41/ billion per year, however, in 1977 the average
price of oil had increased to approximately $5.55 per barrel and industry expend.
tures grew to $11.3 billion per year (in constant 1975 dollars--chart attached).
This once again proves the economic fact that when a material is in short supply
the producers of that material will exert all of their mental, physical and flnan-
cial resources to increase the supply if a reasonable profit can be made by produc-
ing the material.

Even with this tremendous increase in drilling and exploration during the past
five years, which was due to the increase in the price of crude oil, our reserves of
crude oil are declining because of the extraordinary increase in demand for crude
oil and its by-products. It should be pointed out that since the fall of 1978 when
the Natural Gas Policy Act was passed a dramatic slump in drilling activity has
taken place. This was due primarily to inadequate wellhead revenues because of
the Energy Policy and Conservation Act, the confusion and uncertainty brought
on by the passage of the Natural Gas Policy Act of 1978 and the terribly high
inflation costs which have existed in the oil industry (chart attached). The ad-
ministrators of EI'CA have limited oil industry revenues from crude oil sales to
$5 billion less than the amount authorized by Congress. The Natural Gas Policy
Act of 1978 put price controls on intrastate gas for the first time ever and, in addi.
tion, created a total of 27 different prices for natural gas-this Act has created
utter confusion and fear of the unknown amongst the industry and the situation
will not be straightened until FERC clarifies the myriad of rules and regulations
of this disastrous Act. The reversal of this drilling decline can now only take
place by Congressional action which will carry out the program proposed by the
Independent Petroleum Association of America which calls for decontrol of
upper tier oil effective June 1. 1979 and phased deregulation of lower tier oil by
October, 1981 as spelled out in EPCA. This decontrol would have practically no
negative impact on the economy-the estimate being 0.1% impact on inflation in
1978, 0.3% In 1980-81.
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The above once again stongly verifies the point that when prices and production

of a commodity are controlled by government, a shortage of that commodity will
be created. Historically, government officials feel that they can control the supply
of commodities at a "fair" price much better than the citizens, so they blame the
citizens for the shortages-Just as the President Is doing today regarding the
gasoline shortage-and set up a system of price controls. Since the ancient times
of Babylon, 4,000 years ago and up to the present time, price controls have been
put into practice every generation or so and invariably they fal and are allowed
to die with no fanfare.

50-872--79-3
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COST INDEX OF DRILLING AND EQUIPPING WELLS

(Unadjusted for depths 1974-1001

Percent
Weight Increase

(percent) 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 11978 1977-78

I yments to driving con.tractors .................. 36 6 77.0 100 120.0 131.1 '157.1 178.6 13.7

Purchased items:
Road and site preparation.. 4.1 93.2 100 110.8 119.4 128.7 133.8 4.0
Transportation ............ 3.9 90.1 100 108.8 115.4 123.6 140.6 13.8
Fuel ..................... 1.1 57.2 100 121.6 141.3 '171.4 183.3 6.9
Driling mud and additives.. 6.9 84.4 100 127.7 143.4 151.1 179.2 18.6
Well site logging and/or

monitoring system ...... 1.2 87.7 100 117.5 126.1 136.2 154.5 13.4
All other physical tests .... .7 88 4 100 120.3 135.4 148. 7 13. 5 10.0
Log and wirel ne evaluation

services ................ 3.2 89.8 100 118.1 137.9 152.5 175.0 14.8
Directional drilling services. .6 87.7 100 106.6 116.3 126.2 141.3 12.0
Perforate ................. 1.1 89.8 100 118 3 131.0 143 1 155.2 8.5
Formation treating ........ 3.0 93.4 100 126.6 137.3 144.0 154.3 7.2
Cement and cementing

services ................ 3.7 92.1 100 124.6 133.7 137.1 152.4 11.2
Casing and tubing ......... 17.5 73 6 100 111.2 120.3 132.6 147.6 11.3
Casing hardware .......... .7 73.6 100 111.2 120.3 132.6 147.6 11.3
Special tool rentals ........ 3.1 89.8 100 115.0 127.2 139.1 153 1 10.1
Dril bits and reamers ..... 1.6 87.7 100 124.3 134.3 147.9 165.6 12.0
Wellhead equipment ....... 1.8 85.6 100 120.5 141.5 165.2 184.2 11.5
Other equipment and sup-

plies ................... 2.0 84.4 100 124 4 138 0 149.9 165.7 10.5
Plugging ................. .5 93.1 100 115.0 122.0 128.0 140 3 9.6
Supervision and overhead. 2 1 87.8 100 110.8 119 5 129.3 143.8 11.2
All other expenditures-.... - 4 6 81.9 100 111.5 118 5 126.9 136.1 7.2

Subtotal purchased items. 63.4 83.5 100 116.4 127.4 '138.3 154.0 11.4

1 Preliminary.
I Revised.
Sources: Weights from IPAA Cost Study Committee Survey of distribution of expenditures in drilling and equipping

wells in 1974. Index of payments to drilling contractors from I PAA Annual Survey. Price indexes from Bureau of Labor
Statistics and other Government publications, and data provided IPAA Cost Study Committee by service and equipment
companies.

Natural gas, crude oil, and their by-products are the only commodities to my
knowledge on which there are still statutory price controls. It's time they are
removed to let the free enterprise system work to start increasing our reserves
of oil and gas.

It is estimated that the increased revenues to producing companies would bring
forth new production of more than 400,000 barrels of oil per day by 1981 and
approximately 2,000,000 additional barrels per day in 1985.

High Inflation and high costs for exploration and drilling are some of the major
reasons for the decline In the discovery of new crude oil reserves. I would like to
strongly point out that one of the major reasons for the high costs and high in-
flation in the oil field Industry are the delays and harassments by Federal govern-
ment agencies.

The Department of the Interior, through its regulations has had a tremendous
impact of the industry. But let's see what has happened through the Department
of the Interior and its rulemaking regulations. A couple of years ago Interior
came out with what was called "The List of 18," which was thirteen requirements
for obtaining approval of a drilling location on the public lands. It was quite de-
tailed and onerous and took a lot of time. We hadn't seen much of anything
though, because In 1975 Interior came out with the NTL- which is a whole
laundry list of not only what you have to do before drilling, but what you have
to do during drilling and after drilling.

I'd like to relate a couple of horrible examples of what has happened to us
under these regulations. We staked a well location In North Dakota where the
Federal Government controlled the surface and the mineral rights. We invited
personnel from the Forest Service, the U.S. Geological Survey, and the Bureiv of

isd Management into the field and got the location approved. We thought every-

I
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thing was fine. The first load of the drilling rig arrived and as it turned off the
county road, 660 feet from the location, a "Keystone Cop" in the form of a dis-
trict engineer for the USGS came up and shut us down because nobody had ap-
proved the road to the drillsite. So we had to send for the engineers to make a
cut-and-fill profile and do all the other engineering. After all that we just drove
over the prairie, but we did finally get approval. We estimated that that little
misunderstanding cost us a cool $25,000.

In early November, 1976 we made an agreement with a lessee to drill on his
Federal lease, which was due to expire on January 31, 1977, some eleven or twelve
weeks later. As you may know, the USGS is very stuffy about extending leases for
two years. To get an extension you must have a rig on the site and be drilling oil
the expiration date. For this reason we made an about effort to get approval of
the location. Our first visit to the location, accompanied by USGS personnel, dirt
contractors, engineers, and geologists, was on November 12, 1976. The USGS ap-
proved the location but the BLM did not.

We then staked an alternate location 000 feet northwest. Let me explain that
up in this area you are sharpshooting at little pimples. They are one-well oil
fields and, if you get off the closure and away from the porosity, you get a
dry hole. It is a very scientific pinpoint process. We finally agreed to move 600
feet northwest in order to place the drillsite in a different environment on the
National Grasslands. We resurveyed it and on December 12, 1976, got everybody
back together to reexaimine the location. Again the USGS approved but the BLM
did not. One week later we received a list of reasons for refusal: (1) the access
road required too much cut; (2) the location required too much cut; and (3) the
area was Identified as a critical area for raptor nesting sites. Furthermore, the
previous lessee had built a road uNithln a quarter of a mile of our location which
we had planned to use but we had not requested permission to do so. As a result,
the whole deal was again turned down. The final objection was that the access
road-and this Nas in rough, rugged country-would require more than a two-
foot cut. You call hardly build an access road on a prairie with less than a t~o-
foot cut !

Finally, on January 4, 1977, a third wellsite inspection was made at a new lo-
cation, forty or fifty feet away. On January 18, we received the necessary ap-
provals. Because of a shortage of rigs and because we had to have a rig on that
location and drilling by January 31 In order to extend the lease, we had been pay-
ing standby time for a rig since December 1, 1976. We force-drafted equipment
into North Dakota and got the road and location prepared. The rig began drilling
about six hours before the deadline, and we got the extension of the lease. Un-
fortunately, this all turned out to be a mistake because it was a dry hole. If we
had just known that, we would have happily lost the lease and saved the money.
We have documented the cost of that delay on the location at $200,000. Now that's
pretty expensive hawk-nesting protection.

For example, we were drilling a well for Atlantic Richfield approximately -50
miles southwest of Casper on "Bald Prairie" Federal lands. Atlantic Richfield
had filed all the necessary papers to obtain permits to drill the well and our rig
was moved on location and started drilling. A few of our rig workers could not
find locations to park their small camper trailers anywhere within 75 miles of the
rig, therefore, permission was requested to park the camper trailers on the well
location from Atlantic Richfield and the rancher who has an operation on this
land and they both gave permission. When the USGS heard that the camper
trailers were parked on the rig location they shut the drilling operation down for
two days-this cost our company over $9,200 per day in lost income from the rig
plus wages paid to the rig workMii

Another example of government agency delays is our Deadman Unit fn the
Overthrust Belt in western Wyoming. We have been trying to get a permit to drill
this unit since last September 1978 but have been unable to do so. We feel that
this unit has great potential to discover oil and/or gas reserves to help resolve
the energy crisis for our country but once again we are being hindered in our
efforts by government agencies rather than being helped by them.

Many other examples of this type are available from drilling exploration or
producing companies operating on "public lands" adminstered by government
agencies.

The amount of money required to Increase our reserves of crude oil so that
production can be increased and thereby reduce our dependence on Imported
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crude oil is mindboggling--somewhere over $50 billion per year in the 1980's as
pointed out in the June 26, 1979 issue of The Oil Daily quoting the Bankers
Trust Company study, I believe after reading this article you will agree that
complete decontrol of crude oil prices without a "windfall profits tax" is abso-
lutely necessary and is the best Congressional action that could be taken in the
best interest of our country. (Copy attached.)

(The Oil Daily, Tuesday, June 26, 19791

INDUSTRY PROFITS NOT EXCESSIVE, STUDY SAYS

(By Sharon Gamsin)

NEW YORK-Oil industry profits are far from excessive now, and even with
-decontrol, would likely remain well below levels needed to fund the type of ex-
ploration drive needed just to maintain current production levels, a study by the
Bankers Trust Co. concludes.

The bank's economists estimate that just to sustain the current production rate
would require real capital expenditures of $40 billion to $50 billion a year in the
1980's--more than twice the $20 billion annual investment rate of the past few
years.

That means 15 to 20 percent of the nation's fixed Investment expenditures by
1985, from about 10 percent in 1978 and only about 7.5 percent in 1972. That's a
whopping increase, but the bank believes it can be done without a "traumatic
impact" on the U.S. economy.

They point out that if oil and gas expenditures were to rise to $40 billion
or $50 billion by 1985, those expenditures as a share of GNP would rise from
roughly one percent today to 11/j to 1% percent by that year-not a major up-
heaval at all.

But before investment in oil and gas producing facilities can rise to that kind
of level, the industry's profit and rate of return will have to rise, too, the bank
says.

Although the gross revenues of the top 25 oil companies have far outpaced non-
oil firms, the bank finds that "where it counts, in net profits, the oil companies
were outpaced by the other firms."

The non-oil group averaged 10.1 percent annual profit growth during the 1969
to 1978 period against 8.1 percent for the oil group. Moreover, the bank points
out, when the oil industry reinvested its profits, it found that costs in the in-
dustry were rising by 9.4 percent a year.

"In fact, the industry's profits are neither obscene, excessive, nor even particu-
larly unusual, by any reasonable standard," the report states.

NO 'OBSCENE PROFITS'
The bank also found that the industry's rate of return on invested capital

"fails to warrant the charge of obscene profits."
The oil Industry's return on capital, at 9.3 percent, averaged less than one per-

cent more than that of the non-oil industries in the 1969-1978 decade. In the
last three years, the report notes, the petroleum industry's return on &9 per-
cent has been one percent below that of non-petroleum industries.

Shifting emphasis to the return on stockholders equity makes the industry
critics case even less credible, the bank says.

In the last three years, the industry's return on stockholders equity, at 12.5
percent, is 1% percentage points below the national average.

"In short, the rates of return in the petroleum industry have been so unex-
ceptional that there would be no reason to mention them were it not for the
undue public attention they have been given. Actually, the rates of return are
remarkably low for an industry that is expected by its critics to do so much
more." the report says.

In fact, it continues, "because profits have been inadequate, the industry has
had to increase borrowings to finance huge expenditure gains. Consequently, the
industry's debt-to-equity ratio in the last three years has averaged 40 percent,
an all-time high."
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According to the bank's estimates, decontrol won't go far in providing addi-
tional funds for exploration. If producer revenues rise by the $10 billion to $16
billion estimated by the government, taxes would reduce earnings to somewhere,
between $41h and $6% billion without the "windfall profits tax" and between-
$3 and $4% billion with it.

N'OT So IMPOSING

"While the additional profits are huge in absolute terms, they are much less
imposing when compared with the incremental capital requirements expected.'t
the bank's economists note.

"The critics who charge the industry with having 'obscene profits' are obvf-
ously unaware of the industry's track record in recent years," they continue.

In short, Bankers Trust Company believes, "the unceasing attacks on oil profits
are not only erroneous, but they also divert attention from the real need for
higher profits that are required to serve the national interest."

"The 'windfall profits tax' reflects an inappropriate concern with profits in
the oil industry," the report concludes. "The debate over profits obscures the
main issue, which is how to minimize our reliance on foreign oil supplies. What
is needed is less debate on how to get petroleum profits down, and more effort to
get production up."

Our company's intangibles (drilling and development) costs in 1978 were
160% of our net production income. This should further serve to indicate that
independent oil companies are in fact reinvesting their profits in exploration and
drilling development to increase our domestic crude oil reserves.

With the tremendous amounts of money required to explore for, drill and de-
velop crude oil reserves it is patently clear that we need all of the profit we can
make to reduce our dependence on politically unstable OPEC countries. If a 50%
windfall profits tax Is passed, this would leave a Wyoming independent oil pro-
ducer in the 70% Federal income tax bracket only 18.8# out of each additional
dollars income due to decontrol. If a 70% windfall profits tax is passed, this
would leave the independent producer only 16.74. A form is being attached which
shows this information along with an example which was supplied by the U.S.
Treasury Department and included with the White House Fact Sheet released
April 26, 1979. It is crystal clear that the only entities receiving a windfall are
the State and Federal Governments-certainly the independent oil producer is
not receiving a windfall profit.

Another point to consider is that oil fields do have a decline rate and in addi-
tion to finding new reserves to replace imported crude, we must also find enough
new reserves to replace production from old oil wells which are declining at a
rapid rate. The cost of finding these type reserves is the same as it is for find-
ing any other new reserves of crude oil.

At the present time approximately 7/5% of the United States energy consump-
tcn is supplied by oil and gas-oil supplies approximately two-thirds and gas
one-third. As you know, we import approximately 50% of our total energy re-
quirements, therefore, it is quite evident that 25% of our total energy require-
ments depend on imported crude oil. In my opinion, to put it mildly, it is certainly
less than intelligent to have 25% of the U.S. energy requirements dependent on
the extremely unstable countries in OPEC.

If a "plowback" could be so constructed as to be completely equitable to all
individuals and companies, I would certainly find no fault or would not argue
that action.
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Item Amount

Impact on typical unincorporated
Independent:'

Without windfall tax:
Arnount ................. $1.00
Royalty .................. -. 14

Severance and property
tax..............

4-percent State Income tax
(not applicable In Wyo-mini) ............

70.narnoe Federal Income

.86.-. t02

,758

NA
.758

tax..................... .531
Net to producers ......... 227

Windfall lax

5o 70
percent percent

With windfall tax:
Amount ................. 1.00 1.00
Royalty .................. -. 14 -. 14

.86 .86
50-percent windfall tax .... .43 -. 602

.43 .358
10.2.percent severance

and property tax ........ -. 102 -. 102

.328 .256
A-percent State Income tax. NA NA

.328 .256
70-percent Federal Income. -. 23 -. 179

Net to producers ...... . .098 .077
Adjustments to reflect

revenues from released
lower tier oil not subject
to lower tler tax ........ +.09

Overall net to producers
through Oct 1981... . 188

+.09

.167

Item Amount

Estimated effect of taxes and royalty
payments on revenue increases to
producers

Without windfall tax:
Amount ................. $1.00
Royalty .................. -. 14

.86
Severance tax ............ -. 05

.81
4-percent State Income tax. -. 03

.78
45-percent Federal Income

tax .................... -. 35

Net to producers ....... 43
With windfall tax:

Amount ................. 1.00
Royalty .................. -. 14

.86
50-percent windfall tax .... -. 43

.43
Severance tax ............ -. 05

.38
4-percent State Income tax. -. 02

.36
45-percent Federal income

Iax ................... -. 16

Net to producers ...... 20
Adjustments to reflect

revenues from released
lower tier oil not subject
to lower tier tax ........ +. 09

Overall net to pro-ducers through
Oct. 1,198 .

'Example prepared for producer In WyomInf where State severance tax is 4 percent and property tax Is 6.2 percent
of wellheadvaue. A 70 percent marginal Federal income tax rate is usedExample supplied by U.S Treasury Department.

A 45 percentmrg nal Federal Income tax rate Is used here because Itis applied to taxable rather than gross Income.

To summarize-my recommendation Is to decontrol all upper tier oil as of
,une 1, 1979; phase out decontrols on old oil as of September 30, 1980 and do
not impose any sort of so-called windfall profits tax.

I believe that it is wise to remember that we cannot control, delay, harass or
conserve our way to energy independence in the United States in these days of
crisis-there is only one way that we can become energy independent and that
is to produce our way to energy independence.

Thank you very much for allowing me this time.

Senator VALLOP. Thank you. Mr. Iorton I

STATEMENT OF WARREN A. MORTON, SPEAKER, WYOMING
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Mr. Mon'ro . Senator Wallop, Senator Baucus, my name is Warren
Morton. For ill my adult life, I have been involved in the independent
producing segment of the oil and gas industry. For the past 13 years,

.29
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I have served in the Wyoming Legislature and presently serve as
speaker of the house of representatives. My comments today result
from my long involvement in the interrelated business of energy and
politics.

The apparent issue before the Congress today is the proposal by
the President, as expanded by the House, to place an excise tax on
the gross revenue derived from the President's proposal for phased
deregulation of crude oil prices. However the real issue before the
Nation today is: Will the people and the Government of the United
States have the honesty and courage to recognize the worldwide, not
national or local, but worldwide energy crisis and take meaningful
steps to meet and eventually resolve this problem I

I would hope from the in'eetings that were held last week in Geneva
with the economic summit that the problems of the world we recog-
nize as being from the point of supply-namely the OPEC nations-
and not try to lay the defeat of the domestic industry.

Fortuitously for this Nation, we have the resources to provide a
solution to this problem. All we lack is the resolve to face a very dif-
ficult decision.

It should be clearly understood that the problems of today's energy
crisis are not the result of actions or nonactions of this administra-
tion or Congress, but indeed for over 25 years.

During the Eisenhower administration the dangers of overdepend-
ence on foreign oil, particularly oil that originated in an area as re-
mote and potentially unstable as the Persian Gulf, was clearly recog-
nized. And efforts -were made to restrict imports to 12 /2 percent of
daily consumption.

However, through the years, the political pressure to utilize what
was then referred to as cleap Arab oil proved an irresistible tempta-
tion to each and every subsequent administration and Congress, with
the result that our dependence has grown to nearly 50 percent. And
the Arab oil is quite obviously no longer cheap.

So much for history. What can we do about it now? It would be
my fervent hope and recommendation that as the Congress faces de-
cisions dealing with energy that you look beyond the obvious prob-
lems as represented by high prices and long gasoline lines, and base
every decision on the premise: "Will this action improve either the
short-term or long-term supply of energy for this NMation?"

Let me assure you that H.R. 3919, the so-called windfall profits
tax bill, does neither. Allow me to elaborate.

The first requirement for any piece of legislation should be that it
is both understandable and enforceable. H.1. 3919 is neither. It is an
incredibly complex piece of legislation involving references to tier I,
tier II, anid tier IlI pricing schedules further complicated by variable
decline rates of sometimes 11/2 percent. sometimes 21/2 percent, and
sometimes neither, sometimes coupled with a 2-percent inflation ad-
iustment and sometimes not, with special provisions for Alaskan oil,
oil derived from State lands, which I might add, provides for the first
time a Federal tax or bite in the State's income from State lands, an
item of more than passing interest to two Senators from the West,
and finally topped off with a 50, 60-I don't know what the figure is-
percent tax on gross income with no thought to consideration given to
the cost of either discovery or production.
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I had 70 percent in my paper. Maybe it's 60 percent now. I am
critical of any of them.

Certainly nothing within this bill would do anything to alleviate
either the short-term or long-term supply of oil to the country.

By the way, Senator Baucus, you asked for a breakdown of where
those dollars fell. Here's a copy for you, showing the breakdown,
taxes, and so forth. You might find them helpful.

To meet the ever-increasing cost of frontier exploration today, the
issue is best met by no new or additional taxes at all. For example,
the oil industry in'Wyoming today is watching with great interest a
well currently testing'below 25,000 feet. This well has already cost in
excess of $15 million. The Nation can ill afford to withdraw funds
from this type of exploration to satisfy short-term political goals.

However, having said this, I am enough of a political realist to know
that the Senate must respond to the House action on the President's
proposed excise tax. And I would propose the following specific
alternatives.

It is a well established statistical fact that the burden of domestic
exploration is carried by the independent segment of the industry.
These operators use, in part, their own internally generated funds but
also depend heavly on outside, private investors by utilizing limited
partnership agreements.

The proposed new taxes would absolutely destroy the incentive for
new exploration by these independents unless some sort of "small
producer exemption" could be established. This has been done in re-
lated tax matters in the past. And I would recommend an exemption of
the first 1,000 to 1,200 barrels of daily production for any new tax pro-
posal to be considered by the Congress.

Recognizing that the prime purpose of the President's move to de-
regulate crude prices is to stimulate the search for new production, the
70 percent, 60 percent, or 50 percent tax proposed by the House is
absolutely counterproductive unless it is accompanied by a provision
to plowb'ack these new revenues into new exploration.

If the tax must be applied it should only be applied after deducting
the expenses incurred in new exploration suich as land acquisition costs,
geoph .ysical expense, and all drilling expenses. If such a plowback
provision seems to be too cumbersome to enforce, the same goal could
be attained by applying a tax to what the Congress determines to be
excess profits.

Quite obviously, such a tax should encourage the maximum reinvest-
ment by the industry into new and expanded exploration and should
be a tax on the remaining profits, not a 60-percent cut of gross revenue
produced.

All of the above recommendations deal with efforts to alleviate the
near-term shortfall in petroleum supplies. However, I feel I would
be derelict in my responsibilities if I did not address the fortuitous
circumstances that provide this Nation with at least the opportunities
for a long-term solution.

I refer, of course, to the development of a synthetic fuels industry
derived from the virtually limitless supply o'f coal and oil shale in
the United States, most of it located within the States of Montana,
Wyoming, Colorado, and Utah.
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Let me ,put these reserves in perspective. The known free world
proven oil reserves, including all of the Persian Gulf nations, is ap-
proximatel 565 billion barrels. Realizing that figure conflicts with the
figures of tile Mexican reserves, I challenge the Mexican figure.

The shale oil reserves of the Rocky Mountains is conservatively
estimated at 1.8 trillion barrels. And if this is upgraded to the de-
posits containing 25 gallons per ton, the recoverable reserves are esti-
mated at 600 billion barrels. The coal reserves of these four States
alone represent the oil equivalent of 515 billion barrels of oil. By the
way, daily oil consumption in the United States runs 18,000 barrels.

Do not'forget that the German war machine during World War II
was virtually 100 percent supplied by synthetic fuels from coal. The
technology for the development of either or both of these synthetic
fuels has been known for years. Africa is going to complete synthetic
fuels from coal.

What has been missing is a national resolve to realistically face the
cost of these synthetic domestic fuels. Whether viewed from a military
standpoint or based on the economic survival of this country, this
Nation can no longer afford to be held captive by foreign oil interests.

If you wonder, by the way, what the cap is on OPEC oil prices, it's
the price at which'these things become effective, which is the $25 to
$30 range.

These fuels cannot be developed under the artificial constraints of
rice control. Both systems start to become competitive at a price of
5 per barrel. This development should be financed by private capital,

using earned profits from other sources, possibly subsidized with a
temporary $2 or $3 per barrel allowance, encouraged by favorable
depreciation schedules and unencumbered by unnecessarily restrictive
environmental standards.

Long terms, there really is no viable. alternative available to the
Nation. The only question is will such a program begin before it is
too late.

The Congress will face decisions that deal with our energy supply
in the next few months. In my opinion, the very survival of the Nation
is at stake. I trust and pray that the decisions will be made by states-
men and not by politicians.

I thank you for the time.
Senator WALLOP. Thank you.
Mr. Allen?

STATEMENT OF WEBB ALLEN, PALMER OIL & GAS

Mr. AtJLEN. Senator Wallop, Senator Baucus, panel, I don't have a
prepared statement. I can type this up and leave it with you.

Again, a lot of the things that I have said here have been said. And
so. I will just comment on some of the things that I think that some-
body may have overlooked or that I think need to be said over and
over again.

Basically, when the administration proposed the decontrol program,
they stated that the reason was to give the industry the incentive to
go out and find more oil and gas reserves, increase our supplies. But
at the same time, they proposed to tax away 50 percent of it.
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It seems to me that in order so that the oil company didn't have
to get any excess profit-it seemed to me that if they had control of
the decontrol program, why would they have to decontrol and take
back half of it? They could have stretched out the decontrol program
a little loner.

I think what they really are doing is simply trying to raise money.And this is a very bad way to do it. They are trying to raise revenue.
They have already got in place an excise tax at the gasoline pump.

If they %vant to curb demand that way, all they have to do is increase
the rates. They can raise a revenue for alternate energy projects that
they think they ought to invest in, Government ougit to invest in.
There is no additional administration involved in it.

Senator WALLOP. You are suggesting they tax the consumer?
Mr. ALLJN. It's the consumer that is going to pay for it-I mean-

immediately when that tax goes into effect. It's not the oil producer.
The consumer is going to get the bill the day the tax goes into effect.

And I think it was just a left-handed way of making him like it,
because it made him think they were actually taxing the producer.
The producer is not going to be having to pay the tax. Ie is going to
have to administer it. have to put tip with it.

It's going to delay the time he is going to be decontrolled. Ile is not
going to get the revenue it's goina'to need. But the country is going
to suffer if the oil producer doesn't get the necessary funds.

Decontrol is a good incentive, but without the funds, its meaningless.
I think the administration is just using a sneaky way of getting the

consumer hit with the heavy tax and making him like it. That's my
opinion of it.

If they want to tax the consumer, very well. If they want to curb
the demand, they can put it at the filling station on the pumps, diesel
pump, or home heating oil, if they wish. But this is a bad way to do it.

I mean, producers are already strapped with all kinds of regula-
tions. Along that point, there is a lot of little independent producers
in this country--I mean, they aren't incorporated-some of them
are-but the guy is a geologist and out there trying to find some oil.
He's got his wile doing the paperwork part of'the time.

When he gets into these complicated rules and regulations. lie hasgot to hire a lawyer and an accountant. He has got to shut down what
1ie is doina.

There is a lot of little areas of very marginal production. These
people become very effective in trying to solve our enery crisis. They
go out and put a*lot of small d6als together. They shit down com{-
pletely when they are faced with this kind of regulation.

This natural gas tax was a good example. I don't think any of
these people spent very much time this last winter trying to solve
our energy problem. They were trying to comply with th'e regulations.
A lot of the time a lot 6f technical people h'ad to be tied up in that
process of reporting and making those applications for price and
control.

A lot of technical people were brought in out of the field just to
handle that paperwork.

I don't think anybody knows how this tax will finally be enacted,
but because of the ehan'ging prices every month, it's g6t to be com-
plicated, got to be very difficult to administer. Somebody is going to
come along and audit it.
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Naturally, it diminishes the funds that the producers will have to
go out and find oil and gas reserves. The fears that people give that
the oil and gas companies will make a lot of profit if you don't come-
back and tax them-I think history shows what the independents,
even the majors -it takes a lot of capital. And if they don't spend
that money, if they don't reinvest in exploration, research, we havyw
already got in place a plowback provision.

Our' income tax-they are going to have to pay 50 percent of those"
dollars that they-we con't even need a plowback provision. If they
don't spent the money, they are going to get relieved of 50 percent
of it, at least.

So, I don't think we need anything insofar as the profits. I don't
think anybody has to have any fears of what they will do with their
money.

All these decontrols and all these funds-if we don't have this tax,
it's going to be more money over a period of 2 and 3 years. It will
come on stream and be available.

I think somebody mentioned where are we going to spend these
dollars. If we got all of our very highly potential areas tied up in
some study that may go on for i0 vears-I think that problem has
to be resolved, too. That's a big dirawback to try and expand our
exploration pro ram.

A lot of harrassment is involved in trying to get anything done.
I think that somebody pointed out something I wanted to say. We
have learned an economic lesson, a simple lesson in economics, I Should
say, recently when the natural gas prices were increased in 1976.

At that time, our supplies were depleting quite rapidly. The Federal
Power Commission which governed the natural gas prices at that
time raised the price 178 percent overnight, just one big increase.
Within 2 years., we have a surplus of natural gas. And I think there
is a lot ot evidence-because of that big increase, you are seeing a
lot of people conserve natural gas.

I think our consumption was down last year. And the price did
this. It solved the natural gas problem within 2 or 3 years.

We are not increasing oil prices 178 percent, but if we have a sub-
stantial increase-and the important thing, I think, is if the producer
knows he is not going to be continually controlled. If he thought we
were going to have decontrol and his confidence was such, I think
that-it's really unknown how many barrels of oil we can find in
this country, but I think there is a lot of potential of even existing
reserves that are really economical at this time.

I think that as the price of oil went up, maybe we wouldn't find the
conventional fuel within our borders sufficie t to Inst us forever and
ever, but again, some of the other fuels, coal, shale oil, when that price
gets up there, somebody is going to figure out how to make that eco-
nomical someday. They are going to have an incentive to do so.

Up until this point, why would anybody spend a lot of money on
trying to produce shale oil if they couldn't see down the road they
were going fn be able to profit.

Senator WALLOP. Let me ask: If we achieve that moment when
those come on line. would that be a moment when competitive circum-
stance would return to the energy market?
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After allU, while we are all talking about supply, at this moment in
time there is no such thing as a competitive market. That's the reason
OPEC can virtually do what. they want to do.

And sooner or later, I think part of our job is to look down the road
and find out at what point the competitive circumstance would exist so
the levering ratchet effect of a variety of influences on our energy
market now would cease and we would get a competitive circumstance.

Mr. ALLEN. I think, as our oil prices go up, people are going to con-
serve. We don't have to live at our cabin 40 or 50 or 60 miles away from
our job. People do this, drive back and forth.

I can go lown to our high school in Billings, Mont., any day of the
week. And it is chuck full of kids driving cars to school. It still is.

Senator BAUcus. Let me add here something that is somewhat fic-
titious. Senator Cranston says that California helped solve the energy
crisis and, at the same time, contended with the 55-mile-an-hour speed
limit. They simply abolished the 55-mile-an-hour speed limit. Now
people in taliforiiia can only go as fast as their age. So that slowed
down teenagers considerably.

Also, it helped older people get more quickly to where they are going
because they haven't got muct time to get there. And in addition to
that, it's helped conserve fuel, because no woman dare drive over 35
miles an hour.

Mr, ALLEN. Good point. Well, that's really-it's just an economic
situation. I think that you are going to see it in the natural gas situa-
tion. Natural gas is becoming very expensive. People's heating bills
are getting expensive so people are going to insulate and fill in the
cracks. And they are going to do something about it.

If you allow these prices to seek the demand level, a lot of your prob-
lems are over. I mean, you can cut hamburger prices to 25 cents a pound
at the meat counter and people will start feeding it to their do,s. They
may already. But as soon as the supply runs out, you got a big fight iii
front of the meat counter.

Of course, the butcher gets butchered.
Senator WALLOP. First of all, Mr. Morton, I want to commend you

for your statement. I think it's excellent.
Mr. MORTON. Thank you.
Senator BArrCUs. I think it's a very good statement of the problems

that face the country. I tend to agree with most everything you say.
T[ wonder if you could expand a little on the small producers' exemp-
tion. You say about the first 1,000 or 1,200 barrels of daily production.
Would you exempt smaller producers entiely, or would you apply
different rates or-

Mr. MoRTo,. I would just suggest that the first 1,000 barrels of daily
production of any operator be exempted from any such excise tax that
you might subseqiuently apply.

Operators who have less production, that would mean all their pro-
duction would be exempted.

For major oil companies as the so-called seven sisters, you give them
the same treatment. You exempt the first 1,000 barrels, also. That would
eliminate any discrimination. If you don't give an opportunity for the
independent' who particularly is topping the private sector, a group
that Senator Wallop was referring to earlier-if you put an effective
ceiling on their income by 50-percent tax at a frozen level-and you
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read the pr posed bill that comes up to a certain level-and they take
it all above there, you let. all this cause run unencumbered.

Obviously, with 50- or 60-percent restraint on income and no re-
straint on expenses, there will come a time when the curves rise and
expenses will exceed the income. There is no incentive to invest your
money in that situation.

Senator BAucUs. Your statement says that the independent oper-
ators use in part their own internally generated funds but also depend
heavily on outside, private investors by utilizing limited partnership
agreements.

It would be helpful if you could explain from what sources and
what percentage allocation do independents get their financing?

Mr. MORTON. By their own ingenuity and sweat.
Senator BAUCUS. How much is internal? How much is limited

partnership?
ir. MORTON,;. I will let Mr. True respond to that. No, he doesn't use

any outside money at this time. A lot of people who are sitting behind
me do.

Senator BAucUs. Is there any rough figure?
Mr. TruE. It covers the entire spectrum. Some operations don't put

any of their own money in it. And the other side of the coin is that
there are operations such as ours that operate entirely on internally
generated and borrowed funds.

Senator BAucus. What is the difference? Why do some operate
entirely outside and some internally?

Mr. fomoN. It depends on your own means, I'd say.
If I could internally generate money to meet all my exploration

ambitions, I don't nee dany outside money. If my production is small,
I go out and try to raise money from the private sector to generate
my exploration budget.

Senator BAUcLs. To what extent do you borrow from the majors-
or have to enter into some kind of agreement with the majors?

Mr. TnF. Well, there are a number of different things. There are
some very, very large independent operators that do use outside funds
almost entirely, partnerships and public funding and one thing or
another.

We do often times get dry hole contributions from the majors or
from other independents. We often times have joint projects where
we own a percentage and maybe three or four other companies who
are operating as independents own a certain percentage up to the 100
percent of the working interest.

So, there are numerous ways. There are bottom hole contributions,
dry hole contributions, acreage contributions to support exploratory
dr lling.

Itos not just a matter of where the independents own funds come
from.

Senator BAUcUs. I respect your statement, Mr. Morton. that you
seem to imply an inclination-express an inclination toward a true
excess profit tax if there is going to be tax at all compared with
excise tax as proposed by the administration. I guess my question is
whether you think that will be any less complex and cumbersome
compared with some of the complexities of the bill.
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Your statement says how cumbersome the proposal is. It just seems
there has got to be 1,500 exemptions-

Mr. MORTON. Let me elaborate. Already, they currently calculate
your tax and you pay an income tax thereon. So, the structure exists
for the calculation of your tax on your profit. And I hope it will
restrict the taxes. And I hope you would also keep my alternatives in
proper sequence there.

My first priority is no new tax at all. If you must go the other way,
let it be a tax on profit rather than let it be a tax on excise, on the
gross. And if the plowback provision isn't acceptable-and I'm aware
-of the complications. It's a much easier complication to propose than
it is to enact.

You already have a Federal structure to calculate taxes. You do
through the Internal Revenue Service right now. If you cannot resist
the temptation to put additional taxes burden on the oil and gas
industry, if you feel looking at the figures there that the present
taxes are insufficient, then let it be on their profits that you determine
to be excessive.

You asked my definition of excessive. You and I probably have
some difference there. I think they are excessive already.

Senator WALLOP. The profits or taxesI
Mr. MORTO.N. The taxes are what are excessive, obviously. You are

40 percent partners in the profit of the industry right now. And that
seems to be an excessive burden to me. But you have the mechanism
for determining profit without any new legislation.

Senator BAucus. One question I had, too. I don't know that this is
your statement.

Mr. True, look at your table near the end. You go through the
wvindfall profits tax, what the end position and effect ought to be. And
-your bottom line comes out to say, without windfall profits on the
independents, with the applications of 70-percent Federal income tax,
it's about 23 cents, with the 50-percent windfall profits tax, it's about
18 cents.

Does the 70-percent income tax rate with you apply? I gue.s my
question is: How much of Wyoming's independents' income is in the
70-percent bracket? It looks like that's how you arrive at the figure
23 cents, roughly.

Mr. TRE. That is correct. And I have revised those fires because
T have never been able to understand where the bottom line in that
table comes from. That was lifted from the administration's. I have
never been able to anticipate receiving that in our case.

The 70-percent tax is high. Assuming that the additional income
retained by the producer is all profit, a good many producers that are
in a sizable operation would pay that.

Senator BAUCUS. I am curious. I know it's not fair to average.
Senator WALLOP. That's the administration's table.
Senator BAucts. The point is: It looks like it's the basis for earlier

statements, say, 19, 20 cents.
Senator WALOP. Isn't that fair to say that's where other people

have been making the case that the pl6wback already exists You
wouldn't be subject to 70 percent if you were in fact reinvesting?

Mr. TRUF.. That is correct.
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Senator WALLOP. If you quit where you were and didn't put any
more money back into that, you would be at 70 percent?

Mr. TRUE. Yes. That is certainly correct.
Senator WALLOP. Just quit the business and held what you owned?
I did have some experience with the so-called excess profits tax of

the Korean war. That was at the time when our little company was
trying to expand. And we just couldn't come up because at that time, it
went up to 91 percent.

Senator BAUCUS. I guess the 70-percent bracket applies to taxable
income over $215,000?

Mr. TRUE. That's correct.
Senator BATrcus. That was my question.
Senator ',VALLoP. Dave, I want to explore something tha, ",ns in

your testimony, because we were talking about windfall profits and one
thing. But other impediments to production is another item that is
important to us.

The example in your testimony about the USGS and BLM playing
tyrant is a pretty incredible story and $200,000 loss because of conflict.
ing bureaucrats ihat couldn't get along.

I think the public should know what is going on. And I hope that
you document other examples and send them to me in Washington.

Mr. TRUE. For your information, Senator, when we had breakfast
with Senator McClure, he asked for that specifically, he and Senator
Stevens. And I did document, I think, six cases and sent to both of
those Senators.

I will be glad to include you or come up with some more.
Senator WALLOP. Thank you. You mentioned, also, in your prepared

statement that there has been a decrease in drilling for natural gas
since the passage of the Natural Gas Policy Act. I wonder how much
of a decline there is. And expand a little'bit on the reasons for the
decline.

Mr. TRUE. Well, the last figure I saw was in the 6 months after the
Natural Gas Act was passed. Drilling nationwide decreased by about
20-percent number of rigs in actual use. It has not been that serious
in this country.

However, we have had probably 15 percent more days down with
our drilling equipment than we had in the comparable period of last
year. I think the uncertainty of price is a big factor. e don't know
,vIt the price is going to be. Historically, there is no way to tell

We think that the threat of a rollback in stripper oil prices is an
uncertainty that affects drilling. We think that the Federal Govern-
ment getting price control of intrastate gas, which was the next to the
last free market in the petroleum industry, has an effect, the massive
27 or 29 different prices of natural gas contained in that bill and yet
to be properly explained by the FERO.

We think that actually the curve that was mentioned here, where
expensces exceeded income, has in many cases actually occurred.

I noticed the figure of the price of drilling has gone up 50 or 60
percent in the last 5 years. It's gone up more than that here.

Let me cite two examples. Our daily labor bill, the man at the drill-
ing rig right now, exceeds what we have got for the whole rig, includ-
ing fuel, bits, power, labor and operating the rig, 5 years ago.
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We bought a year ago a new drilling rig to add to the 11 that we
had then. We have three rigs that are bigger. Of course, that would
leave eight that are smaller or equal in size.

The depreciation on that one drilling rig runs us more per day than
our other 11 combined.

That's what is happening to drilling costs and the curves frankly
have just crossed. Anud we didn't intentionally drill 60 percent more
than our income last year. We just got involved in some expensive
wells and couldn't quit.

It was just the cost escalated on us, much more than we anticipated.
Senator WALUoP. It's interesting to note, talking about natural gas

that not only the increased regulations but the uncertainty of natural
gas as an industrial supply is an uncertainty created by EPA's reluic-
tance to come up with their final rules under the Clean Air Act. The
figure in the country is, I think, a 7 percent increase in domestic con-
sumption of our total consumption that is now industrial oils that was
other fuels just 3 years ago.

And people are wondering why there is a shortage of diesel and
gasoline. That's at least one of the reasons, there is a 7 percent greater
demand upon the supply that we have coming in. And that's a
decreased supply.

Warren, one of the things that shows me that this so-called windfall
profits tax bill was really thrown together in a hurry is that there is
the exemption you mentioned in your testimony for the windfalJ prof-
its tax if the oil producing lana is held by a" State or political sub-
division, providing that the receipts go into a trust fund, however, the
exemption applies only if all, I mean, 100 percent of those things are
dedicated to educational purposes.

Mr. MORTON. That's not the case in the State of Wyoming.
Senator WALLOP. I was going to point that out and ask if it is

equitable to tell the State what to do with its own resources.
Mr. MORTON. The State government is concerned about its intrusion

by the Federal Government in what was previously considered to be
their own area: the land to be dedicated in the State to what they see
fit.

While most of our lands have been dedicated to educational pur-
poses, other State land is dedicated to other purposes.

This touches on the question of severance tax, which you raised
earlier. 'Ihe lat ,hnalysisI have of the House bill, the House recognized
the inequity of taxing the producer for the severance tax which they
pay to the State and exempted that from the windfall profits tax but
then moved on to say that any new taxes passed by the State's severance
tax, they would tax that.

In other words, preempting any additional severance tax authority
of the State to the Federal Government.

Senator BATJcus. New taxes would not be exempted?
Mr. Moroy. That's right, obvious intrusion by the Federal Gov-

ernment to a previously recognized tax sanction for the States.
Senator B.u-cuts. One question that bothers ie is that if there is no

windfall profits tax-no tax at all and if we decontrol-I think we
should decontrol the crude price at the wellhead-in effect, because
of the market strength of OPEC, that OPEC is setting the world price.

Now, it's what-$20-and who knows what it's going to be several
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months from now I In spot prices, it could be anything. But still it's
quite high, which is to say that it's the OPEC price which is going to
determine the world price and the cost to consumers.

And that bears little relation to the replacement costs of what it
costs to go out and explore and develop oil. And does that seem right?

If the world were competitive, then I have no problem at all, but
it's not competitive. As Senator Wallop said, there is no market price.

Mr. MoRToN. There is one nation in the world with zero oil produc-
tion of its own that has absolutely no dependence upon the OPEC na-
tions whatsoever. That is the nation of South Africa, who had the
foresight to see this problem and had to courage to take their coal
reserves, which are abundant, and go into a complete synthetic fuel
system for the whole nation of South Africa. They are'the only na-
tion who can laugh at OPEC today.

We have coal and oil shale on capital basis that exceed that of South
Africa. What we don't have is the faith to develop those natural
resources.

Senator BAUCUS. What you are saying is all of South Africa doesn't
import any oil?

Mr. MRToN. No.
Senator BAUCus. What is their per barrel cost?
Mr. MORTON. I can't tell you what price you are looking at fromsynthetic coal or crude oil from oil shale. You are looking at the $25

to $30 per barrel figure which is the ceiling price you are going to have
OPEC bumping into.

Where does price competition come in? It comes in when you stop
subsidizing the use of natural gas and crude oil at below true prices
today, which encourage overconsumption, because they are sold belowvalue, and allow other competing energies to come on at their true
value.

The tragedy of the Three-Mile Island-the Nation can ill afford
not to develop the nuclear. And that unquestionably set back nuclear
development many years, something we cannot afford.

But politically, realistically, it has set us back. Yet, nothing has
been done to replace that loss from our fixed power bases.

Senator BAUCUS. Really, is the level of $25 roughly the price at
which OPEC begins to btump into competitive price? I ask that be.
cause of the additional capital costs one has to pay through energy
price increases.

Mr. MORTOx. What is the alternative?
Senator 3AUCUS. I agree we are in a real problem here, but I look

again at the figures applied by Mr. True. If you look at his chart which
shows the drilling costs increases that our country is faced with, par-
ticularly for independents, there is a dramatic" shift in 1973 with
OPEC.

I don't know whether that's entirely coincidental or not. Drilling
costs have increased on nearly a vertical basis, according to informa-
tion provided, since 1973.

And the earlier estimates were fuels were competitive at about $25
per barrel. I suspect with additional costs, it would be closer to $30or $5 a barrel. But maybe that's fine. I don't deny that if we have
to do that. I think it would probably be a little higher than $25 a
barrel.
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MNr. MorroT . I am unaware of any restraint we can put on OPEC.
As they met in Geneva, even the most radical of nations proposing
price increases were still below that range. And there is an automatic
ceiling on synthetic fuels imposed because we have the potential of
an abundance in these other sources.

Senator BAUCIS. The problem is. as you stated in your statement,
we have been addicted to cheap energy in this country for many, many
years.

Mr. MfORTON. Some tough decisions have to be made.
Senator WALLOP. Where it's going to get tough-one of the OPEC

oil ministers-made the statement in Geneva, about the time the west
world begins to find competitive ways of creating synthetic fuels, they
would lower the price of oil. And that's when you see if you can quit
cold turkey and sro on.

Mr. MfoiTox. That's when your resolve will be tested. We are in the
game. We can't get out of the world.

We among most nations do have the fortuitous alternative supply.
Nobody iii this room back here who are all independent oil producers
have anything to do with coal or oil sale, but it is a natural resource
which we have banked for years, but they are not worth a damn until
they are put out in the refinery and put out in the gasoline tanks.

Senator BAUCuS. How do we get there, because OPEC prices is not
tho replacement cost generally.

Mr. fORWO. That's the only ball game in town.
Senator BAUCUS. In the meantime, a lot of people are trying to getinto the oil shale and all the other alternative sources. That's the rea-

son partly for this so-called profits tax and so-called trust fund, is to
share with private enterprise and start developing these.

What do you do in the interim?
Mr. MoRToN. You might take the profit the Congress seems to be

worried about that the major oil companies are going to accrue from
deregulation and see that those are plowed back into alternative en-
ergy sources.

There is going to be an awful lot of money involved. If you do that,we in this end are going to need some help. You are going to have a
problem with water, impact, you are going to have trouble getting
water across the State line, something not easily done.

I'm sure you both have been aware of the water in the Sheridan area
that was going into Montana, whether it would or would not go with
Texas Eastern Pipeline. So, you appreciate the sensitivity of water
there.

Impact in these local communities is very real when you put a major
plant there.

There are some positive things I think the Congress could be con-
sidering to generate this thing. ?don't think you need to get the Fed-
eral Government into the business.

Senator BACUs. What you are saying is significant plowbackV
Mr. MORTON. In this instance, synthetic fuels, yes.
Senator WALLOp. I just hope that we do not fall into the seductive

trap of creating a trust fund, because that will become permanent and
there will be constituencies that will be impossible to wean. There is
going to be a lot of money, a lot more than we are talking about, up
into $50 billion very shortly. And people are going to be standing in
line to get their fingers, their particular proportion of that. We will
never break it.
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I hope whatever we do, we find a way of channeling the decisions
that are made consciously.

Mr. TRUE. Senator, could I make one comment on your question of
how we got into this position?

Senator BAUCUS. I know how we got here. How do we get out of it?
Mr. TRUE. I sat on a panel very similar to this 20 years ago in front

of the Senate Finance Committee. Our panel didn't have the number,
but we had the scenario of what was going to happen if this country
kept on with its anti-oil policy of importation and gas price controls
and indirect crude oil price control. This was long before the first
peacetime price control on crude oil that President Nixon had
proposed.

As I say, we didn't have the number right, but we sure had the
scenario right. And I can look up that testimony.

Senator BAUcus. I'm sure you're right.
Senator WALT~oP. Let me ask one last question that Senator Bauctis

and I are interested in.
You mentioned the 1,000 barrel exemption, but do you see that nq a

risk of production incentive as you come up to that area that is one
hole below that figure ?

AMr. MORTox. I'm thinking in terms of private investors whom you
are soliciting to bring into the industry and because it takes a tremend-
ous infusion of new capital each year to keep our exploration pro-
gram going.

I witnessed a fact that any one of the earlier aipeakers who showed
that $.33 billion would come'in as revenue and expenditures had been
$34 billion, there obviously had to be outside money coming in. Those
people usually started with zero base. And there are always plenty of
fresh fish out there you can talk to.

I don't think that's going to be a restriction. But if you don't have
some exemptions for them, they are caught between fixed income and
raising prices and will say, "Heck, I can do better than that any place
else. you want."

You raised a question, Senator of what is the fair return on invest-
meit and so forth. I would have answered you this way: National re-
turn on investment for the industry is running 14 or 15 percent. They
are able to go out and raise new capital on Wall Street through this
figure, new underwritings go in and roll into those figures. Those fig-
ares are acceptable, but the oil has been running 20 to 30 percent below
those type of figures for the last 10 or 15 years.

There is a response for that.
Another question you raised: How much money produces how many

barrels of oil?
Nobody has an absolute answer to that. Historically, you can trace

dollars invested and oil barrels found. Usually this is the obvious re-
sponse: the more money you invest, the more oil you are going to find.

The Chase-Manhattan economic section, Chase-Manhattan Bank of
New York, does a tremendous study. I find that the IPAA in Wash-
ington has the best statistical dollar; in and dollars out trend of any of
the oil agencies. I recommend them to you.

Mr. TRuv. I would like to add a little bit to that. I think any sort of
limitation does in fact put a lid on somebody. Now, our operation pro.
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vides 650 jobs for Rocky Mountain people. And frankly, 1,000 barrels
a day limitation would put a lid on our expansion.

Senator BAUCUS. How much of a lidI
Mr. TRuE. It would make it much less attractive to develop a future

barrels than it has a past barrel, because there would be less return.
Senator BAUCUS. I am curious whether there is some way-
Mr. TrRm. If size is bad, we are bad. But we are providing 650 well-

paying jobs.
Senator WALLOP. Thank you. We will take a break now and come

back at 19 minutes till 12.

APMERNOON SESSION

Senator WALLOP. We'll get started again. Senator Baucus must leave
by 2.

And two of his hoped-for constituents from Montane for some rea-
son are not in attendance.

We would like to combine the next two panels, which would be Mr.
Robert L. Mullen, attorney from Casper; Mr. Dave Flitner, president
of the Wyoming Farm Bureau; Mr. Don Basko of the Wyoming Oil &
Gas Conservation; and Mr. Larry McDonald, executive Vice president
of the Wyoming Industrial Development Corp.

Senator BAUCUS. I might add, if anyof you have any statements you
want to make in answer to some of the questions that either Senator
Wallop or I have raised in earlier panels, feel free to do so. Feel free
to address any of your statements to any of those if you feel so inclined.

Senator WALLOP. I would also state that the hearing of this record
will remain open for a month. And if anyone would like to make a
written statement who didn't have an opportunity to testify, in par-
ticular the two people from the Northern Plains Resources Group and
Alternate Energy Resources Organization, those statements and others
would be welcomed.

Mr. Mullen is not here. Mr. Flitner, will you proceed?

STATEMENT OF DAVE FLITNER, PRESIDENT, WYOMING FARM
BUREAU FEDERATION

Mr. FLITNER. Certainly, Senator Wallop. My name is Dave Flitner.
I operate an irrigated farm and raise livestock near Greybull. I am
also president of the Wyoming Farm Bureau Federation.'It's in that
capacity as State Farm Bureau president that I testify today.

The Farm Bureau members in Wyoming appreciate your subcom-
mittee conducting a field study in our State on this important issue.

Incidentally. I believe your staff has on file our complete statement,
at which I will at this time summarize only nine points in the interest
of time.

Point No. 1, the availability of adequate and reliable supplies of
energy is one of the most critical problems facing our Nation.

Agriculture's energy needs are critical to the national economy. Tf
farmers and ranchers are to continue meeting demands for food and
fiber, they must have adequate supplies of energy.
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Farm Bureau believes that the price of energy supplies should be
-allowed to move freely iii response to supply and demand.

Farm Bureau supports decontrol of oil and natural gas prices as an
incentive to encourage exploration and development of new domestic
supplies of energy, particularly oil and gas.

We favor Congress creating new incentives which would attract
-capital from individual investors to encourage exploration and
.development.

We oppose imposing punitive taxes on the energy industry. We
-think that the so-called windfall tax proposals will I detrimental to
those companies which take the risk, exploring and developing new
energy sources, like oil and gas.

AVe think instead of encouraging greater exploration, such a tax
would deter domestic discovery and result in an even greater reliance
on the less dependable foreign sources of supplies. That's not in the
best. interests of this Nation.

Philosophically, Farm Bureau believes that any profit achieved by
.oil companies is better spent in the private sector for more and new
jobs and services rather than it being funneled into the Federal
Treasury where it could be another source for the big Federal spenders
to waste.

Finally, the Wyoming Farm Bureau recommends that the Congress
reject any windfall taxes and instead support incentives like decontrol
and create new ones to attract more risk capital, to encourage increased
domestic oil exploration and development by domestic companies, like,
the many independents who operate in Wyoming.

Thank you, gentlemen. This concludes the summary of my
statement.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Flitner follows:]

STATEMENT OF THE WYOMING FARM BUREAU FEDERATION

The Wyoming Farm Bureau, a general agricultural organization which is
,organized in all 23 counties, representing ranchers and farmers who produce
every type of agricultural commodity grown in our state.

Farm Bureau believes that the prosperity and welfare of our nation's citizens
.depend upon the availability of adequate and reliable supplies of energy. This is
.one of the most critical problems facing our country.

The energy needs of agricultural producers are critical to the national economy.
If farmers and ranchers are to continue to meet demands for food and fiber, they
must have adequate supplies of energy.

Currently this nation's agricultural industry is one of the most efficient pro-
ducers. Each farmer and rancher feeds himself and 56 other persons. In addition,
agriculture accounted for $28.5 billion in exports for the United States in 1978.
This helps offset the hefty purchases of the high-priced OPEC crude oil.

Farm Bureau policy says that the prices of energy supplies should be allowed
to move freely in response to supply and demand, except in the case of national
-emergencies or where public utilities are controlled by regulatory agencies.

Farm Bureau members have also been supportive of deregulation of natural
gas and crude oil prices.

Why do Farm Bureau members favor decontrol and support allowing prices of
energy supplies to move freely in the market place?

In our opinion, such action will encourage both the development of adequate
energy supplies and their distribution on an equitable basis.

For generally the same reasons, Farm Bureau has strong reservations about
the so-called "windfall" profits tax being considered by Congress. We view such
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an excise tax as a deterrent to exploration and development of new domestic oil
and gas sources. We think the tax would be counter productive to our nation's
need to strive for reduced dependence on foreign sources of crude oil. Instead, we
think Congress should provide incentives.

To provide positive incentives leading to increased exploration and develop-
ment of oil and gas by the free enterprise system, we must also encourage capital
investment in the development of domestic energy of all types. To achieve this
end, Congress should encourage exploration and development through appropriate
incentives and avoid imposing punitive taxes on the energy industry. Also con-
sideration should be given to protecting these enterprises against the risk of price
manipulation by foreign energy sources which could stop development.

In our opinion, a windfall profits tax on the discovery of new domestic oil is
not in the best interests of our agricultural industry and the U.S.

From the farmers' and ranchers' perspective, there is a clearly defined need for
a readily accessible supply of energy to produce food and fiber. We need oil and
gas. We, in Wyoming, particularly need diesel fuel and gasoline for our agri.
cultural production. We need the assurance that a stable supply will be there.
We should not be continually subjected to the kind of shortages we're currently
facing.

How does this nation provide such assurances? Obviously it can't do it with
greater dependence on foreign sources. We're witnessing the effects of this
problem now! The only way for the United States to have the necessary control
is to discover new domestic sources of crude oil. (We readily recognize that
this alone won't solve the energy problem. It will take a combination of con-
servation and development of new renewable sources along with production of
new domestic non-renewable sources.)

We don't believe that the so-called windfall profits tax will do anything to
encourage investment in the exploration and drilling for new oil. Insead of
encouraging the flow of risk capital into this much needed oil exploration and
development, investors will look elsewhere. Congress should consider formulat-
ing an incentive that will attract such capital from individual investors, not
just think of incentives as something big oil companies get! We predict that
if such a windfall tax is imposed, then eventually there will be fewer and
fewer companies in the business of discovering and developing new domestic oil
supplies. That will be devastating to this nation.

Here in Wyoming, we are acquainted with oil exploration and development.
We recognize that the majority of such exploration and development Is done
by the independents, not the major oil companies. However, in some cases
these independents are exploring for oil under agreements with major companies.

As we understand the proposed energy tax legislation, these independents
would bear the greatest tax burden. If that is the case, such will discourage
oil exploration here and in other parts of our nation, That's contrary to what's
needed. We must do all we can to encourage increased activity by all oil ex-
ploration and development firms in a race to find as much new o'l and gas
as fast as we can.

Philosophically, Farm Bureau members believe that any profits derived from
oil exploration and development would be better spent in the private sector
for more and new jobs and services rather than being funneled into the federal
treasury where it might be wasted by the federal spenders.

In Wyoming, we have a true appreciation for the complex economic system
which is so dependent upon adequate supplies of energy. We need adequate
supplies of energy for food and fiber production. The energy industry also needs
fuels for its activities. Its people need our food and fiber. All of us are de-
pendent upon the transportation industry to bring in supplies and deliver our
products to market. The energy industry also needs transportation. In turn
the transportation industry needs the agriculture and energy industries. A
detrimental windfall tax on energy resources will adversely affect agriculture
as well as the energy and transportation sectors. ,

Farm Bureau recommends that this subcommittee reject proposals to impose
a "windfall tax" on the petroleum industry and instead support Incentives like
decontrol and create new ones which will attract more risk capital, to encourage
exploration and development of new domestic supplies of oil and natural gas.
Thank you.

Senator IVALLOP. Thank you, Dave.
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STATEMENT OF DONALD BASKO, SUPERVISOR OF THE WYOMING
OIL & GAS COMMISSION

Mr. BASKO. First of all, I want to apologize for my attire. We are
in the midst of moving my office, an onerous task at best.

Senator WALLOP. I was going to say I am jealous.
Mr. BASKO. Gentlemen, my name is*Donald Baska, the supervisor

of the Wyoming Oil & Gas Conservffln Commission for the last
10 years. I have-been a close observer of the oil and gas industry for
the last 25 years, which included approximately 5 years' industry
experience.

My position is one of opposition to the proposed windfall profits
tax. I know of no other industries that are experiencing excessive
profits that, are being scrutinized by Congress for a windfall tax. Theday-to-day essentials of living quickly point up a number of indus-
tries that appears to be making excessive profits; for instance, bank-
ing, real estate, and automotive.

This is my own opinion. And I have attached to the back of my
statement a more authoritative source from the Journal of Petroleum
Technology, June of 1979, which reflects that return on net worth
puts the petroleum industry ninth, behind amusements, airlines, drugs,
lumber, trucking, autos, food, and clothing.

Likewise, they are sixth in rank behind amusements, drugs, utilities,
lumber, airlines, and then comes petroleum on a profit per dollar of
sales.

The oil and gas industry is extremely sensitive to adverse political
decisions. I have prepared and keep posted a chart of a number of
drilling permits issued by the Wyoming Oil & Gas Conservation
Commission. It is easy to see what I am referring to. On pages 3 and
4, the Arab Embargo, for instance, started a cycle of increased drilling
in November of 1973. The loss of depletion allowance in January of
1975 caused the number of permits to fall back down to a lower level
than what we had previously been experiencing.

The event of the crude oil price rollback in December of 1975 caused
another loss in activity. The implementation of NTL-6. whieh iQ the
notice to lessee by the U.S. Geological Survey, and required additional
and extensive paperwork to be filed by operators, likewise caused a
fallback in the drilling activity. That became effective in July of 1976.

Carter's energy policy announced in April of 1977 likewise caused
a decline in drilling activity.

On the other side of the coin, the oil decontrol that took place in
June of 1979 caused a spur in activity going up to 255 permits, which
is somewhat of a record.

Wyoming has the potential with the right incentives to help al-
leviate the energy problem. The overthrust belt of western Wyoming
is estimated to contain from 1 billion barrels to in excess of 10 billion
barrels, and from 7 trillion cubic feet of gas to 25 trillion cubic feetof gas.Motice I said it would alleviate. It's not going to solve the problem.

I believe the estimates are conservative and realistic.
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For instance, the Wyoming portion of the thrust belt alone pro-
duced 23,000 barrels in 1976, 462,000 barrels in 1977, 1,745,000 barrels
in 1978, and 265,000 in January alone of 1979, which should indicate
the extent which that portion of the State is exploding.

Likewise, it produced no gas in 1976, 145,000 MCF's in 1977, 3,500,-
000 MCF's in 1978, and 1,200,000 in January 1979 in the thrust belt
alone. This means that 199 gas production could easily be in excess
of 15,000,000 MCF's.

The Painter Reservoir Field is regarded to have 1,000 feet of pay
in the nugget formation and recoverable reserves of 250 million bar-
rels. Whitney Canyon Field in the thrust belt has 4,500 feet of pay
with potential reserves of 2 trillion cubic feet of gas from the one field
above.

In addition, the thrust belt of Wyoming has literally dozens of
untested surface structures with the potential of the fields mentioned
above.

Exploratory drilling is extremely expensive and time consuming.
A windfall tax would put a damper on the current activity in the
thrust belt as well as elsewhere in Wyoming. A tax with a plowback
provision would most likely create a bureaucratic morass similar to
the Natural Gas Policy Act of 1978-present coin pany excluded.

I am intimately familiar with the Natural Gas Policy Act inasmuch
as it's our agency that administers the act insofar as the State and
fee lands are concerned. And I can tell you gentlemen that 27 separate
pricing categories are not easy to deal with.

Thank you.
[The attachments to Mr. Basko's statement follow:]
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Senator WALLOP. Thank you.
]Sir. McDonald I

STATEMENT OF LARRY J. McDONALD, EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT,
WYOMING INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT CORP.

Mr. NIcDoN-AM. Senator Wallop, Senator Baucus, members of the
staff, I am pleased to have been asked to appear before this subcom-
mittee. We in Casper are delighted to have the opportunity to com-
ment on energy taxation.

I am Larry McDonald. I have a degree from the University of
Denver in finance and economics, and have been employed by" the
Wyoming Industrial Development Corp. for the past 10 years, serving
as executive vice president and chief executive officer for the past 5
years.

Prior to that, I was employed within the oil exploration industry,
the last 5 years serving in various capacities with an independent
oil well drilling contractor and small oil production company.

While I do not consider myself in any respect an expert on the oil
industry, I do have some insight as to how it works.

Wyoming Industrial Development Corp. is basically a nonmineral
finance company that finances industrial diversification'throughout the
State of Wyoning. During my tenure at WIDC, I have studied in
depth WVyoming's economy. One such effort was an in-depth economic
development study of each of Wyoming's communities which WIDC
conducted under a contract with the State's Department of Economic
Planning and Development. The study was extensive and took 2 years
to prepare.

As an economist, I am deeply concerned with the implications of
the proposed energy taxation legislation and, indeed, all Federal
regulations and meddling with mineral industries.

Wyoming's economy is very strongly tied to the mineral industry,
especially oil and natural gas. While Wyoming's present population
is arounal 400,000, it probably would only be in the range of 75,000 to
100,000 without the mineral industries. Minerals are far and away
the most significant economic force in the State.

While coal mining and, to a lesser extent, uranium mining have
caught the attention of the press and the public, and rightfully so,
oil and gas contribute about. 80 percent of Wyoming's mineral wealth.
Sales of oil and gas are in the magnitude of $1.5 billion per year. And
that would vary some.

We must keep in mind that the oil industry is really five separate
industries: exploration; production; transportation, being rail, truck-
ing., and pipelines; refining; and marketing.

Natural gas is like a brand new industry inasmuch as there has
not been any exploration specifically for natural gas in over 20 years
because of the controlled artificially low price placed on this com-
modity. With deregulation of natural gas, oil and gas exploration in
geologic areas known to contain large amounts of natural gas have
dramatically accelerated.

I think as Don has pointed out, that has really been the case in the
Overthrust Belt, which for some years has been known to contain
gas but got little attention because ol the price of the gas.
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There are about 150 drilling rigs operating in Wyoming today.
And over half are drilling in areas where natural gas potential is
great in significance to explorative economics.

Casper economy is almost totally dependent on oil and gas explora-
tion. The population is probably somewhere between 75,000 to 80,000,
having grown rapidly for the past 14 years. Annual growth rates have
ranged from 3 to 7 percent.

While mining has contributed to Casper's growth, the oil and gas
industries, especially exploration-oriented firms, have stimulated this
growth. While there are no separate statistics and employment over-
laps, employment in exploration probably amounts to 60 percent to
75 percent of Wyoming's total oil and gas industry employment.

I tell people that if they want to know how Casper's economy is
doing, read the rig count figures published in the Sunday edition of
the Casper Star-Tribune. Historical patterns are interesting.

In 1967, as major oil companies were importing cheap middle-
Eastern crude at $1.50 per barrel, Wyoming's rig count wvs between
30 and 45. Many of these were working on development projects.

In 1968, with the discovery of the Bell Creek field in southeastern
Montana, and other significant fields in Wyoming's Powder River
Basin, the rig count jumped into the 60's. The HIihte field discovery
in 1969 stimulated the rig count to between 90 and 100. With increas-
ingly higher crude oil prices and the decontrol of natural gas, the rig
count has steadily climbed to the present 150 rig level.

As an oil and gas service center, Casper is analogous to early-day
Denver when it wias the mining supply and service center for Cripple
Creek, Leadville, Central City and the early Colorado mining
communities.

While Casper major oil companies have offices in Casper and con-
trol the vast majority of Wyoming's oil and gas production, it is the
small operators that explore and discover the majority of the new oil.
Something like 95 percent of all wildcat wells drilled are drilled by
small independent companies.

In Wyoming there are approximately 350 small independent oil
production companies, 200 independent geologists, 100 landmen, 350
oil field service companies and suppliers, 350 attorneys, 200 account-
ants and many, many other professional people in small companies
that depend on the oil and gas industry. The majority of these people
operate out of Casper. And the majority of them are small business
people.

Whenever Federal taxation and regulations are passed and imposed
on the industry, it is these small business people that carry the brunt
of the burden. There is a great misconception about the difference
between producing oil and earning a profit on oil production. Most of
these small oil operators' production comes from marginal or stripper
wells.

In a given locality, the cost. of exploration, completion, and pump-
ing does not vary substantially from well to well. This is if you've
got a wriety of wells in the same general area, and if they are about
the same depth, the cost of exploring, the dry hole cost,'the cost of
completing and pumping really runs about the same. It runs about
the same whether or not those wells produce 10 barrels a day or you
have one that produces 100 barrels a day.
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The only real difference-the only major difference, is the amount
of income on it. Obviously, the profitability is quite different from
well to well.

In any given well, investment decisions are simply a question of
matching income from a well with the operating expenses of the well.
Once the value of production is lower than the operating expenses, a
well is plugged and abandoned, despite the fact that the well could
produce additional barrels.

I think you alluded to that in your remarks, Senator.
The cost of regulations affecting the operating expense side of the

equation are as fundamental as those of the income or price side.
Therefore, stripper well production is especially sensitive to any fac-
tors affecting operating income and expenses.

Likewise, when a decision is made to drill in a given location,
geologists and engineers can predict what the prospective oil and gas
production in a given area might be, if indeed a discovery is made.

Oftentimes, once a wildcast well is drilled and tested, it can be
determined that a well would produce some oil or gas, but that it
would not produce enough to justify the enormous capital investment
costs to complete and operate the well. Potential production problems
can be identified and operating expenses predicted.

As a result, many well are plugged and abandoned that would pro-
duce some oil, unprofitable.

I would support the political position of subsidizing synthetic oil'
development, even at costs in the $10 to $20 per barrel range, but
some additional oil and natural gas can be produced from wells that
are submarginally profitable if incentives are offered.

It seems rather silly to offer subsidies at these higher prices when
some oil increased prices would produce additional oil from some strip-
per production. It would seem that the proposed tax would be coun-
terp roductive in that sense.

Ay great deal of 'Wyoming's oil production comes from low produc-
tion wells and, therefore, any legislation and taxation affecting these
wells and independent small business persons involved is critically-
important to the State of Wyoming, city of Casper, and all of Wyo-
ming's cities and counties. .

The State of Wyoming, as well as the State's cities and counties
managed and quite responsibly we are leaders in the Nation in finan-
cml solvency and our fiscal responsibility. Coupled with good local
management, healthy mineral industries provide the majority of the
tax revenues to operate our State, cities, and counties.

Casper is not alone in its dependence on the oil industry. Campbell,
County derives about $33 million per year from property and ad
valoren taxes, most of which comes from oil.

I might add, they are able to build their school system, despite
the rapid growth problem in Campbell County, basically with oil
dollars, and are able to have reasonably low property taxes in that
county as a result of oil production.

The Natrona County school system is dependent on almost half of
its tax income from one source, the Salt Creek oilfield. Since State
government draws the bulk of its income from minerals, the city of'
Cheyenne, the State capital, is dependent on a healthy industry. Like--
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wise, Laramie is dependent on the University of Wyoming, which
is heavily supported by oil industry taxation.

Small communities like Lovell, Greybull, and Upton draw much
of their economic dependence from bentonite mining, which is uti-
lized in oil well drilling mud. And nearly every community in Wyo-
ming draws much of it economic independence on oil and gas
industries.

While Wyoming has grown rapidly, much publicity has been gen-
erated about growth problems. "Mineral impact" became a new catch
word. We started talking about the development of the infrastructure.
Wyoming has been aggressive in solving its own problems. The Wyo-
ming Community Development Authority was created, State tax funds
were reinvested in local communities for schools, water, and sewer
systems, urban highways, and an array of physical facilities. We are
continuing to help alleviate these impact problems, and build an
infrastructure. And we are well along with building the physical
plant that it's going to take to get the energy production out of this
State.

Governor Herschler has proposed an additional State 5-percent
mineral severance tax, and I have no doubt that the measure will
eventually pass. While there has been political restraints on the part
of many of the citizens of Wyoming not to pass this tax, I think that
this resistance would crumble as the public perceives it, as the State
is only asking for 5 percent. As they perceive it, the Federal Govern-
ment is taking 60 percent in the form of a Federal severance tax. I
think the Federal Government needs to be more of a leader in physical
restraint in this area, if they want to keep every State down to a
minimum of taxation.

Revenues. in part, would be utilized to help alleviate growth prob-
lems caused by mineral development.

I think the attitude would be that, "Let's get the money while we
can. And we need to go build more schools and more this and more of
this." And I can see a free for all in taxation for this kind of a bill
coming on.

We are indeed concerned about any events, legislative or otherwise,
that would weaken the mineral industries in Wyoming. because they
are so much an important part of our economy of the State.

Senator WALLOP. Thank you, Mr. McDonald.
I would point out to you that while you have no doubt that the tax

will ultimately be passed, the bill as drafted essentially keeps the State
from passing that tax. It would no longer be deductible and almost
nothing to tax. So, any self-help that the State might be desirous of
implementing is simply taken away by the provision that is in front
of us, and, at least, has passed the House.

Senator Mucus. Unless any of you want to comment on any of the
questions I asked earlier panelists-I am still trying to determine in
Wyoming and, say, in Montana, what the actual tax is going to be
under the President's proposal, because I think it's fair to say that
some independents may operate in the 70-percent bracket in some
years and not in other years.

I think it's obviously hard to generalize in this area, but if there is
some way that we could get some-handle on it, it would certainly make
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it easier for me personally to know the degree to which any of these
proposals makes any sense at all.

I do think, as I said earlier, that there will be some kind of a tax.
Congress is going to pass some kind of a tax. That being the case, it
seems to me to try to fashion one that makes the most sense.

And I am personally better able to answer that question when I have
more accurate information. But if you can't now provide that kind of
information but can later, I would certainly appreciate it.

Mr. BASKO. Senator, we have a publication that we generate in our
office that breaks the production down by operator. And it's arranged
with the largest operator first. If you are talking about 70 percent on
a given number of barrels, I can provide you with that, if I knew
where the cutoff was.

I gather from the comment earlier that it's $215 or some such
figure.

Senator BAUcus. That's under the taxable income.
fr. BASKO. The magic number. I can't convert that to old and new

oil. I can give you the number of barrels all the way down and the
p percent of the total all the way down to the smallest operator in the
State so you could readily see how many small operators it would
affect.

Senator WALLOP. You talked about the price being an attraction
for the increased development in the Overthrust Belt for natural gas.
Let me ask you two questions.

Is that primarily because the gas that is discovered there is new gas
and it's fairly easily identified under the price control structure that
was there I And the second question is: Has the drilling for natural
gas in older fields or proven reserves kept pace with the drilling of
the thrust belt, which is new gas and into the complications and the
risk that you are going to operate at $5,000 a day without knowing
what is going on?

Mr. BASKO. The bulk of the activity of the gas is in three areas, what
they call the Wamsutter arch and Moxa arch and the overthrust belt.
Ana all of that is new gas, $2.09 per 1,000.

Senator WALLOP. How are you going with development, well drill-
ing in areas of proven reserves, areas which might come into this
strange pricing structure where you are not really certain what price
you ought to be able to attain?

Mr. BASKO. It's less attractive, although the price there is $1.98, $1.97,
so there is only a 10-cent differential between a new production well
and new gas well.

Senator WALLOP. But isn't there a problem that exists, side-by-side
structures that still have older prices ?

Mr. BASKO. If you drill a well in an older structure and it's iden-
tified as a new production well in a field where you are closer than
21/2 miles or less than 1.000 feet from an existing well-,000 feet in
depth-thev are entitled to new production wells price, which is $1.97.
That's what I am saying. There is only a 10-cent differential between
that and the new price for rank wildcat.

Senator WALLOP. What happens if you are less than a thousand feet?
Mr. BASKO. That's it. If you are less, it's a new production well. If

you are more than 1,000 feet, it's a new discovery, if it's a heretofore
unproduced reservoir.
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Senator WALLOp. I want to take note of what I think is probably
a mistake in the implication in your testimony. My position is one of
opposition to the proposed windfall profits tax. I know of no other
industry that is experiencing excess profits that are being scrutinized
by Congress for a windfall tax.

The implication being that there are excessive profits. I don't think
that's what you mean to say, is it?

Mr. BASKO. That's just the terminology. No. I don't view it as exces-
sive. That's just the label that has been put on it.

Senator WALLOP. Dave, I'm interested in your testimony. Does the
Farm Bureau's position take into account any worries that individual
farmers might have or the bureau of the membership itself of the infla-
tionary effect on decontrol of agriculture production costs?

Mr. FLITNER. About the inflationary effect?
Senator WALLOP. How do you compare that with farming, which is

a marginal industry at best and the increased price that would come
from decontrol and the inflationary effect on production versus the
posture that you would like to have w 'hen favoring decontrol?

Mr. FLITNER. I think that's an excellent question, Senator Wallop.
I think my answer would be the fact that most agricultural people or
certainly, most Farm Bureau members are philosophically in favor
with bias toward the market system, very strong bias. Anl certainly
the less of two evils in our mind would be to allow the market system
to operate and function. And even in the event the price did rise, which
inevitably it probably would, the supply would then rise. There is a
possibility at some point in time that this would stimulate alternative
production, alternative sources and that price would either stabilize
or go down.

So, I think our very deep root philosophical feeling is that we would
like to stay as close as we can to the market system. We have see" the
evidence of Government in every sector of agriculture. And I would
say in one word: It is essentially a disaster as it touches each and every
oe of our operations.

In having said that, I think we are in a gamble. We are in a gamble
or crisis at this point that we can't afford very many rabbit trail-type
mistakes. Even if there is going to be-and I think there will be-
pressure on all of us as individuals and as citizens of this country,
we feel that the best solution is to allow the free enterprise system to
operate. And even though it's going to be dramatic for all of us in
agriculture , particularly. because our margins are extremely thin, if
existing, as you said earlier, we feel in the long term this will be in
th, best interest of agricultural producers and all good people in the
United States.

Senator WALLOP. The Farm Bureau and its members are essentially
opting for the eventual security of supply rather than worrying about
the momentary-

Mr. FLITNER. We are looking at the long-range solution. I think the
average producer and average Farm Bureau member would be will-
ing to accept the reality of the transition to where we are if we can
get away from the political situation and get a realistic economic
solution.

That is really facing the issue that has been addressed by so many
gentlemen prior to me this morning, which I happen to agree with
most of them. I think this will be resolved.

50-S72-79-5
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Senator WALLOP. That brings to mind a question I have, about your
testimony where you say you support the political position of sub-
sidizing synthetic'oil development, even at costs in the $10 to $20 per
barrel range. You know, there has to be an end to that or we get. right
back in the same circumstance where we are living with subsidized
products and begin to use it-and we have grown accustomed in this
country to it-so it would never end. I have no problems with subsidiz-
ina the startup, but I think there ought to be a clear end in any pro-
gram we launch on that which would tend to have a subsidy. Would
agree with that ?

Mr. McDONALD. I definitely agree, Senator. I think we have to
remember how the oil shale industry began in 1938, 41 years ago, and
is no f urther ahead today than it was at that time.

Senator WALLOP. That might indicate that some of the other coun-
tries in the world have been used to less economic power that is suf-
ficient to buv energy. I think the Brazilians have come up with the
technology of producing oil from shale in that country at $13 to $14
per barrel.

Mr. McDoNALD. I think synthetic development, in reading the
statistics. have always been somewhere from 15 to 17 percent higher
than domestic oil production prices. It seems like somehow we have
to close that gap so the economics of the system can carry forward.

I would totally agree that you don't solve problems by inflationary
methods as this'subsidy of synthetics would do, but I do think we
urf-entlv need to get with a program of getting it going again.

I haven't given a lot of thought to it myself. Again, we have to re-
mind ourselves we have a strong oil and gas industry in part by the
things that were done through taxation. the depletion allowance and
so forth, that really created a healthy industry. And perhaps we need
to think in terms of finding ways-there are a number that were
mentioned today-the plowback method, maybe some tax breaks, rapid
depreciation on some of these things, to sort of get the thing going
and started up.

Senator WALLOP. What you come back to is what I tried to say in
my opening remarks. It isn't the concern of this country about* the
co-t of production. It should he the concern about the cost of replace-
ment, getting in a position where we can deal with those people who
hve no interest in dlemocracv and no interest in our existence.

MNr. McDONALD. We should not compromise our national security at
any price. This is the position I take.

Senator WALLOP. I second it. I guess we already have.
Mr. McDowsAw. If it takes $40 oil to protect our national security,

in my opinion, that is far more important.
Senator WALLOP. I don't disagree with that.
We want to thank you all. We appreciate your testimony. Again,

we may want to ask further questions and have'you respond in writing.
Our last panel is Mr. Guy Burton, an independent producer, Mr.

Harry Ptasvnski, also an independent producer, Mr. Gene George, an
independent geologist, Mr. Don Carpenter accompanied by Marr
Keller, independent producers and Mr. Tom Showalter, independent
producer.

Gentlemen. as you arrive up there, testify in any order you want,
just make certain that the reporter knows your name.
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STATEMENT OF DON CARPENTER

.Mr. CARPENTER. I am Don Carpenter and this is Mary Keller. We
are going to indulge in some hindsight at this point that will help the
other independents make their remarks about what did happen in our
rather limited operation history as a public company.

I am Don Carpenter. I am an inde )endent geologist. I am the im-
mediate past president of the Petroleum Association of Wyoming.
Until April 1979, 1 served as president and chief executive officer of
Rainbow Resources, Inc., which was operated as an independent
publicly owned oil and gas company from February 1970 through
August of 1978.

I ant icipated some rather gasps of shock among my colleagues when
I identified myself as an independent geologist. I confess to being a
little rusty, but 1 will say that I found over the years that such a title
avoids the almost immediate hostilty one experiences when he identi-
fics himself as a corporate president, an oil company executive or in-
deed simply an oilman.

At the time mv small cornpany. Rainbow Resources. was organized,
the as-ets consisted of small interests in oil and gas properties con-
tributed by various founders. Additionally, the company raised $27.",-
000 through a public offering of -5.50.000 shares at 50 cents a share.
This offering closed in February of 1970.

With this minute asset base-and believe me, it is minute in our
bae-Rainbow Rescurces projected neither/nor a villainous profile
in our hoine territory, the Rocky Mountain region.

In 1972 Rainbow Resources experienced the only incidents in 9 years
as a publicly owned independent company of whai might be considered
a windfall profit.

Because we were small, because we were undercapitalized and we
were decidedly the underdog, news of our company's good fortune
was widely welcomed and the story of our overnight success had a
fairy tale'qualitv, but I will recap the highlights of it: Following an
intensive and somewhat discouraging sales effort which was begun in
late 1970. the Rainbow staff finally convinced the True Oil Co. of
Casper, Wyo.. that our Little Mo prospect in McKenzie County,
N. Dak., was worth drilling.

A 13.0C0 foot wildcat was commenced in the spring of 1972 to test
the Ordovician Red River formation. Our company retained a one-
eighth interest in the oil and gas properties being tested. In July, the
Mission Canyon formation of Mississippian age was encountered in
an unexpected structurally high position and the well flowed oil when
tested.

When word of the oil flow spread throughout the industry, the
bazaar sequence of negotiations began. Details of the entire episode are
documented in an article by Marvin Keller entitled "Evolution of
Redwing Field." published in the August 1973 edition of the Land-
man magazine.

For these proceedings, let it suffice to say that in the fall of 1972,
before the wildcat well reached total depth, Rainbow sold its entire
one-eighth interest in the property for $10 million cash, quite a little
jump from the $275,000, mostly committed, we had several years
earlier.
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If this was not a windfall profit, we at Rainbow most certainly

regarded it as a providential infusion of capital into our company. I
believe this is where it's important.

Tracing Rainbow Resources use of the $10 million is, I believe a
good example of how most funds derived from the so-called windfall
profits might be employed by other independents.

For openers, we paid the Federal Government and the States of
North Dakota and Montana $3 million in taxes out of the $10 million.
This act should have exploded the local classrooms myth that oil com-
panics do not pay taxes but, to my knowledge, it did not.

Next, we addressed ourselves to the question of what to do with
our $6,500,000 in change. Should we liquidate our company for ap-
proximately $4 to $5 per share, thus giving our original investors 8
to 10 tiies'their money back, or should we continue to explore for oil?
We chose the latter.

Rainbow purchased controlling interest in the Medicine Pole Hills
Field in Bowman County, N. Dak., for $1200.000. In those days, we
paid $1.25 per barrel for reserves in the ground, which at that time,
were selling for $'2.80 per barrel.

If you can follow another line of argument we often hear: This
would have provided us with a perfect opportunity to simply leave that
oil right in the ground that we acquired for $1.625, let the'OPEC na-
tions continue to run the price up and reap the windfall profits. Again,
however, our decision flew in the face of conventional wisdom and we
immediately invested another $2 million improving and upgrading
the field production.

From the day we acquired this property to this day, the field has
always been produced at a maximum efficient rate. The only interrup-
tions in production have been caused by mechanical problems or severe
blizzard conditions otherwise known as windfall snow.

Over the next several years, Rainbow Resources expanded its pay-
roll from 11 to over 40 people situated in Casper, and Denver. During
this period, the company initiated many drilling projects in North
Dakota, Montana. Wyoming, and Colorado.

In 1974. in another unprecedented action, the company carried out a
1 million acre lease acquisition project in the Williston 'Basin of Mon-
tana and North Dakota. In conjunction with Farmland Industries and
a Houston independent, Rainbow began a wildcat drilling program on
this acreage which ushered in a period of intense exploration activity,
which is still going on to this very day. Our original cost in our share
of the leases was approximately $1 million. And we spent much more
in subsequent drilling,.

As you can tell, for a company that started in 1969 or 1970. ac-
tuallv-bv this time, 1976, the game was getting a little bit expensive.
Rainbow had paid its bills. Bv July 1976. we met our bills. We paid our
employees. And we were continuing to exrnlore intensively.

At that time the company began drilling the Game' Hill unit No.
1-35 in the extreme southern portion of Teton Countv. Wvo. This well
in which we had a 2.5 percent interest, was set up to test the Frontier
formation at 12.500 feet.

The well was located at the eastern edge of the Wvoming Overtlirut
Belt and was regarded as extremely sim;fieant. The projected coct
for drilling and completing the well was $1,200,000.
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However, during the drilling of the well, several windfall mishaps
occurred.

First of all, as we were drilling down, we crossed a thrust fault
and the total depth that was necessitated to reach the Frontier forma-
tion increased from 12,500 feet to 15,700 feet.

Geological circumstances notwithstanding, two extremely encourag-
ing gas zones were encountered in the well. And a completion attempt
was made at this depth, but unfortunately, the 27

8-inch casing col-
lapsed across the two zones and the chance of an economically rewarded
initial well was forever lost.

The well was subsequently completed as a gas producer from a lkss
promising zone. And chan es of recovering the original investment
seemed remote and will only come-about after 70 miles of expensive
pipeline is constructed, a project which will take years.

By the way, the well cost over $6 million instead of the projected
$1.200,000 By this time, as you can estimate, the $6,500,000 windfall
profits were gone with the wind.

And Marvin Keller will pick up at this point and take Yon on
through the deepest and most expensive well ever drilled in the Rocky
Mountain industry.

Mr. KELL.rn. My name is Marvin Keller. I am executive vice presi-
dent of Rainbow Resources, here in Casper. I would like to direct my
comments to the other side of the coin. And that's windfall losqes.

The most misused word connected with the current crisis is windfall
profits. It seems that any profit made in the oil and gas business is a
windfall, while any loss'incurred in our business is only the result of
ineptness or stupidity on the part of the industry: for example, the
huge losses incurred in offshore areas of Florida and the east coast of
the United States.

At the present time our company, Rainbow Resources. Inc. is the op-
erator and 23-percent owner of the deepest, and probably most expen-
sive exploratory test ever drilled in the Rocky Mountain area.

The No. 1-4 Federal well. located at Pacific Cvek in Sublette
County. Wyo., has been drilled to a depth of 25.764 feet. And at the,
present time. we have spent more than $151/2 million. We are currently
testing the deeper zones to detei mine if commercial qiiantiticv. of hy-
drocarbons are present. Our original primary objectives, the Madison
formation has already been tested and provedI to be nonproductive.

Because of the extreme depths and expensive well costs involved and
the very expensive facilities that would be required to establish produc-
tion. slch as gas plants to remove sulphur, pipelines, and development
well. it is estimated that the total investment would be more than
$100 million before any gas could he sold.

If the volume of gas found it not sufficient to justify these kinds of
investments, then the entire project will be a failure and none of the
nearly $20 million invested will ever be recovered by the owners.
Gentlemen. that is a "windfall loIsq."

Where did this $20 million come from? it came from the past profits
of Rainbow and its partners, all of which are independent oil com-
panies. Banks; do not loan money to companies to drill exploratory wells
and neither does the Federal Government. All of the risk is hornp hv
the companies. hut if the venture is successful, any income is suddenly
declared "windfall profits."
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The costs of exploratory drilling have increased approximately 300
percent since 1973. As the search for oil and gas is expanded to the
deeper horizons below 15.000 feet and to remote and geologically com-
plex areas like the Overthrust Belt, the costs of exploration have ex-
ploded so that, today drilling costs for an exploratory well in the 15,000-
foot range may cost from $5 to $10 million.

As a result of this cost squeeze on the companies, their drilling budg-
ets are now being used up very quickly on only a fewv wells. Today
there are many drilling rigs shut down in the Rocky Mountain region,
not because the industry is withholding its funds,'but because the in-
dustry and particularly- the independent companies have used up all
their available funds.

Think for a minute of how many million barrels of "old oil" have to
he produced in order to obtain enough profit to pay for just one new
deep exploratory test. Is it any wonder there is a shortage of available
fuds in the industry?

The only solitioii is to allow domestic oil and gas prices to rise to
world oil prices as soon as possible. The alternative is for America to
continue to buy OPEC oil on the spot market at prices up to $40 per
barrel.

Who knows? Maybe next year the spot market price will be $60. $80,
$100 per barrel. Tie OPEC countries will continue to raise the prices
as long as we air standing in line to buy their oil. It's up to Congress
and the President to make the decision. "

As a postscript. I might mention that Rainbow Resources was
merged with the Williams Companies of Tula. Okla.. on August 29,
19 78. The l)rimarv reason for the merger was that Rainbow Resources
was not able to continue to finance its widespread exploration activities
with its internal oil and gas revemies. which the company was forced
to sell at below replacement costs because of Government price controls.

Senator W.VAJAP. Thank you ver much. It's interesting and would
be informative if we could get a few of our colleagues to hear the same
story.

Tas?
STATEMENT OF HARRY PTASYNSKI

.Mfr. PTA\SYXNSKT. I am Iarry Ptasvnski. from Casper, an inde-
pendent explorationist and oil and gas producer. I hold a degree in
geology from Stanford University and have been employed in the oil
and gas industry for almost 30 years. 9 years as an exploration geologist
for a major oil company and nearly 21 'years as an independent consult-
ing geologist and oil and gas producer.

Although I am a director of several oil and gas associations and a
Member of various professional organizations. I am here to testify
against the proposed taxes on domestic crude oil production. the so-
called windfall or excess profits tax, as a private citizen who happens
to he in the oil business.

In testifying this late in the hearing, it's difficult not to be redundant.
I don't care to repeat points that have previously been hroueht up. but
I don't think it would hurt to repeat the importance of the independents
in the oil and gas industry.

There are 10.000 to 12.000 individuals and smaller companies com-
prising the independents who drill most of the exploratory wells in
this country.
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To refer back to the Overthrust Belt, which has been brought. up by
the last several people, it might be pointed out that the discovery well
of the Overthrust Zone was drilled by an independent company,
American Quasar. This is after several najor companies had given up
fighting the area.

It. was also pointed out that the independents derived all their in-
come from sales at the wellhead of oil and gas that they find in this
country. We have no foreign production, no downstream operations
to supply us with the capital that we need.

And it is also pointed out that the independents historically have
vested more than e makes in the oil and gas sales in oil field actIvities.

In the Bureau of Census annual survey of oil and gas figures in 1973
through 1977, on an average, the independents have reinvested 95 per-
cent of their gross wellhead revenues in exploration and development.
Production operations are in excess of that. The production costs have
increased markedly.

There are some igures that show that in 1974 there were 623,000 pro-
ductive oil wells in the United States. To keep these wells in operation
or to maintain them, keep them in repair, costs $5.8 billion.

In 1978. there were a total of 655,000 wells. That's a 5 percent in-
crease. Yet, the cost of maintaining these wells went up 55 percent to
$8.9 billion. Any excess profit taxes that have been proposed don't take
into consideration this type of increase.

Last year the industry spent $16 billion in exploration development
and production activity'. About half of this was by the independents.

If the country is to iake significant reduction in our import of oil
from OPEC producers while still maintaining an expanding economy
necessary to provide new jobs and investment in the balance of the cen-
tury, economists calculate that we will have to double our exploration
activity. Since the independents conduct the vast majority of these
exploratory activities, we are going to have to develop additional capi-
tal. And the only possible soince of that capital is increased wellhead
price of crude.

We believe the resource base is there.
Although estimates vary, as it has been shown b, the testimony of

the preceding, leading petroleum geologists estimate that there is asmuch oil and gas to be found as has been discovered to date. And Iwould tend to agree with the estimates of at least 100 billion barrels
left to be found.

In addition, petroleuill engineers further indicate that they can pos-sibly double oil recovery from existing reservoirs, in oleu fields by
the introduction of exotic recovery methods. This is additional billions
of barrels of oil we are talking about. The oil is there to be found and
produced, but it just takes a great amount of capital to find it andbring it tip to the surface of the Earth.

The Impact of the windfall profits tax-this windfall excess profits
tax just drives me up the wall. It's not only a misnomer, I think it's
a forensic abuse, but the taxes already take the lion's share of the inde-
pendent's income. And the proposed excise tax will leave the independ-ent producer with 20 cents if he is lucky.

Senator Baucus, you were curious as to the numbers on the inde-
pendents who were in the 70-percent bracket. WVell. I would like tosay one thing, that the independents who are in the 70-percent bracket
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are the ones who are finding all the oil. And they are the people who
should be encouraged.

Senator B.Acus. Would you break that down, if you could show
that?

Mr. PTASYNSKT. They have to be. If you are making $200,000 a year,
you are finding some oil and you are successful at it.

Senator BAXcxVs. It would be helpful if you could for the record
show to what degree those who are in the 7-percent bracket are find-
ing oil. I'm just asking for help.

Mr. PTASYNSKT. Right, but the point I was trying to make, these
are the people who are active and who are finding the oil who will be
taxed in the 70-percent bracket.

Now, the imposition of an additional tax of whatever size would
be, I think punitive and confiscatory and will be nonproductive. Every
dollar taken away from the independents is translated into a decrease
in domestic production, and increased dependence of foreign oil and
the export of dollars and jobs. This current hearing should really he
for the consideration of cutting existing producer taxes rather than
the possibility of raising them.

The point has been brought up that there has been a drastic decline
in doniestic drilling activity, which reared its head from October
through April. I'm afraid this could become a permanent feature with
the imposition of these additional taxes.

The disturbing recent trend of independents selling out their ex-
ploration and production facilities is a further disturbing point as
exemplified by the Rainbow case, but other cases such as Clarke Oil
Refining out of Milwaukee has decided to sell their exploration and
producing land because they can't make any money.

Webb Resources in Denver, who was a very aggressive and success-
ful operator, has decided to get out of exploration.

Shenandoah, from Fort Worth, Tex. has liquidated because they
looked down the road and saw they couldn't make any money.

This is a very dangerous trend, if it continues. It will lessen com-
petition and increasing concentration in the industry.

With the loss or demise of independent wildcatters, how could we
replace his creativity, innovativeness and varied approach that can
find oil? To find the most oil is really found when you have the most
people looking for it and the most people with different ideas.

Senator WALLoP. Isn't it, also true he is likely to take risks that a
corporate board wouldn't takeI

Mr. PTAsY.SSKT. Absolutely. le is more flexible, right. Right,
Senator.

So. I think it boils down to what the. country wants, more energy
or more taxes.

I just recently came back just Saturday morning after sending a
night in O'Hara from a week's trip in 'onrecticut. And I had my
first experience waiting in line. It was only ahout 25 minutes.

There was a sense of panic. because I was trying to beat the 6 o'clock
closing.

Sftntor WALLOP. A joyful experience.
Mr. PTATRYTS.M Tt really is. While I was waiting in line. T talked

with the people in front 'of me. They weren't concerned about the
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price of oil, just about the availability of it. Windfall profits didn't
occur to them. They just want to know when this oil shortage is going
to occur.

Now, there is one thing that disturbs me. Senator Baucus made the
remark it looks like we are going to have this windfall profits tax or
something along that line, that the Congress is going to pass the
windfall profits tax,

In the face of all the evidence that has been presented against it,
all the cans of worms that this windfall profits tax can open, the
difficulty of administration, things of this nature-I don't know why
it has to be. Now, 6 months ago, the thought of windfall profits tax
was dismissed. There was no chance it would pass Congress.

Six months later when the situation has gotten critical is this clamor
coming from somewhere-I don't know from where-for this windfall
profits tax.

Senator BAUcus. Let's face it. There are other Members of the
Congress and Senate who are not from producing areas of the coun-
try. And I could be wrong. I am just trying to give you an objective
sense of the political route.

The Congress is a collection of 535, not 2. It's just my judgment
that if you add all 535 together-and most of them come from urban
areas, not producing areas-and because of the 2-year House terms,
which is the incentive for the quick fix and not to look down the road
and find something to make sense-that in all probability, there is
going to be some kind of tax. As I said, call it whatever you want to
call it. There is going to be some kind of tax.

Mr. PTAsyxsxx. It would appear to me they could see far enough
into the future to see that the windfall profits tax is not going to
result in additional supplies for their constituents. And consumers
are the ones that art going to be hurt.

But, be that as it may, if this Government thinks it does need addi-
tional taxes-and I don't think it does--but if it thinks it does. I would
he in favor of additional tax on the end product, the gasoline, rather
than the base source, which is the crude oil.

Such a tax would discourage consumption and would not discourage
production. Furthermore. it, would be nondiscriminatory and it would
applv to foreign produced and refined products and not'to just domes-
tically produced substances.

It could also be applied flexibly. For example, it could he exempted
or rebited for critical commercial or agriculture or social-type uses.

Failing the substitution of a masoline or end product tax for an
excise tax. I think the independnt producer-and T think to the
extent of 10.000 barrels per dav-should be exemnted from this excise
tax. There is plenty of precedent for this variation. because many of
the existing tax laws variously treat a major company and an tide-
pendent company.

Now. I am sure all these points and many more will he much mom
articulately presented to the committee in additional hearings in
Washineton and possibly elsewhere. hut I would like to addrnc, one
additional point which has to do with the windfall nrofitq tax: that is.
the foelinq of frustration that constantly faces the industry in cie"ral
and the independents with limited staffs in particular. in dealings
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with-they are not dealings-they are just confrontations with the
legislative and executive branches of this Government.

We have to spend time fighting seemingly continuous streams of
proposals to increase our taxes or impose additional controls and
restrictions on us, which increase our costs or proposals to drastically
change our ways of doing business, such as leasing procedures, account-
ing pi'ocedures, things of this nature.

And when we aren't fighting this, we are then faced with this army
of bureaucrats from the DOE and the. EPA and the USGS and BLMN
and IRS and you name it who are trYing to impose on the industry and
on us their pei-verted ideas or interpretation of laws that are so broadly
based that you can interpret them any way you want to or so complex
that they defy comprehension.

We have to spend this time fighting or we -uld just. be blown off
by the seams. I don't know. Maybe some people get a kick out of this
type of operation. I think most of the fellows sitting here at this table
would rather be in their office or out in the field with their maps and
well logs trying to make a buck by finding some more oil. I think this
country would be better served ini this regard, too.

Thank you very much.
[The ;repared statement of Harry Ptasynski follows:]

STATEMENT OF HARRY PTARYINSKI

I am Harry Ptasynskl, from Casper, an Independent explorationlst and oil
and gas producer. I hold a degree in Geology from Stanford University and have
been employed in the oil ani gas industry for almost 30 years-nine years as an
exploration geologist for a major oil company and nearly 21 years as an ilde-
pendent consulting geologist and oil and gas producer. Although I am a Director
of .everal oil and gas associations and a member of various professional organi-
zationii, I am here to testify against the proposed taxes on domestic crude oil pro-
duction-the so-called windfall or excess profits tax-as a private citizen, who
happens to be in the oil business.

It hears repeating and emphasizing that the independent segment of the petro-
lemn producing industry is at least as important to the energy supply of this
country as the more visible and widely known major companies. The 10.000-12.000
individuals and smaller companies comprising the independents drill 90% of all
wildcat, or exploratory, wells drilled in this country and find 75% of all the new
oil and gas fields. We drill 80% of all development wells and find half of the new
reserves. We produce about 40% of the total oil and gas. In contrast with the
major oil companies who derive significant amounts of their income from foreign
crude production and domestic and foreign pipelines, refining and mnrketing
operations, our (only source of income is the sale-at the wellhead-of the oil
and gaq that we find In the unitedd States. This income, plus money we can bar-
row on our oil reserves or can promote from outside investors, constitutes the
only funds available to us to finance our considerable exploration, development,
and production projects. That we are utilizing this income to the hilt Is suz-
gosted by the Bureau of Crnsus' Annual Survey of Oil and (las which Indicates
that for the rears 107.-77 independents reinvested 95% of gross wellhead reve-
nueq in exploration. development, and production operations.

The industry Qpent 1A billion dollars last year on these activties-about half
hy the Indenpndents If thiq country Is to mske significant reductions in our
iniiortq of oil from OPEC producers while still maintaining an expanding econ-
orv necessary to provide new Jobs and investment during the balance of thiq
centrv-Ra time during which we hope to be making a smooth trancttion to
additional and new energy sources-Industry economists calculate that we will
have to double exploration and development activity. Since the independents
eonduct the vast matoritv of these activities. they're going to have to develop
addiltional capital and the only possible source of that capital is an increased
wellhead price of crude.
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We believe the resource base Is there. Although estimates vary, leading petro-

leum geologists estimate that there is as much oil and gas to be found as has bee"

.discovered to date, and I would tend to agree with the estimates at least 100

billion barrels. Petroleum engineers further indicate that significantly Increased

oil recoveries from existing reservoirs In older fields are possible with exotic

enhanced recovery methods--adding additional billions of barrels. The oil is there

to be found and produced-but it will take great amounts of capital.
President Carter's decontrol of crude oil prices-as envisioned by the Energy

Policy and Conservation Act of 1975-ts a necessary positive step to provide the

funds required to make available these vast supplies of additional energy. The

increased income resulting from decontrol is, of course, subject to the existing

tax laws which already extract the "Lion's Share". The Imposition of additional

taxes would just about completely negate the positive contributions toward in-

creased domestic supply. The end result could only be the worst of all possible

situations: much higher prices to the consumer, no benefit from increased do-

anestle supply (and conversely, an increase in our dependency on OPEC with
all Its attendant horrible possibilities) and a further bloating of an already
tumescent bureaucracy.

The proposed excise tax-the terms %i indfall profit or excess profit tax are

misnomers since the tax bears no relation to profits whatsoever-would fall most

heavily on the independents because most of them are unincorporated and snbject
to the 70% marginal tax rates rather than the much lower corporate. We estimate

that out of every dollar of additional income from decontrol, and without any

additional tax. the typical unincorporated independent will only end up with
-21 cents, as shown:
Additional income -------------------------------------------------- $1.00
Average royalties --------------------------------------------------- . 14

Total --------------------------------------------------------- .
State Severance tax ----------------------------------------------. 05

Total --------------------------------------------------.
Additional State & County taxes (Ad valorum, etc.) ------------------. 10

Total -------------------------------------------------------- .71
70% Federal Income Tax ----------------------------------------------.

Net to producer -----------------------------------------------------. 21

The imposition of an additional tax of %,hatever size would be punitive and
confiscatory, and will be non-productive. Every dollar taken away from the
independent is translated into a decrease In domestic production, an increased
dependence on foreign oil and the export of dollars and Jobs. This current hearing
should really be for the consideration of cutting existing producer taxes.

If further taxes are imposed. I'm afraid the drastic decline of domestic
drilling rig activity-which plunged 20 percent from October to April-will
become a permanent feature. Also, the disturbing recent trend of independents
selling out their exploration and production facilities can only continue and
expand, thus reducing competition and Increasing concentration in the industry.
With the demise of the independent wildcatter, how could we replace his crea-
tivity, Innovativeness and varied approach? The most oil is found when the
most people are looking for it In the most places.

What does this country want-more energy or more taxes? If this government
thinks it need,; additional tax income-and I'm not saying it does-it should
impose an additional tax on the end product-gasoline, rather than the source-
crude oil. Such a tax would discourage consumption rather than production,
would be nond i.crimninatory in that It would apply to foreign produced and

refined products and not to just domestically produced substances, and could
be flexibly Imposed-that is, for example, exempted or rebated for critical com-
niercial or agricultural use.

Falling the substitution of a gasoline or end product tax for an excise tax,

the Independent producer-say to the extent of his producing 10,000 barrels per

day-should be exempt from this excise tax. There is precedent for this in the

-existing varied tax treatment of major company and Independent.
Thank you for the opportunity to present my views to this committee.

Swcnator ALLmvP. Thank you.
Mr. BurtonI
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STATEMENT OF GUY BURTON, VICE PRESIDENT, BURTON &
HAWKS, INC.

Mr. Buirrox. My name is Guy Burton. I am vice president of Burton
and H1awks, a publicly owned small oil and gas exploration company.
I represnt about 2,560 brave stockholders whom expect us to go out
and wildcat for oil. They don't buy 10-cent stock to have us put it
in a certificate of deposit in True's interest. They want us to go out
and wildcat in the event we might hit something'that might be bene-
ficial to their investment.

We own three drilling rigs. And we got into the drilling business
as an independent to find oil, not as an independent making money
contracting, because it is an arduous job.

We developed one of the rigs just as a wildcatting entity. We search
for investors to put up 75 percent of the cost and we put up 25 percent.
And we go out and look for oil and gas. We split the benefit of the
findings, if any.

The odds against that, of course, are 9 to 1 against finding any oil
and gas at all. And the old figure of 45 to 1 was about a 1970 figure,
which will be increased now because of increased inflationary looking
costs--45 to 1 against finding an economic producer.

Of course, that probably is up to 60 or 70 to 1 on odds against
finding an economic producer.

In this realm, we do employ 60 people and one-tenth of True's
operations, of course. And if this windfall profits tax is enacted, of
course, we will have to stay where we are or get smaller. We can
never aconire his status in'the indu1stry.

The drilling rig that we use is a small rig, employed to look for
oil and gas. It costs $2 million to build. This is a snall rig that is
capable of reaclig 8.000 feet. using all the horsepower available
to it. Its workable death is about 5.000 feet. So. you can see it's not a
big rig. That expenditure of $1 million was a big expenditure.

Now, this, of course, demands that this rig be utilized every day.
It costs $8.000 a day for this rig to exist. And if it is retarded in ex-
ploration efforts by USGS curtailment of activity, while they look
for arrowheads or historical sites, then that cosi goes on. And we
have to absorb those costs.

So, our cost of exploration-Mr. True said that his downtime in
regard to the rigs increased every month. And a lot of it is because,
of the governmental agencies' inability to give us permission to drill
on time. We are sittin.q there with a rig laying next to the lease, wait-
ins, for their paperwork to be done.

This is really hurting our exploration efforts, especially in this one
riq. fast drilling, fast moving operation, which demands investors,
which will leave. us if this thing doesn't work.

My question that I would like to a-k is that: What are we goinf to
do With the foreign companies that are exploring for oil and gas here
in the United States? If you don't know, if you are not aware of it.
there are many. many foreign countries now that are investing in oil
and gas here in the UTnited States, because this is the last place that
You can invest as an individual, or as a government company in find-
ing oil and gas.
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We have the French government company that's operating in the
Wind River Basin and Williston Basin, Aquitaine.

According to the papers that I read, a government-owned company
does not pay taxes.-If it's a foreign French government-owned com-
pany, which Aquitaine is, they look for oil and gas in our country.
They sell the oil and gas. They pay no taxes on that income. If this
is true, it's an inequity. That is one reason we are having an influction
of foreign companies into this country.

Senator WALLOP. We will look into that.
Senator BAucus. That's outrageous. We are in agreement with you.
Mr. Buno.-. I got it out of the Christian Science Monitor. And I

can reproduce it and send it.
Senator "NALLOP. It will be helpful to have that article. We will

acquire an answer to it.
Mr. BuroN. It seems to me that Congress-when you people, as

part of it, get to Washington, you become rather insulated from the
business. And you are here trying to get input. Would it be possible
for you to hire a geologist, ranybe Don Carpenter, to give you input
as to what is happening in the exploration phase of this business?

Senator BAUCUS. If you want to pay more for congressional staff,
pay more taxes so the Congress hires more staff-that's the problem.
IV; would all like an expert geologist.

The fact of the matter is, the reservations in Montana, the Tribal
Council, want me to hire an Indian, for example. Everybody under
the Sun wants me to hire somebody. It's great, I agree. It's a good
point.

Mr. BURTON. There doesn't seem to be any experts in that field in
Washington.

Senator BAucus. I will agree with you on that point.
Senator WALLOP. In the DOE, the primary qualification for mem-

bership in that club is that you don't know anything about the pro-
duction of energy, anything at any level.

Mr. BURTO.N. That's'about all I have to offer, except that I want to
be on record as being opposed to any additional taxation on our in-
dustry, especially those that put 100 percent of their income back
into exploration. And that is inadequate to explore ourselves, so we
have to have investors that join us in our efforts. So, anything that
would retard our ability to acquire investors, and our ability to put
what money we earn into more exploration, those things we are op-
posed to.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Burton follows:]

STATEMENT OF GUY 0. BURTON, VICE PRESIDENT, BURTOf/HAwxs, INo.

SUMMARY

(1) Four months for the formation of federal units Is excessive.
(2) Delays caused by government agencies are expensive, inflationary and

sometimes mortal to the small independent.
c3) In the case cited, personnel of the BLM were inflexible in their work

hours (or minutes) to the expense of the applicant.
(4) If the Forest Service representatives of Ashley National Forests are

typical, the industry is being blackmailed into unwarranted and unfair
exemidtures.
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(5) The executive branch rhetoric demands an all-out effort by Americans.
to win the battle against the energy crunch and the various agencies appear
to be the enemy.

TEXT

Since I am allowed such a short time for preparing and delivering this teti-
mony I will concentrate on the many frustrating instances of bureaucratic
highhandedness that have retarded exploration for, and skyrocketed the cost of,
the exploration for oil and gas in one prospect area.

Burton/Hawks, Inc. is typical of many exiting small publicly held companies
operating in the Rocky Mountain area and the following typifies federally gen.
erated exploration delays that threaten their existence.

Geologic Indicators of the presence of oil and gas on the southern edge of the
Uinta Basin were the impetus for the acquisition of a 00.000 acre checkerboard
block by the drilling of 5 wells for P cost exceeding $1.5 million. Besides. the
excruciating trauma of having to go tsirongh the ridiculous paper work required
by the B,M. USGS and Forest Service, we had the problem of raising the capital
for the drilling. All this was accomplished and the Rcerage earned by drilling.
Enough shows of oil and gas were found to warrant the formation of federal
units to hold the properties by exploration beyond the expiration dates of the
leases. This was done at considerable expense and the checkerboard acreage was
bought from the owner and resold to raise the capital for drilling the four unit
wells to satisfy the USGS unit obligations.

Subsequent events are almost unbelievable and magnify the probability that
history will label this decade as the beginning of the era of American self
destruction.

To comply with obligations of federal units the applicant must be drilling on
the expiration date of the earliest lease in the unit. Drilling earlier or later
doe% not qualify as conforming to the obligations and you lose the unit and all
of the encompassed acreage. The drilling bit must be in the ground on the day
the lease expires.

Over four months were spent in (1) applying for the units (2) changing the
number of acres In the units from 40,000 to 30.000 (3) starting the increasingly
comllicated environmental reviews and archeological site Inspections. etc.

The end of the four month paper battle found the company ready to move the
rig on location within Just a few days of the fatidic expiration date when we
must actually be drilling. The rig and screws cost approximately $8,000 per
day mandating an organized and timely rig move. The rig was standing by
ready to move when we were informed by the BIM that the bonds should be
signed by all working Interest oiuners in the lense (a new one on mis). Mr. 11111
Hawks flew, at great expense to the Company. a 340 Cessna from Casper to
Dallas, Shreveport, Houston. Odessa. and Salt Lake City and arrived with the
signed bonds at 4:25 PM. Ile called the BLM representative, told him of the
expense being incurred by waiting to move the rig and that he could deliver
time bonds In 10 minutes. Mr. Hawks was told that the closing time was 4:30
and the office would be open to him at 10:00 AM the next morning. The begin-
ning of more frustrating events.

The bonds were delivered. the rig moved toward the location fthat had bepi
inspected by four different archeologiqts representing four government entities)
when the Forest Service sent word that we would not be allowed to move on
location until we agreed to replace eight existing cattle guards and put in two
more in place of gates. They knew that not getting the rig on location would
cau.e the loss of leases on 120,000 acres (187 sections) of land (potentially un-
derlain by 50 billion cubic feet of gas per section). This will cost our company
about $30.000 and in the private sector would be regarded as blackmail.

In summary. federally created physical and economic barriers to efficient oil
and gas exploration are contributing massively to our Inability to decrease our
dependency on foreign oil and gas. not to mention the skyrocketing costs of re-
placing the oil and gas we are consuming today.

Senator WALLOP. I guess if foreign national companies are operat-
ing here, it's probably because even with the windfall threat, it's
probabiv more -ecure than trying to operate elsewhere.

Mr. KELLER. That's not a hell of a choice.
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Senator WALLOP. Apparently someone is learning from Iran.
Senator B.xvcvs. There is another reason why I think there is going

to be some kind of tax. In fact, Senator Long made the statement that
he thinks Congress is going to enact some kind of tax. His point is-
and I think it's very corret-that if Congress doesn't, the President
probably will revoke decontrol. le is able to do that now for a period
of time, for at least a couple of years, anyway. That's the main rea-
son why the Congress is probably going to enact some kind of wind-
fall profits tax.

Let's assume the President's tax proposal just for the sake of start-
ing some place. What is the net result to the independent I Is it more
revenue ? Can it be less revenue?

Mr. BumRrox. Decontrol would probably cause a sharp rise in reve-
nne. and then a decrease to the point probablV below what it is now.

Senator WALLOP. Initially, there would be a lot of things like what
Rainbow's study covered, buit then as they started pouring it back into
the ground. it would probably decrease?

Mr. Buwrox. There would be much more drilling if we had decon-
trol.

Senator WALLOP. I think Senator Baucus's point is what happens
if we don't have a windfall profits tax and the President is back on
his plan to decontrol ? Will you end up with more money or less money f

Mr. BuRToN. We have more money.
Senator BAUCUS. We are assuming no decontrol.
Mr. BuiTox. Oh.
Senator WALLOP. That becomes one of the unattractive postures %e

have.
Senator B.tucus. Assuming the option is, on the one hand, decon-

trol plus the Presidents tax-that's the one option. The other is no
decontrol, no windfall profit. Which is the better alternative?

Mr. Brwrox. I will have to ask my colleagues to help me.
Mr. KELL1R. You can go broke both ways.
Senator BAUCUS. Under which alternative do you go broke less

quickly?
Mr. KELLER. It's just probably a matter of months.
Senator B.%cUCs. Realistically.
.Mfr. CARPENTER. Honestly, there could be less money available for

exploration with a windfall profits tax than a continued control.
Senator WALLOP. I think the Morgan-Stanley piece pretty well indi-

cates that there is no real burden if they were to continue to control
and operate on the President's proposal'as it was produced and with
the House-passed bill, they would probably be better off with con-
tinued control.

Mr. PTASY.VSi. Why risk dollar dollars to get 20 cent dollars back
if you iet something? The odds are against you finding anything.

Mr. BumO. The controlled prices now-as it is, we are operating
and we have been for some time. We are not completely dead. Of
course, we are very sick.

STATEMENT OF OENE GEORGE

Mr. GEORGE. My name is Gene George. And I live and office in
Casper. And since 1971, I have been an independent geologist. Since
1971, I have been an independent geologist. Since 1978, I have been
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strictly involveed in identifying geologically based prospects for oil
and g s-drillirg ventures.

I am self-employed. I am probably the smallest of the small inde-
pendents you will'see all day long.

I have a part-time geologic assistant and my wife is my secretary
and bookkeeper. I am a certified professional geologist, certificate No.
3347 and am currently president of the 1 yoming section of the
American In-titute of Professional Geologists which issued that cer-
tifleate in 1976. I believe that my professional integrity is beyond
reproach.

You already heard a lot of philoophy today, but I want to tell you
about an acthl experience that I had a little less than 30 days ago:

I have a half-time retainer with a small-sized independent from
Houston. Tex. Under his direction, I developed a geologically based
proopeet in the Dakota sandstone, which is a known producer in the
State of Wyoming. T found good evidencee of reservoir development in
the Dakota. I identified the trap limits and found shows of oil in the
drill cuttings.

Proof of reservoir trap and hydrocarbon by subsurface evidence
indicates the presence of a class*A drillable prospect. That's about
thf, he4 evidence you can have for drilling a well.

MY client accepted the prospect as first class. The Dakota reser-
voir'w1ll produce 100.000 barrel- of oil per well over the life of the
field. 'Mv procnect has room for 6 wells or 600.000 barrels of oil. A
producing field which is of the same type field as my prospect is lo-
cated just 11/, miles away. which is a direct analogy. The depth to the
par zone in the prospect is only 7.200 feet. which'is about the average
depth for all wellq drilled in the State of Wvomint during 1978.

To add the final positive point, the key lease of 200 acres was avail-
able at a reasonable cost.

With all of these encouragements. my client had to turn down the
prospect on the basis of unacceptable economics: 100,000 barrels of oil
at .13.06 per barrel vieldq $1.396,000 gros profit; a completed 7.200.
foot well costs .325,000. That's a return of M,.29 to 1. The wildcat sue-
ces, ratio for the Powder River Basin in 1978 was 1 in 7. These figures
are just the very minimum most people will accept for investment in
thick type of prospect.

however. in reality, the economics are not so simple. The producer
who spends the $325.000 to drill the well also pays up to 20 percent
of the $13.96 per barrel as royalty. Now the profit is $1,116,800 with
a return of 3.49 to 1 on your money.

Frher, if the investment is discounted over the life of the property
and if taxes are added, then the return is further diminished to a non-
economic level. Commonly, the drilling money is borrowed at 11 to
14 percent interest or the well is offered on a basis where investors pay
one-third of the well cost for one-fourth interest in the production.

In the latter case, the return becomes 2.58 to 1 which is uneconomical.
This is a case where if oil price was allowed to advance with the cost

of drilling, the prospect would be profitable. The large oil concerns do
not explore for 600,000 barrels of oil because it is not profitable with
their overhead. An independent cannot drill for this oil because the
cozt ,nd risk does not support the return. His investor will not invest
at this return rate.
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Tho price of oil cannot be artificially suppressed while tile cost of
drilling floats with demand and inflation. 1%y 600,000 barrel oil field
will not be drilled.

I realize that 600.000 barrels of oil is not a great reserve. I also
realize that there is a high risk that the well will be dry and ther
will be no oil in my prospect. There is a 7 to I risk against it.

I feel, however, that my situation is not unique. There are a large
number of these types of prospects which will not be drilled under
these economics.

And in answer to one of your questions previously, what kind of
prices will support activity for these kinds of reserves, I have listed
a table here currently at $13.96 barrels, which is Amoco's list price for
38 gravity crude oil-the return is 2.58 to 1. And it's a very. very eco-
nomic analysis I have done.

I am not'in accounting or so forth. I do not have a computer like
mo-t of the major companies would run this through.

At $16 a barrel, 2.9.5 to 1 : at $18. 3.32 to 1, which just starts to get
fit wilere people will begin to look I't this kind of prospect.

At $20 a barrel, it's $3.7 to 1. And you can interest quite a few
people.

At $22 a barrel, it's 4.06 to 1. It's then when people start to becomeinterested.
So. you can see just some token increase or ex en deregulation offset

by taxation. If von reduce it back-it wotihln't he difficult to sit here
a l fi-mre it-if you l(luce the l)rofit by somne 60 Percent. then youget )low many dollars it will take to (Will my prospect.

If you run it right back down the line-if you take our ,urrent
$13.96 and take anything off of that, then people won't even talk to
me about mIy prospect.

I don't really have an answer as far as the legislation goes. All I
kinow is I need all of m- money invested in my prospects. (1o not have
a large enough cash flov in my" own business to drill a I)rolpeCt myself.
And in order to get a wise investor to invest money in mily Prospect.
even though they may be some of the best well-Iased dociuten0ed
pro)l)ects that I "can offer, I have got to have a minimum of a 3 to 1
ret irn on my money for the investor to do that.

Thank vou for your t ine.
senator WA.Li,. Thank you.

Mr. Showalter?

STATEMENT OF TIM SHOWALTER, KIRKWOOD OIL & GAS

fr. SOWALTFR. 1kY name is Tim Showalter, and I work in Kirk-
wood Oil & Gas, whiich is an independent company just based in
Casper.

I have a text prepared which you have, so I will just summarize
it and not go through the whole text. My point for being here is feel-
ing you need some hard data relating to oil pricing and well costs, et
cetera. I would like to present that data.

The summary of my remarks are that I will prepare evidence show-
ing that, due to inflation and drilling costs, we need a significant oil
piice increase with no additional tax just to keel) eveni with inflation.
And to look for new, more risky oil, we will need a price significantly

50-872-79---
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more higher than that. I will provide hard data for drilling costs
obtained in Buffalo Field, S. Dak., where Kirkwood has drilled six
wells over the past 2-year period.

I refer to a couple tables here for visual presentation. This is tle
list of wells, tile date we drilled the wells, the cost to drill. the percent
increased to drill, the price of oil we got for our product, the present
incease in oil price in this time period.

IVe drilled our first well in October 1979. It costs us $425,000. The
price of oil was aron(1 $12.

On January 1979 we completed our sixth well in the field. It coqt
us $568.000. The oil Plrice wVas $13.50. The cost inereilsed to drill the
well went up 3.8 percent. The cost to increase our product we got for
drillilig thot well went up 13 percent.

Our projected well we are uoing to start next month ends ,Tuly 1979
is estimated to co-t $605.000. The price will gret for our oil is unknown
at the present time. Our rig cost increase. figuring $605.000 is a 43-
percent increase from the time we started.

If the oil price would rise to meet inflation in this specific field, it
would have to reach $17 a barrl just to match inflation over the last
two years with no tax.

Senator \ucvs What's Al 7 a l-rl--
Mr. Sllowi.-rn. That's what it would have to be to meet the price of

inflation.
Senator B.ucus. To meet the same rate of inflation increase in costI
Mr. SIHOWALTER. Yes. If the price of oil would increase at the same

rate as our drilling costs have increased, it would have to reach $17 a
barrel with no increasing taxes.

Senator BAUCtUS. What is the revenue you got from the well?
Mr. Siiow.%LTTYC. This is the base price.
Senator Bucus. Per barrel. How many barrels are you going to

get ?
Mir. Siiow.%iTi:R. Let's go on and maybe I can relate to that question.
Now, we have drilled 6 wells in this field, and we have 10 develop-

inent prosl)ects that could be drilled. Based on President Carter's clas-
sification of oil prices, some of those are on leases that have already
produced oil in tle past and so they would not be eligible for the new,
new pricing and would fall in tie uppr tier category. Upper tier
prices will not inease mitil .Januarv 1980. and graduially he decon-
trolled to world price by September 1981.

Senator WALwOr. Could you clarify that? Are you saying there
was other pay from other zones or other pay froin other wells in that
area?

Mr. SHOWALTER. No That means that you have a lease, say, that.
for example, covers a section of 10 acres of spacing in that area. And
that area is 320 acres. So. I drilled a maximum of two wells per section.

We have some leases that cover a section and they have one well on
them, but we think there is a reason to drill another well. Under Presi-
dent Carter's guidelines, the price for that oil from that well, if we
drill another well on that lease, is not going to increase until January
1980, and gradually rise to the world price in 1981.

The House and also Congress says that increase of price above $13 a
barrel would be priced at TO percent by the House or 60. whatever the
number is. And that tax would remain permanent.
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We therefore have no incentive to drill those wells. And we never
will have. And by the Federal regulations, that oil is being kept in
the around and will not be produced.

Now, how about the category of new, new oil. The new, new oil
price is based on property approach. In other words, if you have a
lease that has never produced. even if it's cloze to a field, you can get
new, new price. OK.

We have some leases in that area, semiproven, fairly low risk (level-
opment prospects that would get the new, new price.

Let's look at a table that would show what our rate of return would
be. OK. This is a chart of oil prices. percent increase in oil price with
no tax, with 50-percent tax and the actual incentive above inflation
if the oil prices were raised this month to these figures.

OK. I said the price has to be r raised this month for the next .vll
we are going to drill in July to $17 to match the inflation in drilling
costs, 43 percent. We have zero new incentive at $17 a barrel from
what. we have now.

If you raised it to $18 a barrel, the actual price goes up above infla-
tion. We go up 52 percent with no tax, 47 percent with tax. More im-
portantly, the percentage of change relative to new incentive with 50
percent of tax only goes up 5 percent. With no tax, it goes up 10 per-
cent. That's all we'are talking about with $18 a barrel. With no tax, it's10 percent.

Senator W r,.oi. Dealing with your $17 figure and 43 with no tax-
presumably, your first well has been a profitable well, right ?

Mr. SHOWALTF.R. Yes.
Senator W,%mo,. So, there is no real reason to have added incentive

over and above that one? Is that right?
Mr. SOWAINR. OK..

Senator WALL.oP. If you get the 43-percent increase and it keeps you
level with what is already a profitable well-

Mr. SHow.VALu-:m. Let me cover that in the final statement. I got soie
comments to sort of try to work this in.

By the wa3, our rate of-return, total rate of return in investment oii
this'well here vas 35 percent, on'this well, the second well we drilled,
with no significant oil price increase and-I'm sorry. This is another
column here in rate of return, which I don't have oin here, but it wa-
sort of a question you asked.

So, I presented'specific data on drilling costs relative to oil pricing
and incentives to explore and even develop semiproven reserves. In
this specific case of Buffalo Field, Kirkwood Oil & Gas would need
a price of $17 a barrel just to match inflation drilling costs with no
tax. The price would have to be significantly above that to provide
any additional incentive to take the risk to spend our money to drill
for oil. And that's what Congress is asking us to do and the President.

Also, due to the classification of oil reserves, some of the oil we think
is in the ground we see no reason to try and drill, strictly based on the
government, regulations and classifications. Some of the oil we think is

here. that would qualify for a new, newv price we may drill, dlepend~ing
on excess profits tax.

Now, relative to your question, this field, I think, is typical of maiiy
existing oil fields in the Rocky Mountain area and all over the United
States. it suggests that, drastic increases in oil prices are needed to find
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oil with no tax, in cases where you have semiproven well3 with fairly
low risk, maybe 1 out of 2. The price would have to go much be-
yond the figures I have talked about to provide a significant new in-
centive to look in wildcat country.

It's our feeling that the onl' lractical approach for the Federal
Government is to remove all rice controls wih no excessive profits
tax. The increase in price will encourage conservation, at the same
time, encourage development of new reserves. If any new reserves are
developed, the increase in domestic reserves will reduce our depend-
ence on foreign oil and reduce our balance of payments.

Now, before you take the floor with me, I want to respond to one
question you asked relati-e to what happens to reserves if the price
goes up to x dollars. OK. And the same questions have been asked:
How much oil is there to find?

It's my feeling that forecasting is a complete Waste of time. The
oil industry and the Federal Government spends millions of dollars
predicting vhat reserves would be found off the east coast of the United
States ani down the coast of Alaska. And today, no development has
been found.

The Thrust Belt has been written off yeans ago and now significant
re*-erves have been developed. I don't thiink you can predict.

We have got to follow a philosophy and that philosophy has got to
he decontrol, remove all Federal Government control on tle oil indus-
tr'. What you are going to do, you are going to increase incentive. You
are going to create jobs in exploring for new oil. You are going to re-
duce foreign dependence and the balance of payments.

The increased price is going to increase conservation. It's also going
to provide direct incentive to people to develop alternate energy re-
sources, which if developed, will eventually get us to the problem of a
real supply and demand situation.

In contrast, the Government control gives you a complete negative
1.1..t on evrr.v one of those t 1 listed l. So. " liat i- tie point about
arguing how much reserves therc are to find? You can't pick a num-
ber. Fveli if you Were sllart -hiough to do '.o. I don't t hiink it would
affect your approach if you pick some basic philosophy that is good
for the country. Thank you.

[The material submitted by Mr. Showalter follows:]

WILLIAM C. KIRKWOOD,
Casper, Wyo., June 29, 1979.

Re tVcnparison of Drilling and ('ompletion ExIKenes Versn, 'rude Oil l1tiing.
Biiffalo Field, llarding County. S. Dak.

Senator MALCOLM WALLOP,
senator MixFIo O';
,1'Jnate Subcommittee Hearing on Energn, Tax Leglslation.

DEAR SftzAToas: Testimony and written statements at this hearing by Kirk%%ood
Oil and Gas are intended to show that unless oil pricing is completely decontrolled
with no excessive profits tax, there will be no incentive to drill and develop new
oil reserves. Specific data wil be presented for the Buffalo Field in Htarding
County, South Dakota to show that an immediate oil price increase to $17.00 a
barrel is necessary just to stay even with the inflation of drilling costs over the
past two years and that price increase of $20-25 with no excessive profits tax is
needed to encourage development of semi-proven oil and gas reserves.

The first well we drilled and completed in Buffalo Field was potentialed on
October 3, 1977 with a drilling and completion cost of $425,000. The initial crude
pi'ee Ne eivelved wa,4Iti .1.,e ir barrel.

The most recent well we have completed in the Buffalo Field was potentialed
on January 25. 1970 with a drilling ind vontloihtion co-t olf 5s.5 000X. 'I'he 1rl'iwt
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crude price we are receiving is $18.86. We anticipate starting a new well drilling
program in July of 1979 with an anticipated drilling and completion cost per
well of $6,000.

One point that Is Important-all wells in this area are virtually identical in re-
gards to surface equipment, depth, etc. Both wells were drilled and completed with
no unusual expenses.

A comparison of driving and completion costs in the two wells yields an Increase
from 45,000 to $56,000 or 87.6%, This increase occurred from October 1977 to
January 1979. With an anticipated new well cost (May 1979) of $805,000, the
price comparison yields a 42.4% increase in drilling and completion costs in 20
months.

Oil revenues have not enjoyed a similar increase. From October 1977 to March
1979, the posted price for 850 API crude in the Buffalo Field has increased from
$11.88 per barrel to $1888 per barrel. A crude oil price comparison indicates a
12.8% increase In crude oil pricing. The 12.8% oil increase is obviously much less
than the 42,4% increase in drilling and completion costs.

The time to payout the initial investment on the six wells drilled by Kirkwood in
the Buffalo Field ranges from 2% to 4 years per well. The rate of return on in-
vestment for these two wells has decreased from 850 to 25%6 over the last 20-
month period. If oil prices had increased the same rate as drilling and completion
costs, the current price for 85' API crude in the Buffalo Field would be approxi-
mately $16.88.

In summary, an Immediate price Increase with no excessive profits tax to $17.00
a barrel is necessary just to stay even with the inflating costs of drilling. To pro-
vide significant new Incentive to rapidly develop additional reserves in the Buffalo
Field, oil prices will have to increase to more than $17.00 per barrel

Kirkwood has up to 10 development wells to drill In the Buffalo FieldL Some of
these possible development wells are on properties that have produced oil in 1978
and would not fall under the newly discovered category of President Carter.
Under President Carter's new oil pricing regulations, there will be no Increase in
upper tier price above inflation until January 1980. Upper tier prices will then
gradually be decontrolled to world price by September 1981. The House excessive
profits bill will tax the difference between the released price and $13.00 a barrel
at 70% and the tax will remain permanent. Under the House bill there will never
be any Incentive to take the risks to develop these semi-proven reserves and this
oil will be held from the U.S. market strictly due to complex, useless regulations.

Some of the development prospects are on properties that have not produced
oil in 1978 and would qualify for relesed newly discovered oil prices. Under
President Carter's oil pricing regulations, newly discovered oil is uncontrolled
and can receive the world price. The actual price that will be allowed by President
Carter has not been announced. Under the proposed House bill, there would be
no tax on the increase in price from the current price to $17.00 and any amount
greater than $17.00 will be taxed at 50%, above $26.00 at 70%.

A table has been constructed showing the new increase In incentive to drill
for oil and gas in the Buffalo Field with and without a 50%o excessive profits tax
for oil prices between $17.00 and $26.00 a barrel. With a 500 excessive profits
tax, oil prices must increase immediately to $19.00 just to provide a 10% Increase
in incentive above Inflation. If prices go to $26.00 a barrel, the incentive to drill
goes up only 39% with a 50% excessive profits tax, compared to 77% with no ex-
cessive profits tax.

Data has been presented to compare the cost of drilling to crude oil pricing
In a single field In South Dakota. This field would be typical of many oil fields
in the United States. The data suggests that oil prices must be Increased dramat-
ically with no excessive profits tax to provide incentive to develop semi-proven
oil reserves similar to our example in Buffalo Field. The price increase needed
to provide new incentive to explore in wildcat areas would be even higher than
the development example presented here.

It Is our feeling that the only practical approach for the federal government
to take Is to remove all price controls on oil and establish no excessive profits tax.
The increase in price will encourage conservation of energy and at the same time
provide incentive to develop new reserves. The Increase In domestic reserves will
reduce our dependence on foreign oil and reduce our balance of payments.

Respectfully submitted.
WILLIAM 0. VANDEVENTER,
Registered Petroleum Engineer.
Tim T. ScHowALtrR,

Petroleum Geologtst.
50-472-19----7
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COMPARISON OF OIL WELL DRILLING AND COMPLETION COSTS VERSUS CRUDE OIL PRICES

Drilling and Pe cent Crude oil price Percent Increase
Completion completion Increase at completion In crude,

Well date costs In costs (per barrel) oil price

11-25 Federal .............. Oct. 3, 1977 $425,000 ................ $11.86
12-31 Federal .............. Jan. 25 1979 .... 586, 000 37.6 13.38 12.8
New well ................... July I I9 ....... 605,000 42.4 (1) (7)

COMPARISON OF OIL PRICING WITH A 50 PERCENT TAX ON NEWLY DISCOVERED OIL AND WITHOUT

Increase in incentive as percent
of oil costs above Inflation if

Percent Increase In oil price prices were Increased as of hly
1979

With 50 With 50
Crude oil (per barrel) percent tax No tax percent tax No tax

171 43.3 43.3 ................ 0.9
s 47.5 1.8 5.1 9.4

19 ....................................... 51.8 60.0 9.4 17.6
20 ........................................ 56 0 68.6 13.4 26 2
21 ........................................ 60.0 77.1 17.6 34.7
22 ........................................ 64.4 85.5 22.0 43 1
23 ........................................ 68.6 94.0 26.2 51.6
24 ........................................ 72.8 102.4 30.4 60.0
25 ........................................ 77.1 110 8 34.7 68.4
26 ............ ........................ 81.3 119.3 38.9 76.9

1 Based on House Ways and Means Committee bill passed In June 1979. No tax proposed between current price of ap-
proximately $13.50 and $17 oil. Excise profits tax for newly discovered oil Is proposed at 50 percent from $17 to $26 oil.

WILLIAM C. KIRKWOOD,
Casper, Wyo., June 7, 1979.

Hon. DIcx CHENEY,
Congree. of the United State#,
House of Representatives,
Washington, D.C.

DF.AII Mn. CIE-NY: Thank you for your letter of May 29, 1979, we approve of
your efforts to identify governmental roadblocks to the oil and gas industries
attempts to explore federal lands.

We continue to be opposed to changing the current leasing systems as I dis-
cussed in our last letter. However, another matter should be investigated at the
same time. That matter is the government red tape required to even obtain a
permit to drill an oil and gas well. Authority for these permits is with the U.S.
Geological Survey and the Bureau of Land Management or Forest Service.

I will briefly try and explain the problems. To drill on a federal lease you have
to first get permission to survey the well location. Next you have to write up anid
design the detail procedures involved in drilling the well. I have included a copy
of the paper work required for a well we are trying to permit in South Dakota.
Please notice the nit picky response of the U.S.G.S. After the permit to drill paper
is sent, an inspection must be planned. At the inspection the operator must have
a representative, the rancher must be there if fee surface, a dirt contractor, a
U.S.G.S. and a BINM or Forest Service representative. So a minimum of five
people must drive to the location and burn up gas merely to make minor niodi-
fications in the drilling plans. In no case that I have been involved have these
Inspections changed significantly the plans of drilling the well or in eliminating
any environmental problems. After the inspection the BLM or Forest Service
and the U.S.G.S. representatives must finalize the paper work and send a copy to
the operator, before he can start work a copy of the plan must be sent to the dirt
contractor and be on the location whenever any work is done.

An archeology inspection must also be performed before work can start. If
there is snow on the ground an archeologist must be on the location when you
start the work to make sure no artifacts are discovered. To my knowledge no
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significant artifacts have been discovered anywhere on federal lands for the last
3-4 years since this rule has been in effect.

If the well is finally drilled and is then a dry hole the operator must clean up
the location and have it inspected again by the U.S.G.S. and BLM or Forest
Service.

This whole complex procedure can take anywhere from 30 days to 3-4 months
and cost between 2-5,000 dollars per location. The whole procedure serves no
useful purpose and costs money and time. The general attitude of the U.S.G.S.,
Forest Service and BL31 is usually negative, slow and uncooperative. Details
can be documented if necessary.

To compare, on state or fee lands the procedure Is as follows. A one page form
must be filled out, no inspection is required. If the well is productive a one page
form must be filled out, if a dry hole someone for the state inspects the location,
If on fee land the landowner inspects the location.

The ironic thing is there is no consistency with other mineral industries. To
explore for coal, uranium or any other minerals on federal land no paper work
is required until you are ready to mine. Exploratory drilling for these minerals
is analogous to 6il and gas drilling and ha.s similar minimal environmental impact.

If you want to take on a worthy cause for the oil and gas industry, removal
of federal bureaucratic control on permits to drill should be at the top of the
list. All industry groups would be happy to supply tons of information and sup-
port. This is a classic case of bureaucratic control that spends taxpayers dollars
and slowly up industry for no useful purpose except to fatten the federal payroll.

If we can provide additional information please let us know.
Sincerely,

TIM T. SCHOWALTER.
P.S. We have also included a copy of an evaluation of Andrus' ideas on leasing

for your evaluation.
Enclosure.

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
GEOLOGICAL SURVEY,

MNewcastle, Vyo., May 18,1979.
Mr. STAN SPAULDINO,

W. C. KIRKWOOD,
Casper, l1yo.
Re W. C. Kirkwood. Well No. 21-23, Federal NE NW Sec. 23-T21N-R3,,

Harding County, S. Dak., M-30801.
DEAR MR. SPAULD NG: We are returning your application for the above refer-

enced well unapproved. Due to the extreme slopes and anticipated amounts of
soils relocation the proposed access road should be "engineered" following the
enclosed example.

Several other deficiencies in the APD were also noted at the pre-drill inspec-
tion. Those items are listed below and should be-corrected prior to resubmission
of the APD.

(1) The pad diagram should reflect cuts required at the stake and corrected
cuts and fills over the pad.

(2) The landowner forms should be signed and should be site specific i.e,
Clarkson should have no input with regards to pad and pit etc.

(3) #2-1 & #2-2 (Planned access roads)-Revise per field discussion.
(4) #2-5 Size of culvert should be noted.
(6) #2-7 Gate or cattleguard?-locate same.
(6) #2-8 Roads were not staked-this item should be followed in all future

applications.
(7) #4-1 Facilities not located. Dimensions should be per OSHA regulations

and all facilities (pits, etc.) should have dimensions.
(8) #9-2 Revise topsoil stockpile per field determination.
(9) #10-3 Should indicate the reserve pit is to remain fenced until dry.
(10) #11-2 Surface ownership is not Clarkson Land & Livestock.
(11) #11-3 What about the stockpond 300 ft. west?
If you have questions don't hesitate to call.

Sincerely yours,
G. E. WORDEVz,

District Engineer.
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DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR : MANN ,, ,1,v.-,ON .$,.6.,.1 -
GELOGICAL SURVEY M4-30801

APPLICATION FOR PERMIT TO DRILL, DEEPEN, OR PLUG BACK %'!'..... "tkeS"'"'3313
So. If.solt DRILL 60 DEEPEN 0 PLUG BACK 0 .. w 3111 .ai..rt .
b. I r" or mtL

William C. Kirkwood, an Individual L 3,L 13.

1A:Ta*a, to o.aat, 21-23 Federal
P.O. Box 3439, Casper, Wyo. 82602 l9 Ws," A" POOL. go 3.",

At* a ,I O A111,r wat 4333p3 13331.0 hl~rti ad Ia.3333d.0 wiltsalw331. flrOhtL,

W E4 NW 1955! FWL, 7851 FNL Sec. 23, T21N, R3E ."le.* W. o
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WILLIAM C. KRKWOOD.
(asper, Wyo.

Re William C. Kirkwood, 21-23 Federal, NE NW Section 23, T21N, R3E, Harding
County, S. Dak., M-80801.

GOLozo AND SAFETY EQU IP T PRooRAIL

1. GEOLOGIC NAME OF SURFACE FORMATION

Hell Creek Formation, Cretaceous.

2. ESTIMATED POURATION TOPS
Feet

Dakota 4M
Speetrflsh _ 5504
Charles 66
Son6y Mountain ............ 8283
Red River Porosity ------------------------ --------------- 8479
T.D ----....------------------------------- 8600

8. ESTIMATED DEPTHS OF WATOK OIL, OAS 0R MINERALS

Oil: Oil Is anticipated In the Red River Porosity.
Gas: Small quantity Is expected In conJdnctlon with oil production in the Red

River Porosity.
Water: Ground water Is anticipated to approximately 600'. Some brackish

water sands could possibly exist below this level, however, the hydrostatic head
of the drilling fluid will safely contain these waters wfthfn'tbeir formation.

Mineral Deposits: No mineral deposits are anticipated to be encountered In
this well.

4. PROPOSED CASINO PROGRAM

Size Grade Welt/ilret Condition Set depth

t In........................ K. ........ 24 .............. Now2,000 ft.In ......................... 15.5, 1 and 23.. New:.::::::::: 8600 ft

5. PUBtSUU CONTROL t(QUIPMEXT

a. Refer to Diagram "A".
b. Minimumt pressure ratings on any and all B.O.P. or related control equip-

ment will be 2,000 #/In.
c. B.O.P. Stack will be pressure tested to 500 #/In. prior to drilling out of

surface casing. The stack will then be checked on each trip to insure workability.

6. DRILLING FLUIDS

Water will be used as the drilling fluid to approximately 4200' feet and then a
non-dispersed, low solids dilling fluid will be used to T.D. No weight material
usage Is anticipated. Approximately 1500 bbl. of low solids mud wfll'be mixed
and approtlmately 700 bbl. will remain In the hole at completion. The remainder
will be allowed to evaporate in the reserve pit and covered during rehabilitation
of location.

T. AUXILIARY EQUIPMENT

1. Upper Kelly cock.
2. No floats will be used.
8. Visual monitoring of mud pits.
4. One full opening stabbing valve on floor at all tlme&

8. VALUATION PROCDURZS

1. Drill stem tests: To be determined by on site geologist.
2. Coring: None.
3. Logging: IES and Density.
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9. ABNORMAL DRILLING CONDITIONS

1. Abnormal Pressure: None Anticipated.
2. Abnormal Temperatures: None Anticipated.
3. Hydrogen Sulfide: None Anticipated.

10. ANTICIPATED STARTING DATE

We anticipate commencing operating by June 1, 1979, or as soon as govern-
mental approval is obtained and rig is available.

WILLIAM 0. KIRKWOOD,
Oaper, Wyo.

U.S. GtOLOoICAL SURVEY,
P.O. Box 219, Newcaatle, Wyo.
Re: Kirkwood 21-23 Federal, NE NW Section 23, T21N, R3E Harding County,

S. Dak., M-30801, Point 8, 10 Point Program.
GENTLEMEN: The following acidizing procedures are planned during the com-

pletion of the captioned well, as required by point 8 in the 10 point Geologic and
Safety Equipment Program.

After perforating and swab testing, 1000 to 3000 gallons of HOL acid will be
Injected into the perforations. Additives will be added to the acid to clean out
mud and sediment from the formation. The acid will be displaced to the perfora-
tions with water. Maximum Injections pressure will be less than 2000 psi and
Injection rate 2 BPM or less.

No flammable materals will be injected nto the well and no fracturing will be
done.

The acid pump trucks will be 125' from the well head. The acid storage trucks
and water trucks will be adjacent to the aci i pump truck.

If there are any questions concerning the outlined procedure, please contact us
as soon as possible.

Sincerely yours,
Tizm T. ScHOW-ALTU

WILLIAM C. KIRKWOOD,
Caper, Wyo.

Re William C. Kirkwood, 21-23 Federal, NE NW Section 23, T21N, R3B, Harding
County, S.D., M-30801.

1. EXISTING ROADS

A. Well site staked: Refer to Diagram D and survey plat. All corners and 1o-
cation layout have been staked.

B. Directions to Location: Refdr to Map A and Map B.
C. Access Road: Refer to Map B.
D. Existing Roads: (Exploratory) Not applicable.
E. Existing Roads: (Development) Refer to Map A.
F. Existing Road Improvements/Maintenance: No improvements or main-

tenance is planned on existing road.

2. PLANNED ACCESS ROADS

Refer to Map A for directions to location. Refer to Map B for localized map
of area.

1. Width: Road will be constructed as follows: 16-18 ft. In width to allow
two-way traffic to location. Raised roadbed 14-16 ft. wide with back sloped
ditches will be constructed If well productive.

2. Maximum Grades: Area is In gentle terrain. Maximum grade along access
road is less than 8%.

3. Turnouts: (Pull out areas to allow vehicles to meet and pass) None planned.
4. Drainage Design: Natural drainage is to the Northeast from the well site.

Appropriate water bars will be made to assure drainage off location and to con-
form to the natural drainage pattern and to avoid contamination of drainage.
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5. Location of Culverts: One culvert will be placed in drainage Just east of
the location.

6. Surfacing Materials: Native Soil.
7. Gates, Cattleguards or Fence Cuts: Fence cuts will be required and will be

gated or cattleguarded.
8. Roads Staked: Roads have been staked into the location with stakes at

intervals which allow visual observation from stake to stake.

S. LOCATION OF EXISTING WELLS

Refer to Map B.
1. Water Wells: None Known.
2. Abandoned Wells: Refer to Map A.
3. Temporarily Abandoned Wells: None within 1 mile radius.
4. Disposal Wells: None within I mile radius.
5. Drilling Wells: None.
6. Producing Wells: Refer to Map A.
7. Shut In Wells: None.
8. Injection Wells: None within I mile radius.
9. Monitoring or Observation Wells: None within 1 mile radius.

4. LOCATION OF EXISTING AND/OR PROPOSED FACILITIES

A. Within I mile radius (existing facilities).
I. Tank Batteries: See Map A & B. Tank batteries at each well.
2. Production Facilities: See Map A & B. Production at each well site.
3. Oil Gathering Lines: Koch Pipeline, See Map A & B.
4. Gas Gathering Lines: None.
5. Injection Lines: None.
6. Disposal Lines: None.

B. New Facilities
1. Proposed Location: Refer to Localized Topographic Diagram C. All flow

lines will be buried and will be on well site and battery site.
2. Dimensions of Facilities: Refer to Diagram C.
3. Construction Methods and Materials: All construction materials for battery

site and pad will be from the site. If productive, gravel from outside the lease
area will be used.

4. Protective Measures: The entire battery site as well as the pumping unit
will be fenced sheep tight to prevent animal life from entering facilities.
C. Plans for Rehabilitation of Unused Area

All unused and unneeded areas of the battery site and drilling site will be
recontoured as is feasible and top soil redistributed for reseeding in accordance
with the surface owner and/or B.L.M. within 90 days. Reseeding may be post-
poned to such time that proper seed germination can be assured.

5. LOCATION AND TYPE OF WATER SUPPLY

A. Location: Produced formation water will be used for drilling. This water
will be obtained from producing wells in the area. Specific wells will be provided
upon request. Refer to Map A for location of all wells in the immediate area.
Heavy salt water will be trucked to location from the Rainbow well near Rhame,
North Dakota.

B. Water Transportation: Water will be trucked to our location along existing
roads.
(7. Not Applicable

6. SOURCE Or CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS

A. Top and sub-soil from road bed and location for construction of necessary
roads and location.

B. Construction material is from private surface.
C. See Item A.
D. Not Applicable.
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7. METHODS O HANDLING WASTE DISPOSAL

1. Cuttings: Contained in reserve pit.
2. Drilling Fluids: Will be contained in the reserve pit and allowed to evapo-

rate before being covered with dirt and reseeded.
3. Produced Fluids: (Oil and Water).
No oil will be allowed to escape containment from steel storage tanks. Forma-

tion water will be stored in the reserve pit and allowed to evaporate. In the
event that oil does accumulate In the reserve pit, it will be removed and properly
handled prior to reclamation. Overhead flagging will be installed if oil cannot
Le promptly and adequately removed.

4. Sewage: The drilling rig will be equipped with a portable toilet with all
waste matter being disposed of in the reserve pit. This waste will be chemically
neutralized and covered on completion of the well. Sanitary holes will be pro-
vided for mobil homes. This sewage will be chemically treated to neutralization.

5. Garbage and Waste Material: A burn pit, approximately 8' wide, 30' long
and 6' deep will be dug as shown on the rig layout. This pit will be fenced with
small mesh wire to prevent scattering of garbage.

6. Cleanup of Well Site: All debris will be gathered and collected in the trash
pit, after the drilling rig has moved out. The location will then be releveled with
a bulldozer or maintainer prior to moving in completion rig. Cellar, rathole and
mounsehole will be filled at this time. Further cleanup procedures are discussed
in Item 10.

S. AUXILIARY FACILITIES
Not Applicable

9. WELL SITE LAYOUT

1. Cross Section of Drill Pad: Diagram B shows required cuts and fills. C
denotes cuts and F denotes fills. These cuts and fills are surveyed elevations.

2. Refer to Diagram D. No living facilities other than trailers for the tool-
pusher/supervisory personnel. Top soil will be stockpiled on the northwest end
of the location.

3. A preferred parking area is shown on Diagram D. The access road will come
into this location from the southeast. The rig orientation is shown in Diagram D.

4. Steel pits will be utilized to circulate drilling mud. The reserve pit will not
be lined. However, If soil is too sandy, a coating of bentonite will be applied to
prevent excessive water seepage to the surrounding area.

10. PLANS FOR RESTORATION OF SURFACE

1. Upon completion of operations, and if well is to be abandoned, the location
will be backfilled, leveled and contoured to as nearly the original topography as
is feasible. Any waste material which can be buried without causing environ-
mental damage will be collected and buried in the burn pit. Any other waste will
be taken to a sanitary landfill for disposal.

2. The top s.oil will be evenly spread over the entire location after contouring
is complete. The area will then be reseeded. With recommendations from the sur-
face owner and/or B.L.M. The access road will be rehabilitated the same as
the location.

3. During the drilling operations the reserve pit will be fenced on three sides.
Only the rig side will remain unfenced. The remaining side will be fenced as soon
as the rig equipment is moved to allow fencing crews access. This fence will he
sheep tight and kept in good repair until R.P. is dry and final cleanup is under-
taken.

4. Any oil on the reserve pit will be removed or overhead flagging installed to
prevent birds from landing.

5. Ninety days after completion of drilling and completion operations, the sur-
face will be re-contoured in such a manner as to not interfere with production
activities. Re-seeding, however will be postponed to such time as germination of
seeds can take place.

11. OTHER INFORMATION

1. Topography: Refer to Topographic Map B.
Soil Characteristics: Sand and slightly bentonite.
Geologic Features: No distinguishing geologic features are present.
Flora And Fauna: Area is covered with native grass and sagebrush with migra-

tory wildlife in an area.
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2. Surface Use: Land Is used only for pasturing livestock.
Surface Ownership: Clarkson Land and Livestock
8. Proximity of Water: Closest reservoirs are approximately h mile from

location. Intermittent stream drains the area approximately 850 feet east of
location.

Occupied dwelling: None.
No archeological, historical or cultural sites are within a two-mile radius.

1. ZZSS5 03 OP!ATO ZUESENTATIMV

William . Vandeventer, 800 Market Square, Casper, Wyo. 265-517&
Tim T. Schowalter, 800 Market Square, Casper, Wyo. 265-617&
Stanley UE Spalding, 800 Market Square, Casper, Wyo. 265-617&

18. O TmOATION

I hereby certify that persons under my direct supervision have inspected the
proposed drill site and access route; that I am familiar with the con4tions
which presently exist; that the statements made in this plan are, to the best
of my knowledge, true and correct; that the dirt work associated with the
building of the road, location and battery herein will be constructed by a later
named contractor. Al contractors and subcontractors will conform with this
plan and the terms and conditions under which it Is approved.

Date: April 2, 1979.
Tz T. So0owALT,

Geoz0poit.
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RENAILITATION AGREEMEmr

lease Lumber: t- OAO1
tell Name and Number: 21-2 PAe-
location: NB kJ__N Sec. .23 T. ZL.I.. ., It

an
.WilliaM C. Xirkwood.4dr jdl j Company Intends to drill a well oil

surface owned-by _ (Iarkso- Land L T.At q-ntjr The lessee/
operator agrees to complete the following rehabilitation work if the
well is a producer:

Yea _" No mfaintain access road and provide adequate
drainage to road.

jgYes Z7 No0 Reshape anti reseed any area I U

pum and . .... .f"ci'',t"e. ... l_ , ,,,, ...

Th ollowing work wil~l be completed when the wall Is W, .lanye

Site will require reshaping to conform to
existing topography.

)it will be fenced until dry, ther filled*t4
conform to topography.

£Yes 17No

/&Ere L7 Noe

U Yea J17 No

e s ")uxeeI*u

neire disturbed area will be reseeded.. *
yeak the following seed mixtLire will be used

21 Mr.1Irs amaet elove weso= ue.-f~r
_21 erotM 1

Access road will ho rehAbiliLot'd and preceded
u using the same seed zixturn as above.

Access road will remain for landow.mnor'a use*

.,endouner

Name: {C1'kGWn v'- z s et'
Address" Ji4m ik*cn
City b1=2al
State South !k SIMa.57720.elephonoez a n~x "P...+.

oate0, A e

LY Yes £ No X eetif
Vith. the

Operator/Lessee

Frame? Adlaexrwo
Address& 2 A- 34

State: Wd-n .260 ...2."
Telephone 307 25-517R
Dato . 4/1/79.

y rebabilitation has b~en discussed,
surface owner.

surface owneX MigauU
.Jim Clad~son

. I
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Senator WALLOP. I have one question that deals with this 'whole
spectrum of enhanced recovery.

As I understand it, there are all kinds of exotic techniques that
get more and more expensive as you go along.

Can you give me or can you give the committee an idea of how
expensive it is to take a subsiding field, declining field, engaged in-
take an average Wyoming field such as Mr. George described of
7,200 feet. An& you want to engage in tertiary recovery. How expen-
sive is that and how long couldyou expect to prolong the life of the
field on just an average basis?

I know you are talking about different ones in different fields. Is
there an answer to that V

Mr. KELLER. I'm not an engineer. I can start off on this thing a
little bit. Normally, they figure 10 to 20 percent of the oil is recovered
on primary, depending on the type of reservoir in the field.

That means there is anywhere between 80 and 90 percent still in
the ground. That's in any field. Now, a normal secondary water floor
that they use, which is a fairly simple proven way of increasing pro-
duction, generally doubles where these prove feasible to operate--
will double your primary production.

Then you are looking at 70 to 80 percent of the oil.
Senator WALLOP. What does that do to the cost of production?
Mr. KELLER. It gets expensive.
Senator BAUCUS. How much more expensive is it?
Mr. KnhrR. I don't have a dollar figure. Probably somebody back

here could come up with something.
Mr. KEATING. Bell Creek Oil Field in Gary Operating is doing a

polymorph detergent tertiary program in that field. And the cost of
producing a barrel of oil in the tertiary method is between $7.50 a
barrel and $8.50 a barrel cost to get it out of the ground.

Senator WALLOP. As opposed to the original cost when Bell Creek
came on line?

Mr. KEATINO. Right.
Senator WALLOP. How much did it cost then?
Mr. KEATINO. Lifting cost for an average field is somewhere around'

$1.80 a barrel for normal lifting costs per barrel. Now, Gary Operat-
ing has done an extensive survey for the financing of a tertiary pro-
gram. And even at $14 or $15 a barrel, they cannot get a fair return,
on the investment nor can they get banking because of the economics
from that study.

The banks say it's too risky and there is not enough return. So,.
they are stymied right now with their tertiary program.IThere is one other study. The Department of Energy joined with
Continental Oil on a program out by Teapot Dome. And the number
of barrels recovered for the amount of money put in-the cost of
extracting that was $50 a barrel when there rwas a $15 price on it.
It's not economical.

Senator BAUCUS. What is the secondary recovery?
Mr. KEATrhO. Water flooding.
Senator BAUCUS. What does that cost? You said eight, nine some-

thing for tertiary.
Mr. KEATINO. Tertiary is $7.50 to $8.50. I'm not sure what water

flooding costs, because it started in 1968. It's been under a water flood'
process for 10 years.
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Mr. SYLVESTER. I couldn't give you any specifics, because each
property is going to vary with the amount of pressure, amount of
water it takes and everything else. I think roughly it would double
your primary costs as a general rule.

If this $1.80 figure is correct, probably water flooding would run
up $3.50, $4.50 additional costs.

Senator WALLOP. So, it would double each time you engaged in a
new recovery ?

Mr. GEORGE. Not only that, e ;ery time you drilled another well, the
-cost keeps going up, where you spend the same amount of money for
drilling a secondary recovery well as you do for the original explora-
tory well.

Senator BAUCUS. Let me ask a question as to permits. I'm trying
to get a sense of which permits are the most burdensome. And all of
us like to rail against bureaucracy. Certainly the Congress does, too.
We are almost as frustrated trying to deal with bureaucracy as you
on the receiving end.

But it would help me and I am sure Senator Wallop too, if you
-would give me some sense of what permits by which agency are the
most burdensome and most ridiculous.

Mr. SHOWALTER. I had some of this prepared and I sent it to Dick
Cheney of Wyoming, but I will present it for the record.

I wrote a letter concerninga-he was looking into the problems and
restrictions that Federal Government is imposing on people when they
are trying to look for oil. If we say, "We want you to look for more
oil." what problem is that presenting to these people?

Well, the biggest problem in my mind and I think a lot of people's
here is, if it's a Federal lease, getting permits to get in there and
drill the well. If the property is on a State or private lease, this is
what you have to fill out. It costs you about $300 to get a survey. And
you type this piece of paper up.

If you are drilling on a Federal piece of ground, even if somebody
else is on the surface, this is the paperwork involved. And it costs you
$2.000-$5,000 for an uncomplicated location just to do the
paperwork. Also in that you have to have maybe, sometimes two or
three inspections where you drive to remote locations, say, in South
Dakota. You have a BLM0 person there. You have a USGS person
there. You have a drilling contractor there. dirt contractor there, end
the rancher, all of them driving six pickups that get 10 miles to a
allon. to get to this location.

They go out there and kick the dirt a little bit. They never change
anything significant on what you are going to do out there to drill a
well. They certainly never protect any of the environment, because
you can't 'do anything different anyway, unless you are going to drill
in the middle of'the creekbed, which nobody would, anyway.

The net result is costing you a lot of money.
Also, before you get done, you have to have an archeologist out there,

which costs another $600, usually, to inspect the location. If you finally
get it approved-and I think Dave True provided numbers relative
to what you have to do in addition to what you normally do, based
on restrictions imposed by the BLM or Forest Service or USGS that
don't really protect the environment and don't really affect what is
going on at the location except to increase your costs.
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Now, you might not be aware, but if I wanted to drill a 1,000
foot oil well, which we still do occasionally in Wyoming, on a piece
of ground, I have to go through all this paperwork. If I want to go
in there and drill a uranium test hole, I wouldn't have to notify
anybody.

That's the difference between the Oil and Gas Lease Act and the
Mining Act.

Senator BAucUs. Does anybody else have anything to add to that?
Mr. PTASYXSKI. As things keel) increasing-'we have just recently

beat back restrictions proposed by OSHA on benzene. They were prac-
tically ready to have everybody that worked in the oil field wear
rubberized suits. Finally after a great deal of effort and expense--
I'm not sure if it was congressional or executive--came the withdrawal
of the possible requirement.

Another one that is coming tip is the designation of drilling fluids
that are possibly hazardous substances. You notice "possibly hazardous
substances." This is what the bureaucrats thought it might be. Since
they didn't know for sure, they thought the Government ought to
monitor the disposal sites of drilling mines.

We have been drilling wells with mud since 1901. There has never
been a case where somebody drowned in a pit. And if a cow does, the
rancher is paid for it.

And afterwards, the mud is disposed and the pit is covered over.
I don't know that anyone has suffered any damage as a result of this.

Anyhow, since they are not sure it isn't hazardous, they want the
industry to monitor these sites for indefinite periods.

By "monitor" they mean fence it off, drill core holes around the site
to make sure there 'isn't any seepage of the possibly hazardous sub-
stance, install TV monitors so you can remotely monitor it. I mean,
this is ridiculous. It would cost $8 or $9 billion a year to implement
this type of regulation.

Senator IuVAmor. Let me tell you something that happened on that.
This is interesting, because I think we ought to look at it again.

EPA presented a proposal to the Environmental Public Works Com-
mittee to get them to give $25 million to look into the hazards of
drilling mud.

Somebody asked them the same question: What is the nature of a
hazardous mud? They said they hadn't identified it. That's why they
needed the $25 million.

Obviously. they were turned down. What they have done is turned'
to the industry to provide the same funding that they were denied by
the Congress.

Senator BArors. What is the status of this that you're talking about?
Mr. PTAsYNSKT. I think this thing has been held back, put off for

2 years.
Mr. GEFORGE. Was your question as to which agencies are die biggest

problems?
Senator BArcrs. How do von want to answer it? I'm trying to get

from your viewpoint what is the biggest problem.
Mr. GroRo. I think the Forest Service puts more restrictions be-

cause of the kind of area vou are in. In a lot of cases, the individual
people are a lot easier to work with. The Bureau of Land Management
seems to be on a blanket basis. It's difficult at any time. If you want
that kind of comparison, you can make that.
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Senator BAUCUS. You say within the Forest Service it varies?
Mr. GEORGE. With the individuals you are dealing with primarily.

Many of them are more reasonable on the average tan-
Senator WALLOP. One of the biggest differences between Forest

Service and BLM--one of the things that came tip from the Depart-
ment of Natural Resources, the Forest Service still has the ability
for most of their land managers to make a number of decisions on their
own. And second, the BLM does not have that. They have to get every-
thing approved. And you can never find who ultimately will give
you that decision.

When Guy Martin was out of the Society of Range Management,
he told me that they have gotten out of hand, that they had really been-
approving more and more of their land managers' decision. The point
is, they don't understand yet what the problem is. If the land managers
still have to go back to Washington to get approval for every decision,
it's different still from the Forest Service. It doesn't matter how many
more they have to approve.

Mr. GEORGE. None of the people that go out with Mr. Showalter at
his site can give you an approval on sight. None of them can do that.
They must all fill out a form and go back and have their supervisor do
it, even though they have no objections for recommending.

In one case I was told I was prevented from moving a fence from
private property. I was not allowed to move the fence until the BL"f
gave us permission to drill. Now they are taking over the authority of
the rancher, telling me what I can do with his fence and so forth, even
though I had full cooperation of the rancher.

Mr-. BURTON. We had to be drilling over July 1, yesterday. And
we could have been stopped by the whim of a Forest Ranger. He did
stop our rig from moving in. And we were able to placate him by agree-
ing to put in $30.000 worth of cattle guards, replacing eight existing
cattle guards and putting two more in at our expense. They said that
these cattle guards that they had were antique and they wanted them
replaced.

So, we have to subject ourselves to that kind of blackmail to get
these things done. It seems they can make decisions that are way be-
vond their authority or should be way beyond their authority. But you
have to do it because you have to mOve in. We could have lost 20,000
acres by not drilling over July 1.

Mr. STOWALTER. I think whether the BLM is worse than the Forest
Service or may not be isn't the point. What I think is that Federal
control over the right to get a permit to drill an oil and gas well should
be removed from the laws. That would be the EPA law and the new
BT4M organic act.

I think you should go back to requiring one piece of paper like the
State does'and not a list of requirements where it takes two or three
books to interpret and read.

Senator BAUcUS. Even on Federal land?
Mr. SHOWALTER. On Federal land.
Senator BAUCUS. Realistically, I don't think the Federal Govern-

ment is going to give up control. Couldn't it be done one page?
Mr. SHOWALTER. Yes.
Mr. KELLER. It had been one page and they handled it quickly and'

it went on.
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Mr. SHOWALTER. This is an example of excessive bureaucratics. They
*figured out a complex method of trying to meet the law so that every-
body got a job.

Senator BAUCus. I would like to include with the transcript the
* State form.

Mr. SHOWALTER. I have it all.
Senator BAUCUS. Let's put all of those in the record. If any of you

want to tell me as quickly as possible the most ridiculous permits or
agency procedures, it will be helpful, because obviously we are in

* a better position to help out.
Senator WALLOP. We are running very close to Senator Baucus'

departure time.
I just wanted to ask you because you mentioned it. How optimistic

are you that our national production could be dramatically improved
under ideal situations ?

Mr. PTASYNSKI. I think without decontrol? the IPAA has caculated
that by October 1, 1981, we would be producing another 400,000 a day
over and above what we would have normally. At the end of 1985, we
would be producing between 2 and 3 million barrels a day addition-
ally over what we would be at that time without decontrolling and the
excess profits tax.

So, that boils down into quite a bit of oil. But to put it in perspective,
I saw Senator Jackson on TV Friday, and he was talking about the
great hope of synthetic fuels. His remarks was that we should spend
$40 billion-I really listened to that, because it wasn't $40 million.
It was $40 billion-between now and 1985 to set up a synthetic fuel
industry.

And the interviewer, who was pretty sharp asked him how much
of this would be producing at the end of 1985, which caught him by
surprise, because he mumbled for awhile. Then he said, "If things
work out all right, 19,000 barrels."

What Senator Jackson is proposing is spending $40 billion to get
800 barrels of additional production, whereas the price of domestic
crude were decontrolled as the President is proposing in a phasedout
matter, in the same time period, in 1985 we will be producing between
2 and 3 million barrels a day additionally. And the Government would
receive $40 million in increased taxes under current IRS regulations.

Senator BAUCGS. Why can't you find oil in Washington ?
Senator WALLOP. Onie last question along that line, because the

Finance Committee has had two very conflicting pieces of testimony
presented to it as to what the cause of the problem is. Some witnesses
have told us the present restraint on the oil company expenditures is
not money but drilling equipment. And other witnesses have said the
exact opposite.

Your experience is drilling equipment? That is the impediment
right now?

Mr. PTASITYNSKI. We always come up with the equipment, Here a
few years ago when we hit a bind, the Canadians were treating their
operators the way our Government is currently treating ours. They
had price rollbacks, cuts and depletion allowances. They said, "To hell
with it." And they came down here and drove the Canadian drillings
rigs. We put them to work.
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Now they are on their way back up to Canada because for instance,
they have increased their depletion allowance there to 30 percent where
ours has been cut to 20 and is on its way out. So, they were finding oil
up there in great amounts.

'Mr. Buro w. Senator, I would like to point out one thing. Maybe
Senator Gravel from Alaska could show you some of the seismic fea-
tures offshore in the Bering Strait and in the Bering Sea. They have
tremendous anticlines out there that potentially have billions of bar-
rels of oil that are unleaseable at this time because they axe in a mora-
torium or something, something more or less like the east coast was.
And these things are available. These seismic sections are available
through seismic contractors. And the USGS and BLM have these
things purchased. They furnished these seismic contractors who shoot
only on the speculation they might be ablo to sell it.

They have a built-in customer in the U.S. Government, so they can
afford to shoot it and sell it to the major companies mainly, but they
are available for your inspection.

You can go to their office in Anchorage and look at the seismic con-
tractors' records that he keeps. And you can see tremendous structures.

Like I say, if you have a geologist on your staff, he could give you a
basic estimate o the potential of reserves in offshores Alaska that are
untappable right now because they can't be released.

Senator WALLOP. Gentlemen, I hate to call this to an end. Senator
Baucus must go.

Max, I really do appreciate it.
One thing I want to ask, because some people who were going to

testify on either the environmental or the consumer side, and they were
simply not able to be here.

Is there anyone in the audience now that would like to make a com-
ment on those proposals, on the proposed windfall profits tax as it re-
lates to either the consumer's interest or the environmental interest?

[No response.]
Senator WALLOP. They were invited here but they were simply un-

able to make it.
I just wanted tle record to show that Senator Baucus and I wanted"

to have a fair representation today. They had been invited.
Mr. SITOWALTER. Could I make one comment. You had a question in

regards to are the rigs available. I don't remember the exact numbers,
but from 1973, the number of wells have increased 50 percent. Some-
where we had to come up with another 50 percent of the rigs available
to do that.

The drilling industry, which is paid by the operator, was able to do-
that.

Along the same vein, they have used these reserve estimates and said,
"If there is only x number of barrels to be found, that's not going to
solve the problem, so we are not going to provide any incentive." It's
the same kind of logic. I think the rigs will be there if they want to
drill and the contractor can make money.

Mr. PTASYSxY. If the next remark is: "Can you manage them," well,
we manage them if we can get them.

Senator WALLOP. Probably the fact you increased more than 50 per--
cent is because the number of delays of down time that you have.
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Mr. Gtoicr. You're still not convinced that the price of oil doesn't
stimulate activity. The chart that Don Basko submitted is probably
one of the most significant pieces of evidence you have today of only6
250 well permits in one month just on a speculation that you are tall-
ing about $20 oil. That's the major word, "speculation."

Tenator WALLOP. Thank you very much, to all who testified. We ap-
preciate it.

[Thereupon, at 2 p.m. the subcommittee recessed, to reconvene at the
,call of the Chair.]

[By direction of the chairman the following communications were
made a part of the hearing record:]

TESTIMONY BY STEPHEN TARVER, GILLETTE, WYO.

My name is Stephen Tarver. I'm an accountant and I live at Gillette. Wyoming.
I want to express my appreciation for this opportunity to express my views on
-energy tax legislation before an official Congressional Committee.

First of all I must frankly admit that I do not clearly understand exactly
what is being proposed in the way of an excess profits tax on oil. As I under-
stand it there are several different proposals including a tax without any plow-
back exemptions and tax with plow-back exemptions. There seems to be no
concensus of opinion of what would be the result in either case.

I would like to propose some alternative tax legislation which I believe would
go much further toward solving the energy problem and the many problems
resulting from it, than any kind of excess-profits tax on oil.

This proposed legislation could not only result in no more increase in the
price of oil but it could result in the United States achieving energy self-
sufficiency within a very few years. It could very possibly result in causing the
OPEC nations to become very willing to sell us all of the oil we want to buy as
soon as we want to buy It at a very reasonable price.

Under existing tax legislation, much of which has been in effect for over
50 years, the extractors of minerals and fossil fuels such as oil and coal have
been given a production allowance making it -possible for them to escape the
income tax entirely on up to 50 percent of their net Income from such extraction.

This tax allowance has come to be known as the percentage depletion allow-
ance. It is not, and I repeat, it is not a depletion allowance at all because it is
not based on the amount of the deposit depleted. It is a percentage production
allowance because it is based on a percentage of the production wth no regard
whatever for the percent of the deposit depleted.

As further evidence that this is not a depletion allowance, in most cases over
80 percent of the allowance goes to the taxpayer who only leases the mineral
deposits and extracts the minerals while less than 20 percent usually goes to
the taxpayer who actually owns the mineral deposits which are actually being
depleted.

This production allowance worked very well until the OPEC oil cartel was
formed. As long as there was free competition there was ample production to
keep the price of oil very low. This abundance of oil was undoubtedly a deciding
factor in the winning of World War 11.

My proposal would be to write a provision into the tax law to give a com-
parable production incentive to those taxpayers engaged in the production of
alcohol for automobile fuel, methane gas to be used as natural gas is now used.
windpowered generators to generate electricity and solar collectors to provide
space heating and water heating as well as equipment to produce alcohol and
equipment to produce methane gas.

In view of the success which this production allowance produced in stimulating
the production of oil and gas for nearly 50 years, there is every reason to believe
that a similar production allowance could result in the large scale production of
energy in usable forms from inexhaustible sources of abundant energy such as
-the sun, the wind, wastes and re-growable plants.

Of course there are those who feel that any tax incentives to encourage the
use of the alternative energy sources should go to the consumer. In fact some
such Income tax credits are already allowed by law to purchasers of solar col.
lectors and vind-generating equipment. However, most people do not seem--to
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understand that by giving these tax incentives to the consumer without giving
any incentives to the producers simply creates an increased demand for a limited
supply, thereby driving the price of such equipment up by far more than amount
of the tax credit given to the consumer for buying It.

One need only to consider the enormous increase in the price of farm machinery,
as an example, in the last 17 years since the investment tax credit went into
effect, to realize that the investment tax credit is undoubtedly one of the greatest

-causes of inflation in this country today.
Of course there are also those who will argue that it will be three or four

decades before these inexhaustible energy sources can provide even a significant
portion of our energy. Unless we change our tax laws what they say is probably
correct because the available risk capital will undoubtedly be attracted to where
the tax advantages are which is, of course, to the exploiting of our dwindling
supply of fossil fuels.

It would not be because we do not have the technology in these alternative
energy fields. We have that technology.

Over 35 years ago the S. Morgan Smith Company of York, Pennsylvania
built a large wlndpowered generator at Rutland, Vermont. It generated 1.250
kilowatts of electricity and was integrated Into the power grid of the Central
Vermont Public Service System. It proved that generatin- electricity with wind-
power on a large scale was c-.imercially feasible. T1,e only reason that the
commercial generation of electricity with windpower was not further developed
was because of the cheap oil resulting from the so-called percentage depletion

* allowance.
Solar energy has been used for heating for decades in Israel and Australia b-Ut-

It was never developed on a large scale in the United States because of the
.abundance of cheap natural gas resulting again from the so-called percentage
depletion allowance.

More and more cities are turning their municipal wastes into fuel and re-cycle-
able metals. The technology for doing this has been around for a long time-so
why haven't we been using it before instead of polluting our land and water? lts
the same old story. The tax laws allowed enormous tax advantages for digging
this fuel and metal out of the ground but It allowed no tax advantages for pro-
ducing fuel and re-cycleable metals from wastes. So why bother re-cycling wastes
to get fuel and metal while onie had to paylup to 91 percent in income tax on any
profits, when you could'dig them out of the ground and escape the income tax
entirely on up to 50 percent of your net income?

There is no question about' whether we have the technology to generate elec-
tricity with windpower. That is a well proven fact. There is no question about
whether we have the technology to produce usable heat from the sun. That
is a well-proven fact. Neither Is there any question of whether we have the tech-
nology to produce alcohol for automobile fuel and methane gas for heating, from
wastes and re-growable plants, that is a well proven fact. Then what is the
question?

Many people in government would like us to believe that there is a question of
whether energy from these inexhaustable sources is or will he cost-competitive
with fossil fuels and uranium. But that is not really the Important question
either. The important question is this. "would energy from these Inexhaustible
source.s be cost competitive with fossil fuels and uranium if a tax incentive were
given to stimulate the development of these inexhaustible energy sources com-
parable to the tax incentives which has been given for over 50 years to stimulate
the extraction of minerals and foil fuels?" That question will never lie an-
swered until we try giving such a tax incentive to stimulate the development
-of these inexhaustible energy sources.

Another important question Is this. "What would it cost tie government to
try giving the producers of windpower electric generators, solar collectors. alco-
hol for automobile fuel. methane gas for heating, equipment to distill alcohol and
eqlipnte-o produce methane gas. a percentage production allowance compar-
able to that given to the producers of oil. gas. coal and uranium? The answer
is that it wouldn't cost us anything If it didn't work. If there were no produc-
tion there would he no tax deduction. It wouldn't he like to government giving
out il)llonsR of dollars In research grants which don't produce any worthwhile
results. That money is lost for certain.

On the other hand. If it did result in laree scale production. the revenue loss
'would probably not he any greater than the pre.ent loss from the percentage
,depletion allowance on fossil fuels which would he replaced.
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Furthermore If such an industry did materialize, It would provide many
thousands of Jobs which would mean that many more wage-earners would be
paying income tax into the government and there would also be fewer people
drawing unemployment compensation from the government.

In addition, such an industry could probably produce such equipment for sales
to other countries. Thus instead of having money going out of this country for
the purchase of oil, we would likely have money coming into this country from
the sale of equipment. So there are several ways we could possibly gain from
such tax legislation but no way that we could lose from such tax legislation.

For years Congress has been voting in income tax deductions and income tax
credits to encourage the public to Invest in all sorts of things. In addition to
the percentage depletion allowance, there is the Investment tax credit, tile
residential energy credit, the capital gains deduction, the individual retirement
account deduction, the work incentive credit and the new jobs credit, Congress
has even written a tax credit into the law to encourage people to contribute to
its members' campaign funds called the Credit for Contribu'ions to Candidates
for Political Office.

Why then shouldn't Congress allow a tax deduction or credit to encourage the
production of clean energy from our Inexhaustible sources of abundant energy
to help solve one of the most serious problems this country has ever faced?

As I understand it there is very serious consideration being given to allowing
a $3 per barrel production tax credit on oil produced from oil-shale which
would figure out to 15 percent on $20-a-barrel oil. Why not give a 15 percent
production tax credit to the producers of alcohol for automobile fuel, and to
the producers of methane for heating and to the producers of windpowered
generators to generate electricity and to producers of solar collectors to produce
heat and to makers of equipment to produce methane gas and to producers of
equipment to distill alcohol?

A study on the feasibility of windpower was made and published in 197,I
by the Mitre Corporation of McLean, Virginia under a grant from the Nationat
Science Foundation. I would like to read two short excerpts from that study.

ECONOMICS

An important measure of the economic viability of WECS is the cost of elec-
tricity produced by such systems. This cost is, currently, still relatively large-
compared to that of fossil-fueled systems. However, the unit price of wind tur-
bines is expected to decrease as the size of the units is increased and as mass-
production techniques are introduced. Present estimates Indicate that WECS, if
located at sites with reasonably high average wind velocities, would be expected
to produce electricity at busbar prices of 20 to 30 mills per kilowatt-hour. This
would be competitive with conventional diesel electrical generation plants using
oil priced from $10 to $11 per barrel or higher.

Wind systems without energy storage may be tied into a conventional system.
powered, for instance, by a diesel generating plant and used to save fuel when the
wind is blowing. On the other hand, wind systems with suitable energy storage
capabilities can be used as a complete substitute for a conventional electric gen-
erating plant. In other case, the break-even points might be expected to occur at
fuel prices of about $10 to $11 per barrel of oil for sites with average wind veloci-
ties of about 15 mph. To achieve these break-even prices at more moderate wind
velocities will require development of systems with improved performance or
lower costs.

WIND DISTRIBUTION

Currently available maps showing patterns of average wind power over the.
United States provide only very rough estimates of this power. Many are based
mainly on measurements obtained near ground level at airports. However, air-
port locations are, generally, purposely chosen to avoid sites where local topog-
raphy might result in high wind speeds. Other pattern maps are produced by
extrapolating high altitude wind measurements down to a standard height above
ground level. An example of the latter type is shown below. Its shaded areas
indicate where average wind speeds are estimated to equal or exceed 18 mph
at 150 feet altitude over the United States. Many of these areas are near large
population centers such as New York, New England. Western Texas, Denver, Colo-
rado Springs, Los Angeles and San Francisco. Others are areas served by large
utility networks such as those of the Bonneville Power Administration and tho
Tennessee Valley Authority.
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A rough Integration of the average power available within the 18 mph con-
tour surrounding the high Great Plains region indicates that with conserva-
tive assumptions regarding the operating efficiencies and proper spacing of wind
machines, it Is expected that the power that could be extracted from the winds
In that region, alone, is several times the present United States electrical power
demand.

We are constantly being reminded to conserve energy. Yet there Is far more
energy going to waste every day In this country in the form of unharnessed wind-
power being dissipated across this country than we are consuming in all of our
homes, farms, factories and automobiles combined and yet Congress has offered
no meaningful tax incentive whatever to encourage the production of wind-
powered generators to convert this abundant inexhaustible supply clean energy
into a usable form.

Henry Ford was quoted in the December 7, 1929 issue of the Literary Digest
on Page 29 as saying, "We can get fuel from fruit, from that sumach by the road-
side, or from apples, weeds, sawdust-almost anything. There Is enough alcohol
In one year's yield of an acre of potatoes to drive the machinery necessary to
cultivate the field for a hundred years."

Still in 1979 the Federal Government Is paying farmers to leave some 22 million
acres of cropland to lie idle and to not produce crops from which alcohol for
automobile fuel could be produced.

A process has recently been developed at Purdue University by which organic
waste can be economically converted into alcohol. The Indiana legislature was
so Impressed with it that took the very unusual step of appropriating two mil-
lion dollars to specifically further this development.

There are approximately one billion tons of organic waste produced In this
-country annually. Dr. Tsao, the man primarily responsible for developing the
process at Purdue, estimates that with his process this one billion tons of organic
waste could be converted into approximately 100 billion gallons of fuel-grade
alcohol. The United States now consumes approximately 100 billion gallons of
gasoline annually.

What we have in the United States is not an energy shortage. What we have
in this country is a shortage of the means of converting our abundant supply
of energy from Inexhaustible sources into useable forms of energy.

It seems to me that the quickest and surest way to achieve energy Independence
In this country would be to produce the means to turn that abundance of energy
from inexhaustible sources, into usable forms of energy.

When World War II started the manufacture of automobiles for civilian use in
this country was brought to a complete halt. I recently heard a statement to the
effect that there will be some 15 million automobiles manufactured In this country
this year.

If the threat to the security of this country because of our dependence on for-
e eign oil and our enormous foreign trade deficit, Is as serious as many people
think it is, it seems that it's about time we started encouraging our automobile
manufacturers as well as other manufacturers to start shifting some of their
manufacturing facilities to the manufacture of windpowered electric generators,
solar collector, methane gas generators and alcohol distillaries.

When Hitler started World War II, the free nations of the World had few
arms. It didn't take 10 years or 15 years or 20 years to arm those nations. In five
years the United States armed the greatest war machine this world has ever
known. Three months after Pearl Harbor, in early 1942, 90 percent of the world's
natural rubber came under the control of the enemy. By the end of the War in 1945
the United States was synthetically producing 87 percent of the rubber It was
using.

I am thoroughly convinced that with Its Industrial might, the U.S. could very
well produce the means to convert our abundance of energy from inexhaustible
sources into usable forms of energy in a very few years if we had a tax system
which encouraged American industry to do so instead of a tax system which
discourages it from doing so.

I do not beliece the Arabs are so dumb but what they could likewise be con-
vinced of the same thing.

I believe that one of the most Important things that should be remembered Is,
that by adopting such proposed tax legislation we have everything to gain and
nothing to lose. At the same time, by not adopting such tax legislation we have
nothing to gain and everything to lose.
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JOHN J. CHnISTMANN AND CHRISTMANN ASSOCIATES,
Lubbock, Tex., July 5, 1979.Senator Mxm Ge~va,,

Senator MALCOLM WALLOP,
Senator MAX BAycus,
Energy Subcommittee,
Senate Finance Committee.
Re Windfall Profits Tax.

GENTLEMEN: Due to the limited time you had in Casper on July 2nd to hear
testimony, It was recommended that I submit a written statement. It is my feeling
that many of the following points may not be brought out so please bear with me
and consider these.

First, the term "Windfall Profits" is an outright misrepresentation since the.
tax is in no way related to the profit an operator makes on a given operation.
Citibank of New York has determined that over the decade 1968-1977 the petro-
leum industry averaged a 13.9 percent return as compared to 13.3 percent for all
U.S. manufacturing. During the last year of that decade, the petroleum industry
fell below manufacturing at large with a 14.2 percent return compared to 15 per-
cent across the board. The recent decline in relative profitability is due In part to
U.S. controls on crude oil pricing which has held price increases essentially to the-
nations implicit price deflator index. The above average return figures include
the "Obscene Profits" of the Internationals,. Domestic Independents return would,
be considerably less than manufacturing at large.

Unfortunately for the producer, his costs in oil exploration and production have
far exceeded that index, creating for him a cost-price squeeze which greatly
diminished his available capital for further exploration. Since 1972, for example,
while the implicit price deflator was climbing 52% thru 1978, oil field machinery
costs rose 105%, oil well casing rose 112%, oil field wages climbed 80% and'
drilling costs moved upward by 113%. The tax could well leave many potential
secondary recovery projects In an operating loss position resulting in their pre-
mature abandonment.

The "Major Oil Company's Obscene Profits" as they have been called by the.
critics result entirely from their overseas operations and the fact that the Major
Companies have all phases of the industry from which to reap a profit. Neither
of these two highly profitable sources are available to the domestic independent
operator who derives his entire income from the sale of oil and gas at the well-
head. This same independent is the one who drills 80%4 of the wildcat wells and
finds 80% of the reserves in this co,-try. This so-called "Windfall Profits Tax"'
will take from the real oil finder his only source of funds with which to expand
our domestic production.

Small wonder that the Major Companies spend the greater part of their ex-
ploration efforts overseas. I. quite frankly. am presently considering a concession
in Nigeria where we can invest 150% of domestic costs and sell our product for-
almost 400% of our old oil price here sold subject to the so-called "Windfall
Profits Tax". Why spend our money at home?

The congress seems to think they are better qualified to solve our energy prob-
lem with the billions they will take from the professional and highly trained oil
operators than to let them invest these funds in additional oil and gas produc-
tion and alternate fuels with their extensive expertise in these fields.

According to Hughes Tool Co. the rig count in the Rocky Mountain Region
this week is 2,017 compared to 2,292 one year ago. down 275 rigs. And this should'
be the most active time of year. Unless the Domestic Independent Producer is
exempt from the so-called "Windfall Profits Tax" or at least allowed to plow
the entire tax back into domestic drilling and production the active rig count
will drop dramatically from present activity.

Increased domestic oil and gas production is the quickest and surest relief for
our Immediate problem. It is available if the people who know how to find and'
produce it are left with sufficient funds to do the job in a favorable economic
climate.

Please remember, those "Obscene Profits" were only made by the major Inter-
national Companies. and to tax the small domestic producer because of them is
like throwing the baby out with the bath water.

The house members undoubtedly needed to have something to show the irate
consumers that they had found a scapegoat to blame for the higher prices and gas-
lines, so passed the "Windfall Profits . before leaving for home. We have-
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always relied on the Senate for sound Judgement in the past and it appears the
same holds true in the present instance. However it is high time that the repre-
sentatives think more of the national welfare than of their re-election. We have-
our fingers crossed.

Very truly yours,
JOHN J. CHRISTMANN.
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